
ABSTRACT 

HUANG, JING-HUEI. Understanding Urban Greenspaces through Social Media Data. (Under 

the direction of Dr. J. Aaron Hipp and Dr. Myron Floyd). 

 

Urban greenspaces (UG), such as publicly owned and accessible parks, sports fields, and 

greenery in urban areas, serve as a fundamental component of urban ecosystems. UGs can 

enhance physical and psychological health through facilitating physical activity, relaxation, 

social interactions and reducing exposures to environmental stressors. Socio-cultural factors 

(e.g., perceived values and social attitudes) are important drivers in strengthening or weakening 

the pathways linking greenspaces to human health as these factors play a key role in influencing 

the motivations to use UGs. Better understanding perceived values and attitudes toward UGs 

could help develop strategies for park design and management that meet the needs and 

preferences of the public.  

Using traditional methods (e.g., surveys and interviews) to investigate attitudes and 

values toward UGs is challenging due to survey non-response, geographic and time constraints, 

bias in self-report data, and costly and labor-intensive data collection. As social media platforms 

are virtual environments where communication and knowledge exchange are facilitated, social 

media data contain explicit semantics that reveal perceived values and attitudes toward a subject. 

With a data driven approach, past studies showcase how text mining of social media data can 

reveal use of UGs with a focus on selective topics, such as physical activities, emotional 

responses to UGs, and perceived cultural ecosystem values. Yet, there is a lack of comprehensive 

understanding about the underlying dimensions of public values and attitudes toward UGs that 

social media data may inform.  

This dissertation develops a methodological framework to explore the feasibility of 

understanding public values associated with UGs through the qualitative content of social media 



data. First, a systematic literature review assesses the application of Twitter analytics in UG 

research, and underscores opportunities to advance the techniques, highlights challenges, and 

provides future research directions. Second, a methodological framework is developed to 

identify public values and attitudes toward UGs extracted from the text content of tweets through 

natural language processing and topic modeling techniques. Third, a case study employs the 

methodology developed by study two to investigate the changes in public values and attitudes 

about four NYC flagship parks pre- and post- COVID through Twitter data and how the patterns 

have shifted following the March 11, 2020, World Health Organization designation of a COVID-

19 pandemic.  

Ultimately, this work aims to inform researchers who seek to understand the potential of 

evaluating UGs through social media data, contributes to the methodological and conceptual 

framework for mining text content of place-related social media data, and demonstrates how 

social media data can provide compelling evidence to inform emergency response and 

management strategies of parks and recreation departments during the global health crisis. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1. Overview 

Understanding how the public views urban greenspaces (UGs) can inform decision 

making that responds to the needs and preferences of the users in general. However, evaluating 

public attitudes and perceived values of UGs can be challenging as the traditional methods, such 

as survey and interviews, are limited by self-report bias, geographic and time constraints, and 

labor-intensive data collection processes. Social media data, digital communications 

encompassing opinions and experiences about UGs from ever expanding social media users, 

provide a promising way to investigate perceived values and attitudes of UGs at the population 

level. There is a need to understand how social media data can inform the underlying dimensions 

of perceived values and social attitudes toward UGs.  This dissertation aims to investigate the 

current status of UG research using social media data and develop a theory-based 

methodological framework to explore the feasibility of understanding perceived values and 

public attitudes toward UGs through the qualitative content of social media data. This work is 

guided by theories on use of UGs, social determinants of population health, and a social 

ecological model that incorporates the effects of virtual environments on health behavior. 

1.1 Urban greenspaces & health 

Urban greenspaces (UG), defined by World health organization [1] as “parks, sports 

fields, and woods and natural meadows, wetlands or other ecosystems in urban areas that 

facilitate physical activity, relaxation and social interactions, form a refuge from noise, help filter 

out harmful air pollution and moderate temperatures”, are key community resources. As an 

essential component of the ecosystem in urban areas, UGs are recognized for their economic and 
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environmental benefits, and health, ecological, aesthetic, socio-cultural and psychological values 

[2]. UGs plays a critical role in enhancing physical and psychological health [3, 4], including 

improved physical functioning, reduced risk of chronic diseases, and recovery from stress [5-8]. 

1.2 The role social context plays in use of urban greenspaces 

While it is suggested that access to UGs (i.e., living and working in neighborhoods 

having access to UGs) is a key determining factor of health benefits [9], the associations between 

access to UGs and health appear to be inconsistent across different environmental settings and 

social circumstances [10]. Inconsistent results imply there might be unknown and varying 

mechanisms establishing this association at the population level [11]. Uncovering the systematic 

variations in health determinants can be beneficial as they can guide local policy making for 

cost-effective resource allocation, which ultimately will help achieve community health [12, 13]. 

The notion of “place affect” suggested by Macintyre et al. [14] elaborates the effect on health 

behavior resulting from differences in social and environmental contexts. Macintyre et al. [14] 

proposed contextual differences be used to explain the differences in health outcomes and 

behavior between areas that cannot be captured by individual-level variables alone. They suggest 

varying levels of influence including the composition of people living in places, the differences 

in the features of physical and social environment between the places, and the differences in 

socio-cultural and historical features of communities (e.g., shared norms, traditions, values and 

interests). For example, one’s living context, such as crime rates, government policy, and cultural 

and historical attitudes toward use of outdoors spaces for physical activity, could collectively 

influence motivations to use UGs. Such influence may moderate the relationship between access 

to UGs and health behaviors and outcomes [4]. In particular, attitudes, social perceptions of UG 

environment, and perceived values of UGs may be more important drivers than UG physical 
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attributes in strengthening or weakening the association between access to UGs and health 

behaviors [2]. However, population-level social-cultural effects are hard to quantify and evaluate 

as they are formed collectively and are intangible and shift across space and over time [15]. 

1.3 The social-cultural factors about urban greenspaces: values and attitudes 

The social-cultural factors regarding UGs stand for social attitudes, values, perceived 

social environment (e.g., crime safety, incivilities), government policy, and community activity, 

and network of community support [14, 15]. Perceived values and attitudes are considered as the 

most influential factors as for addressing the question about how to deliver quality spaces and 

services that suit the needs of urban population [16]. Perceived values stand for what people 

consider important regarding an object and how the importance is assigned to the object, which 

presents the general patterns of behavior and opinions across time within a group [17]. The 

values of UGs perceived by the public can be understood broadly as ecosystem functions that 

benefit people through multiple ways, including economy (e.g., tourism, the value of the 

properties nearby UGs), environmental regulations and life support (e.g., better air quality, 

shaded and cooling areas provided by trees), culture and society (e.g., facilitating social 

interactions by providing meeting spaces, inhibiting the formation of social ties due to the high 

crime rate in UGs), nature and ecology (e.g., biodiversity and natural beauty), psychology (e.g., 

comfort, escape), and health (e.g., physical health) [6, 18]. Understanding perceived values of 

UGs can help identity how the public assign importance to UGs, which could help determine 

what to prioritize through ecosystem management in UGs.  

Different from perceived values that stand for general and more stable notions about an 

object, attitudes are an expression of psychological tendency based on evaluating an object with 

certain degree of favor or disfavor [19]. The construct of attitude encompasses three components: 
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the cognitive component – a logical evaluation of the characteristics of an object (e.g., 

knowledge, information); the affective component – a sense of feeling about an object; the 

behavioral component -- experiences or related behaviors related to an object [19]. Attitudes 

toward UGs could be expressed as opinions about behavior (e.g., participating in UG planning 

and management) and usefulness/functionality of UGs (e.g., use UGs for relax, increasing 

property value) [20]. In this study, attitudes are conceptualized as a positive or negative 

evaluation of all the features related to UGs, such as physical attributes, social interactions, 

events, and activities, which range from negative, neutral to positive. Understanding public 

attitudes can help create strategies for planning and management of UGs that incorporate 

citizens’ perceptions and preference to better deliver the services and obtain public support for 

certain features or the programs offered in UGs [20]. For example, design campaigns that engage 

the public through features that are favored by the public or form programs that are appealing to 

the citizens [21]. 

1.4 Methodological concerns in the assessment of value and attitudes toward urban 

greenspaces 

Some methodological issues concerning the assessment of social-cultural attitudes and 

perceived values of UGs are appropriate spatial scales, time intervals, and the potential 

disjunction between the objective and subjective measurement of the determinants [14, 22]. 

Traditionally, self-report techniques, such as surveys, interviews and focus groups, are the main 

methodologies to measure social-cultural attitudes and perceived values of UGs, because they 

are not directly observable. Surveys have been frequently used in measuring attitudes and values 

with systematic questionnaire design that incorporates the concepts identified in theories. Yet, 

traditional survey methods yield a constrained picture of people’s attitudes and values toward 
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urban greenspace. Additionally, conventional methods have limitations: bias in self-report data, 

restricted sample size, geographic and time constraints, potential bias by evaluators, costly and 

labor-intensive data collection, and varying methods subjective to study regions or study fields 

[23, 24]. For practitioners, lack of up-to-date tools and resources for the evaluation of public 

opinions leads to the issue that the policies and services are hardly responsive to citizens’ needs, 

barely address citizens’ concerns, and lack up-to-date information about what and how to engage 

citizens in urban greenspaces. 

1.5 Social media as a data source for urban studies 

Emerging digital technologies have the potential for advancing evaluation techniques to 

investigate the dynamics of human activity in urban areas. This includes a promising way to 

crowdsource public opinions [25, 26]. In the digital age, the internet and web technology 

constructs virtual environments, where people interact with individuals and communities using 

web browsers, social media, and mobile phone applications [27]. The digital footprints on social 

media platforms, such as opinions, comments, and photos, have been considered data sources for 

opinion mining, which can potentially inform evidence-based decision making for urban 

planning and management [28]. Specifically, characteristics of social media data consist of five 

aspects that traditional surveys cannot achieve: volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value [29, 

30]. Social media data are generated in a massive amount (i.e., volume) in a short time (i.e., 

velocity), which reveal various formats of information, such as texts, images, links, videos, 

geolocations, and social networks between the users (i.e., variety).  

Moreover, social media is not first and foremost a type of data for surveillance purposes, 

such as monitoring human activities and tracking the spread of disease. Fundamentally, social 

media data contain explicit semantics as social media platforms are virtual environments where 
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communication and knowledge exchange are facilitated. Social media is considered as a cultural 

practice (i.e., “the shared perceptions of how people routinely behave in a culture” [31])  that 

demonstrate attitudes and values of a society [23, 28]. Due to the communicative nature, the 

contents shared on social media platforms not only present what the users think are important but 

also are influenced by the presence of the other users because the users tend to seek alignments 

with the common values on the platform to receive attention from the others [32]. As a result, the 

values that shared by the users are co-constructed in the collective interaction process [32]. With 

this notion, research suggested social media data has the potential for revealing the values the 

public collectively assigned to a subject or a place [32, 33].   

Using natural language processing and topic modeling techniques, scholars are able to 

explore underlying themes emerging from the text content of social media data that may be 

associated with public views of certain topic [34]. As for measuring attitudes, sentiment analysis 

provides a promising approach to detect the evaluative tone of a subjective expression from 

social media text content [35]. For example, Amaya et al. [36] used social media data to assess 

social attitudes toward social-cultural topics based the sentiment scores associated with the topics 

merging from text content of the Reddit® data. Additionally, through social network analysis, 

social media data can reveal networks of individuals who share the same interests or values [28, 

37].  The application of social media data analytic techniques permits a qualitative and 

quantitative big-data approach to gain unobtrusive, prompt, and in-depth insights on various 

social-cultural aspects of society (i.e., veracity) [38, 39].  

Although social media data has the potential to serve as a tool to examine human 

behavior, there are inevitable challenges associated with the representativeness and applicability 

of the data, which may hinder its effectiveness for informing decision making. The issues 
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revolve around the “who”, “how”, “why”, and “so what?”. First, Twitter user populations are 

self-selected (e.g., not everyone uses Twitter), hence the veracity of generalizing findings from 

social media data to the general public is questionable [40]. Second, data collection, 

preprocessing, and analysis can be difficult because of the variety of data formats and noisiness 

in the data. The information we gather through social media data can be unreliable without 

sufficient techniques for data preprocessing (e.g., remove outliers and standardize data format) 

and analysis (e.g., topic modeling and sentiment analysis). Last, but not the least, the data-driven 

approach (i.e., drawing conclusion from the description of phenomena) has been questioned for 

the lack of theory support, which results in disregarding the meaning behind the data and 

presents inadequacy in synthesizing the findings for decision making [41, 42]. 

1.6 Exploring public attitudes and perceived values of urban greenspaces through social 

media data 

Through the connection between real and virtual worlds, social media platforms, as a 

virtual place where digital communications occur, are embedded in our physical environment as 

part of our everyday surrounding. For example, when a person working from home is attending a 

Zoom cloud meeting using internet, he/she is situated in the home environment with a virtual 

world (i.e., the Zoom platform) tethered to it. As for exploring UGs, and specifically public 

attitudes and perceived values, through social media data, the questions come to: How can a 

virtual environment, like social media, link to a place-based environment, like a UG? What are 

the determining factors for measurement? How can we interpret social media data? Can the data 

be applied to understand social-cultural values and attitudes toward UGs?  

I adapted Stokols [27]’s theoretical framework to understand how social media data can 

reveal the interaction between humans and places and the meaning behind it from a socio-
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ecological perspective. Figure 1.1 uses Twitter as an example to demonstrate the possible 

interrelations between the real (e.g., UG, home, or workplace) and virtual environment (e.g., 

Twittersphere) to generate UG-related content. One can tweet about UG when visiting a UG 

(link A, B), which can be associated with the location of the UG with geotags (i.e., an electronic 

tag that assigns a geographical location to a social media post) (link A). One can tweet about a 

UG while being in a non-UG place (link C). One can also be in a UG, but geotagging posts 

related to subjects that are not directly related the UG (link D, E). The subject of the post can be 

associated with attitudes (i.e., a positive or negative sentiment), or not. The bidirectional 

interactions between real and virtual world can be complementary, neutral, or conflicted based 

on whether the virtual setting supports the activities of the host setting, vice versa. In my 

opinion, this can be used to conceptualize the relationship between UG-related social media 

posts and experiences in the real UG setting. The direction from the real world to the virtual 

world stands for the impact of a person’s activities in the real world (e.g., visiting a UG) on the 

virtual world. For example, having a good time in a UG could lead to positive social media posts 

about the UG. The direction from the virtual world to the real world stands for the impact of a 

person’s activity in the virtual world on the real world. Digital communications about the UG-

related attitudinal topics may have indirect influence on the individuals. For example, the 

negative posts about trash issues or poorly-maintain facilities in a UG may form a negative 

perception of the UG, which discourages people to go. As a result, all these conversations about 

UGs on social media sites generates digital traces that record opinions and experiences about any 

features or incidents related to UGs. 

For surveillance purposes, geotags of tweets have been used to estimate visitations in 

UGs [43] and the content of both tweets geotagged in UGs and tweets mentioning UGs have 
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investigated activities, experiences, and feelings about UGs through either geotags or mentioning 

[23, 25, 44]. Reciprocally, the UG-related attitudinal topics emerging from conversations in the 

Twittersphere could potentially reveal the lay public’s general attitudes and perceived values of 

UG [37]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Conceptualizing the relationship between urban greenspaces and the virtual world. 

Note. R: real environment; V: virtual environment; A: one tweeting about UG when visiting a 

UG with the geotagging option enabled; B: one tweeting about UG when being in a UG, the 

geotagging option disabled; C: one tweeting about a UG while being in a non-UG place; D: one 

tweeting about things not related to UG when visiting a UG with the geotagging option enabled; 

E: one tweeting about things not related to UG when visiting a UG with the geotagging option 

disabled.  

 

Methodological issues come from the challenge of extracting useful information from the 

large-volume and noisy text content of social media data in cost and labor effective way. For 

example, social media posts geotagged in UGs, or mentioning UGs, can reference a wide range 

of topics (e.g., park features, incidents occurring in UGs, social gathering, or nearby attractions). 

Although natural language processing and topic modeling techniques can be used to process and 
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analyze large amount of text data, the heterogeneity in text content of UG-related social media 

posts makes the automating annotation difficult. There is a need for a methodological framework 

that consists of a proper data collection plan to gather sufficient data, data processing steps tailed 

to social media data structure, and an analytical approach guided by domain-specific knowledge.   

2. Problem statement 

Compared with social media studies in other research fields, studies on social media in 

UG are still in their infancy. There are study gaps that need to be filled. 

First, despite the opportunities that social media data offer for developing studies in UGs, 

it is important to acknowledge the challenges that researchers may be facing when assessing use 

and experiences of UGs using the text content of social media data. To my knowledge, there are 

no systematic reviews of current studies that provide a comprehensive examination of using the 

text content of social media data in UG research, nor detailed methodological considerations. 

The possible social media research biases in sample selection, issues with analytic processes, and 

additional challenges and limitations should be well documented for the field.   

Second, to my knowledge, little work has been done to examine public attitudes and 

perceived values of UGs through the text content of social media data, although this approach 

has been broadly used in other fields (e.g., health-related topics and political opinions). It is 

crucial to investigate the feasibility of assessing public attitudes and perceived values of UGs 

through social media data as social media may be an unobtrusive and time effective method with 

greater spatial and temporal coverage for measuring social-cultural factors affecting use of UGs. 

Additionally, there is a need to develop a methodological framework for mining topics in text 

content of social media data related to place that addresses the potential issues arising from the 

text structure, such as highly sparse word co-occurrence and short length of text. 
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Third, during the era of the COVID pandemic, local parks departments and advocacy 

groups are altering their policies and public statements almost daily in response to the burst of 

usage. Understanding public attitudes and perceived values of UGs in a timely manner can 

inform strategies for UG management that meets the needs of the public, better enforces 

regulations, and supports educational campaigns to promote use of UGs.   

3. Dissertation objectives 

As data from different social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc.) 

have varying structure and characteristics due to user experience design and user behavior, this 

dissertation focused on one social media site to examine the nature of the data structure and 

provide methodological considerations for in-depth analysis. Twitter® was selected as the focus 

because Twitter is easier to access for the public, provides rich text content (up to 280 

characters), and is used by urban populations on a daily basis. To develop techniques that could 

contribute to the literature and complement current methods, this dissertation consists of three 

related research projects:  

(1) A systematic literature review was conducted to assess the application of Twitter analytics in 

UGs, and outline opportunities to advance the techniques, challenges, future research, and 

programmatic directions. 

(2) A methodological framework was developed for identifying attitudes and perceived values 

based on mining topics from tweet text content. The methodology consists of a detailed data 

preprocessing and a topic modeling technique tailored to the characteristics of tweet text content 

related to UGs, which addresses the potential issues arising from the text structure of Twitter 

data, such as short length of text and highly sparse word co-occurrence.  
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(3) A case study was conducted to investigate through Twitter the changes in perceived values 

and attitudes about NYC parks pre-COVID (from March 2019 to Feb 2020) and post- COVID 

(from March 2020 to Feb 2021). Specifically, this study explored how often the urban parks in 

NYC are mentioned (i.e., volume) and what attitudinal topics was stated (e.g., variety and topics) 

about the parks on Twitter and, importantly, how topics and the volume have shifted following 

the March 11, 2020, World Health Organization designation of a COVID-19 pandemic. 

4. Specific Aims 

Aim 1:  Conduct a systematic review to assess the application of Twitter analytics in UG use, 

detail methods on investigating use of UGs, highlight opportunities to advance the technique, 

and report challenges. 

Aim 1a: Review and critically evaluate UG and Twitter peer-reviewed English manuscripts 

2006-2019. 

Aim 1b: Annotate articles regarding (1) estimated UG visitation based on geolocation of the geo-

tagged tweets, (2) estimated areas a UG serves based on the users’ main activity spaces (i.e., 

estimated based on the average tweeting activity areas), (3) emotional responses to UG 

experiences according to tweet text content.  

Aim 1c: Identify methodological considerations, challenges, and recommendations for future 

research. 

Aim 2: Examine public attitudes and perceived values associated with UGs through tweets. 

Aim 2a: Identify UG-related tweets using two criteria: (1) exact geolocation information 

associated with each tweet, if available; (2) park names as keywords.  

Aim 2b: Use topic modeling techniques to identify topics (i.e., themes emerging from the text 

content of the tweets). 
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Aim 2c: Validate whether the topics are associated with special features, activities and events in 

UGs. Associate the identify topics with perceived values associated with UGs.   

Aim 2d: Use sentiment analysis to examine attitudes toward the topics among the Twitter users.  

Aim 2e: Use a temporal analysis to observe how the volume of perceived values about UGs 

change over time. 

Aim 3: Investigate the changes in perceived values associated with NYC parks pre- and post- 

COVID through Twitter data.  

Aim 3a: examine the change in the number of UG-related tweets between pre- and post- COVID. 

Aim 3b: Identify topics from the UG-related tweets pre- COVID and associate the topics with 

perceived values about UGs. 

Aim 3c: Identify topics from the UG-related tweets post- COVID and associate the topics with 

perceived values about UGs. 

Aim 3d: Examine differences in perceived values pre- and post- COVID.  

Aim 3e: Examine the attitudes toward the topics through sentiment analysis to more insights on 

the reasons related to the change in the topics  
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CHAPTER 2 

Twitter® as a tool for investigating urban greenspaces: A systematic literature review 

1. Introduction 

Rapid growth in urban populations in the 21st century has influenced physical and mental 

health through exposure to risk factors, such as an overcrowded and polluted environment, high 

levels of violence, reduced social support, and physical inactivity [1-3]. Urban greenspaces 

(UGs), in this study defined as publicly owned and accessible open spaces fully or partially 

covered by vegetation in urban settings, such as parks, sports fields, and greenery, serve as a 

fundamental component of urban ecosystems [4, 5]. UGs are recognized as essential for their 

economic, environmental regulation and life support, health, ecological, aesthetic, socio-cultural 

and psychological values [6]. As key community resources, UGs facilitate physical activity, 

relaxation and social interactions, form a refuge from noise, filter out harmful air pollution and 

moderate temperatures [4]. Use of UGs leads to physical and psychological health, including 

improved physical functioning, reduced risk of chronic diseases and recovery from stress [7-9]. 

To design and manage UGs that meet the public’s needs and preference, policy makers and 

management authorities must understand how residents perceive and interact with UGs [10, 11]. 

However, evaluating use, attitudes and perceptions of UGs can be challenging as the ways 

people interact with UGs are diverse, subject to personal and contextual conditions, and shifting 

across space and over time [12].  

Previous studies exploring the relationship between people and UGs applied traditional 

methods, such as observations and self-reports [13]. Observational studies (e.g., systematic 

observations by observers or observation of physical activity using GPS and accelerometer 

devices) unobtrusively examine activities in parks and contextual settings within designated 
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observation areas. This requires multiple observations over time to ensure reliability [14]. Self-

report techniques include surveys, interviews, and focus groups, which solely rely on the 

participants’ responses. Both approaches have limitations, including restricted sample size, 

geographic and time constraints, costly and labor-intensive data collection, and bias by either the 

evaluator or participants [15, 16].  

Emerging web technologies have the potential for advancing techniques to understand the 

dynamics of human activity in urban areas. The growing popularity of social media and the 

significant role it plays in modern society results from perceived ease of use, perceived 

usefulness of new technologies, knowledge sharing (i.e., knowledge seeking, contributing and 

exchange), social influence, and the benefit of social capital [17, 18]. As an important component 

of the internet environment in the digital age, social media facilitates a cybersphere where people 

share activities in a location and thoughts at the moment, communicate with each other, and 

experience remote events and the environments through posts by the users in the networks [19]. 

The well-recognized characteristics of social media data – large volume, high velocity, various 

data types, and voluntarily shared information – make it an effective data source for urban 

studies. The data have various types and formats, especially the geographic context and 

qualitative content (e.g., human language, photos, videos, etc.) [20]. Facilitated by the evolving 

technology in computer science, researchers can handle the large volumes of social media data at 

high rates and perform various types of analyses that provide insights into human behavior [21, 

22]. In addition, as the data are collected unobtrusively, it avoids the Hawthorne effect where 

research participants alter their behavior due to the awareness of being observed [23]. Thus, 

social media data, as a new data source, can potentially complement data collected through the 

above-mentioned traditional methods [10, 24]. Previous studies have explored how social media 
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data can help capture the growing complexity of social-ecological-technological interactions in 

cities and provide new knowledge for decision-making that improves urban sustainability across 

various disciplines. For example: assessing the value of cultural ecosystem services, evaluating 

the influence of the interplay between social and physical environment in public health, 

understanding socioeconomic and ethnic divides across physical space in daily life, investigating 

traveling patterns, and tracking consumption practices and patterns of commercial activities [25].  

Twitter®, in particular, has become one of the popular data sources for urban studies due 

to large urban user population, high data accessibility, and the adequate tools and computing 

libraries for data analysis, such as data visualization, text analytics, and social network analysis 

[26]. Introduced in July 2006, Twitter is one of the most established micro-blogging services that 

connect millions of people across the world. It allows users to broadcast posts (i.e., tweets) 

shared with all other users in real-time. Twitter is not the most popular social media platform in 

the US, a position held by Facebook. However, Twitter’s microblogging function (i.e., allows for 

280 characters per post, easy to read and follow, open to the public if not disabled by the users) 

more effectively facilitates opinions and information sharing in a text format among the public 

compared to other social media sites [27, 28].   Twitter® authorizes researchers to extract 

historical data or stream real-time data (e.g., user profiles, posts, social network information) 

through Twitter’s Application Programing Interface platform (API), which provides broad access 

to public tweets, except for the 13% of Twitter accounts that keep their feeds private (i.e., private 

accounts) [29]. The advancing of Twitter analytics along with geospatial and statistical 

techniques allows researchers to perform spatiotemporal or time series analysis on the usage 

patterns of geotagged tweets [30], natural language processing techniques (i.e., computer 

programs to process and analyze large amounts of natural language data) to detect the topics and 
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sentiment of text contents [31, 32], and social network analysis to examine the social influence 

among networks of users [33]. 

Research using Twitter data to investigate the dynamics of urban activities for 

surveillance purposes, such as Lansley and Longley [34], indicated the data are particularly 

useful for recording places visited for recreational purposes, compared to other types of activities 

in urban areas. Researchers in UGs have been interested in exploring how social media data, 

especially Twitter, could be used to gain a better understanding of UGs [35]. Examples of recent 

works include using geotagged tweets to estimate park visitation rates [36, 37], assess well-being 

in parks [38], and explore recreational activities and events over time in UGs [16, 39]. Recently, 

research demonstrated the feasibility to extract perceived values of UGs, given the notion that 

the text content of social media reveals explicit semantics that may reveal cultural practices, 

attitudes and values of the public, such as perceived values of cultural ecosystem services in UGs 

[10].  This advance in Twitter analytics for understanding UGs suggests the potential to 

investigate social-cultural attitudes that play a key role in driving use of UGs using the 

qualitative content of social media data.  

Despite the opportunities that social media data offers for developing studies in UGs, it is 

important to acknowledge the challenges that researchers may be facing when assessing human 

behavior using social media data. Due to the nature of social media data, biases arising from the 

raw data or incurred during data collection and analyses are acknowledged as key barriers to the 

implementation of social media data analyses [40, 41]. As only 22% of US adults uses Twitter 

and that 1-5% of the users share their geo-location, the major concern is that social media users’ 

behavior may not represent the general population [21, 42, 43]. Pulling meaningful insights from 

social media data can be challenging because it requires computational techniques and data 
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mining skills to obtain, process and analyze the large amount of mostly unstructured data, 

especially for scholars who do not have a computer programming background [21, 44].  

1.1 Significance  

To our knowledge, there are no systematic review of current studies that provide a 

comprehensive examination of the use of Twitter data in UG research as well as the 

methodological considerations while using Twitter as a data source. Specifically, given the 

adequate text content generated by the active opinion sharing on Twitter, it would be beneficial 

for researchers to gain a comprehensive understanding of what the text content of Twitter data 

could inform about UGs, how to analyze the data, and the challenges. This study systematically 

reviews the literature of UG-related research that have used Twitter as a data source. We provide 

an overview of the current state of research, including trends over time and across places, author 

academic disciplines, study objectives, the methodologies used in these studies (i.e., data 

collection, extraction, and analytical techniques), and major applications identified by these 

studies. Based on the review, we suggest the types of UG research questions that can be best 

answered with Twitter data. We also critique the measurements and methods for Twitter data 

studies of UG usage and the bias challenges in the Twitter data collection and analysis. We end 

by offering proper approaches and opportunities to advance the techniques. Our work provides 

guidelines for studying UGs using Twitter data, in particular, we offer suggestions to improve 

the research questions and advance the study design. 

2. Methods 

This study follows the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analysis (PRISMA) checklist approach [45]. Since meta-analysis is not covered in this study, 
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some items in the checklist are excluded, such as data items and summary measures. The 

following illustrate the process. 

2.1 Search Strategy 

We developed a keyword list designed to broadly capture the articles that are relevant to 

the topic “greenspace” [46, 47].  We defined a second list to specify Twitter-related terms. The 

combination of the two keyword lists were used to search for the articles from the below-

mentioned databases (see Table 2.1). The search occurred in April 2020. The following 

electronic databases were searched for articles published from July 2006 to April 2020: 

ScienceDirect, PubMed, Web of Science, CAB Abstracts, PsycINFO, Environment Complete, 

ACM Digital Library, and Compendex & INSPEC. In addition, we also considered the articles 

cited in each of our qualifying articles. 

Table 2.1 The keyword lists used to search for the articles. 

Terms keywords 

Urban greenspace-

related terms 

greenspace*, “green space*”, park*, “open space*” , playground*, "urban 

forest*", “green area*”, “green belt*”,  parkland*, woodland*, greenway*, 

parklet*, “green environment”, “ecological garden*”, “green infrastructure”, 

“ecosystem service*”, “urban habitat*”, “blue space*”, “green roof*”, 

“urban green”, “greenness exposure”,  “sky garden*”, “urban farm*”, “urban 

tree*”, “vegetated area*”, “public space*” 

Twitter-related terms Twitter, tweet*, “social media” 

Note. Asterisks (*) are wildcard characters, which are symbols representing one or more characters. 

 

2.2 Eligibility criteria 

Articles were included in the review if they met the following criteria: (1) the article was 

a peer-reviewed journal article or a conference proceeding that investigated UGs. (2) The study 

was conducted in greenspaces in urban settings.  We define urban as areas that are within an 

urban jurisdiction or metropolitan area, which was in contrast to rural, forest, or wildland areas. 

In this study, UGs were defined as publicly owned and accessible open spaces fully or partially 

covered by vegetation in urban settings, such as parks, sports fields, and woods and natural 
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meadows, wetlands, or other ecosystems in urban areas. Thus, national parks and rural parks are 

excluded. (3) The study used Twitter data as analytic data source, at least in part. (4) The article 

was published between 2006 July and 2020 April (Twitter launched to the public on July 15, 

2006). (5) The article consisted of an empirical study. Literature reviews, study protocols, poster 

sessions, editorials, interviews, and commentaries were excluded. (6) The article was published 

in English with the full text available. 

2.3 Study selection 

We first obtained articles from searching our target databases with our keyword lists. 

Then we identified additional articles by extracting the reference lists of the first batch of 

articles.  These articles were also subjected to keyword searches to filter these articles.  The 

resulting set of was screened by two of the authors using our inclusion criteria checklist. Any 

discordances over article inclusion were resolved through discussion. Following the PRISMA 

diagram, the selection process consists of four steps (see Figure 2.1): (1) identified 1482 articles 

through database searching; (2) removed 363 duplicated articles; (3) screened abstracts of the 

remaining 1,119 articles and excluded articles that do not meet the criteria including 1038 

articles that did not focus on UGs or use Twitter data, 17 articles that were book chapters, and 2 

articles that were case studies; (4) reviewed the remaining 62 articles’ full text to confirm 

eligibility and removed 43 articles that did not meet the criteria. After all of our criteria were 

applied, 19 papers remained.  Note that no additional articles through the reference list of the 19 

remaining articles were identified based on the titles. 
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Figure 2.1 The selection process for the articles included in the systematic review. 

 

2.4 Data extraction 

To assess the current state of studies in UGs using Twitter, the following information 

from the selected studies was extracted: research field and topic, research questions, study setting 

(i.e., location, study population, sample, and timeframe), data mining (i.e., data acquisition and 

storing from the source), data processing (i.e., meta-data information extraction including user 

profiles and tweet content), analytic methods (e.g., sentiment analysis, content analysis, network 

analysis, and image analysis),  and limitations. 

2.5 Synthesis of results 

As a final piece of our methodology, to address the aims of this study, we further 

examined the articles: (1) We looked at the overall trend in the publications based on the number 

of academic disciplines and the objectives, over time and across geographic regions. (2) We 

examined how the data was collected and which meta-data were extracted from tweets for 

analysis. (3) We assessed the analytic techniques that were used. (4) We discussed the 
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applications of studying UGs using Twitter data as evidenced by the contribution and 

implications that the studies made in research and practice. (5) We evaluated the technical 

barriers to data collection and analysis and the potential biases associated with each process. (6) 

Considering these elements as a whole, we proposed future directions for studying UGs using 

Twitter data and strategies for tackling challenges of social media studies in urban parks by 

linking those to the major methodological considerations proposed in social media studies (e.g., 

methods to address the issues of representativeness, consistency, reliability, and ethics).   

3. Results 

The result of the systematic review from the 19 articles are detailed in this section. The 

articles were analyzed based on the year of publication, academic disciplines, study regions, 

objectives, analytic methods, and data collection process. 

3.1 Year of publication and author academic disciplines 

Although Twitter was introduced in 2006, studies exploring UG usage with Twitter data 

were not published until 2016. As Figure 2.2 shows, the number of publications has increased 

considerably since then. 15 out of 19 articles were published in 2018 and 2019.  We identified 

the academic disciplines of the authors based on the authors’ affiliations. Because a study may be 

conducted by a group of scholars from different disciplines, the number of disciplines does not 

correspond to the number of the publications included in this review. The studies have made 

impacts on various academic disciplines, including public health (n=2) [48, 49], computing and 

information systems (n=6) [49-54], landscape architecture and urban and regional planning (n=7) 

[24, 36, 37, 48, 53-55], administration and economics (n=1) [55], geography, environmental and 

forest sciences (n=9) [10, 16, 36, 38, 39, 53, 56-58], environmental psychology (n=1) [51], and 

civil and environmental engineering (n=3) [52, 53, 57]. As these numbers show, the largest 
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contributions so far have come from the geography, environment, and forest science fields. 

Starting in 2018, the studies have also begun to emerge from scholars in landscape architecture 

and urban & reginal planning. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Number of publications per year and academic discipline. 

 

3.2 Study regions in the papers 

As Figure 2.3 shows, most of the research investigated UGs using Twitter data in western 

countries (i.e., western cultural societies) where most Twitter users are located, including United 

States (n=7) [10, 36, 37, 52, 54, 55, 57], United Kingdom (n=7) [16, 38, 39, 48, 56, 58, 59], and 

Australia (n=3) [50, 51, 53]. One was conducted in Korea [24]. Studies were conducted in major 

cities with high populations, better access to internet services, and well-developed urban park 

systems, such as New York City and San Francisco in the US, London and Birmingham in UK, 

Melbourne in Australia, and Seoul in South Korea. 
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Figure 2.3 Number of publications by study region. 

 

3.3 Objectives of the studies 

A qualitative analysis was performed to identify the objectives of the publications 

included in this review.  As Table 2.2 shows, we identified six objectives in the studies that used 

Twitter data to investigate UGs: attitudes about and perceptions of UGs, usage monitoring, user 

profiling, data collection and analytic method comparison, dissemination evaluation, and 

innovation for UG services. Studies on attitudes about and perceptions of UGs have examined 

emotional responses to UGs (n=10) [24, 38, 50, 51, 53-58], landscape preferences (n=1) [52], 

and perceived cultural ecosystem values in UGs (n=1) [10]. Monitoring how UGs were used 

included estimating visitation in UGs based on number of geotagged tweets (n=3) [36, 37, 59] or 

examining the types of activities (e.g., events, exercise, socializing, relaxation) in which people 

participated in UGs (n=4) [16, 39, 51, 55]. Five studies focused on discussions about Twitter 

data collection and analytical process. Researchers have been interested in comparing Twitter 

data with data from other sources, such as traditional methods (e.g., interviews and surveys) and 
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other social media platforms (e.g., Flickr) (n=4) [10, 24, 36, 48]. One study specifically explored 

the difference between manual, semi-supervised and unsupervised sentiment analysis methods 

[58]. Fourth, two articles aimed to evaluate how concepts about use of UGs and the health 

benefit of UGs were disseminated online through Twitter, such as assessing the most influential 

hashtags, accounts, and networks [49, 55]. Fifth, UG users’ behavior and sentiments extracted 

from tweets based on geotagged tweets enabled researchers to define comprehensive profiles of 

UGs and their visitors for planning and management purposes. One study clustered the UGs in a 

metropolitan area based on the average distance users traveled to visit, sentiment and emotions in 

UGs, daily visitation patterns, and seasonal visitation patterns [56]. Lastly, one study used near-

real-time information extracted from Twitter data, including activities people performed in UGs 

and the associated sentiments to develop a recommendation system that provided the most up-to-

date suggestion on UGs to visit based on the users’ preferred activities [51]. 

Table 2.2 Objectives of the reviewed studies. 

Category Sub-category Publications 

Attitudes and perceptions 

toward UGs (sentiments, 

preferences, benefits) 

Emotional responses to UGs [24, 38, 50, 51, 53-58] 

landscape preferences [52] 

benefits / Cultural ecosystem values [10] 

Usage monitoring 

(visitation, types of 

activities) 

Visitations [36, 37, 59] 

Activities (physical activities, 

socializing, relaxation... etc.) and events 

[16, 39, 51, 55] 

Method comparison Comparing Twitter data with survey data [24, 36, 48] 

Comparing Twitter data with data 

collected by interviews 

[10] 

Comparing Twitter data with Flickr data [36] 

Comparisons of sentiment analysis 

methods 

[58] 

Dissemination evaluation Influencers of the networks based on the 

messages and hashtags regarding UGs 

[49, 55] 

Influential hashtags/keywords regarding 

UGs 

[49, 55] 

UG profiling  Clustering UGs based on the average 

distance users traveled to visit, 

sentiment, and emotions in UGs, daily 

visitation patterns, and seasonal 

visitation patterns 

[56] 

Technological innovations Develop a UG recommendation system [51] 
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3.4 Data collection logistics and content 

3.4.1 Accessing Twitter data 

To obtain the data for analysis, the Twitter APIs were employed to download tweets in 

most of the studies, except one conference paper that did not provide details about the data 

collection process. The freely available Twitter APIs were used to collect Twitter data, including 

Twitter Streaming API [60] and Twitter Search API (i.e., Twitter REST API) [61].  Eight studies 

specified they assessed the data through Twitter Streaming API, which collected data that were 

produced in the real time [10, 36, 37, 50, 54, 56, 57, 59].  Seven studies indicated Twitter Search 

API was used to retrieve tweets, which gathered historical data (i.e., data that were produced 

before the time of the collection) based on a search query, such as keywords [10, 16, 38, 58], 

hashtags [49], and locations [53].  According to the studies, the researchers were able to gather 

tweets posted in the past 10 days before the search using Twitter Search API.  Among the 19 

studies, 5 studies did not specify which Twitter API they used [24, 48, 51, 52, 55].  Overall, the 

collected data were pre-processed to obtain a uniform text content for analysis, which included 

cleaning tweets (e.g., remove duplicate tweets), cleaning the extraneous text content in tweets 

(e.g., remove links, username mentions, and punctuation marks), and, in some cases, removing 

hashtags.     

3.4.2 Metadata and derived attributes 

The studies collected various forms of metadata along with the tweets and derived 

additional attributes, using the tweets and metadata. Table 2.3 list the metadata and derived 

attributes that were associated with the tweets and Twitter user profiles. The tweet data that was 

used in the 19 publications includes coordinates (i.e., geolocation) (n=13) [10, 16, 36, 37, 48, 50, 

51, 53-57, 59], the 140-character text (n=12) [10, 24, 38, 39, 49-52, 55-58], hashtags only (n=2) 
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[49, 55], timestamp (n=8) [37-39, 49, 51, 56, 57, 59], Tweet ID (n=2) [50, 57], language (n=2) 

[50, 57], images (n=2) [10, 16], and number of retweets (n=1) [49]. Through analyzing the tweet 

messages, around half of the studies extracted sentiments (n=11) [24, 38, 49-52, 54-58] and 

content (e.g., keywords, themes, topics) (n=8) [10, 16, 38, 39, 49, 51, 52, 55] to understand how 

people were feeling and what people expressed about UGs or when in UGs. Only 2 studies that 

investigated the most influential accounts and hashtags extracted the networks among tweets [49, 

55].  Studies were also able to get the data about Twitter users to perform the analysis on the user 

level, which include user ID or handle (e.g., @jing) (n=8) [38, 48-50, 53, 54, 56, 57], tweeting 

timeline (i.e., the most recent 3200 tweets of a public Twitter account) (n=7) [37, 49, 50, 53, 54, 

56, 57], number of followers (n=1) [49], and user location (i.e., country and city from profile) 

(n=1) [54]. Four studies further extracted whether a Twitter user was a resident or a tourist in a 

city based on the geolocations and timestamp of their most recent tweets [37, 50, 54, 56]. For 

example, Kovacs-Györi et al. (2018) considered Twitter users residents in London if the users 

had at least 12 geotagged tweets posted in London within at least two non-consecutive quarters 

of the year. Plunz et al. (2019) classified a Twitter user as a resident if the user had at least one 

15-day gap between the first and last geotagged tweets in New York City. One study categorized 

the gender and organization types of the users although it was not detailed about how the 

categorization was performed [38]. 
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Table 2.3 Frequency of metadata from tweets and about Twitter users. 

Category Sub-category Publications 

Data from tweets Geographic coordinates [10, 16, 36, 37, 48, 50, 51, 53-57, 59] 

 140 characters (including 

hashtags) 

[10, 24, 38, 39, 49-52, 55-58] 

 Timestamp [37-39, 49, 51, 56, 57, 59] 

 Tweet ID [50, 57] 

 Language [50, 57] 

 Hashtag [49, 55] 

 Images [10, 16] 

 # of retweets [49] 

Extractable data about 

tweets Sentiment  

[24, 38, 49-52, 54-58] 

 Content  [10, 16, 38, 39, 49, 51, 52, 55] 

 Network [49, 55] 

Data about users User ID [38, 48-50, 53, 54, 56, 57] 

 Tweeting timeline (the most 

recent 3200 tweets) 

[37, 49, 50, 53, 54, 56, 57] 

 Usernames [37, 38] 

 # of followers [49] 

 User location [54] 

Extractable data about users Residents/tourists [37, 50, 54, 56] 

 Gender [38] 

 Organization [38] 

 

3.5 Analytic methods 

Table 2.4 shows that multiple analytic methods were applied to analyze data and address 

the objectives in the literature. Aligned with the fact that the majority of the studies aimed to 

examine emotional responses to UGs, sentiment analysis was the most common technique for 

assessing the affective state and subjective information from the text content of tweets [62]. The 

analysis approach examined both the polarity (i.e., positivity, neutrality, or negativity) and 

emotions (e.g., anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, disgust, and beauty) of tweet 

text. Of the eleven studies that used sentiment analysis, nine studies used the unsupervised 

approach [24, 48, 50-53, 56-58] while three studies applied semi-supervised techniques [49, 54, 

58] and two had human annotators assess the sentiments of the tweet text [38, 58]. It should also 

be noted that nine different lexicon and rule-based sentiment analysis tools (i.e., the lexicon by 
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Hu and Liu [63], TextBlob [64], SentiWordNet [65], SenticNet [66], PERMA [67, 68], Affective 

Norms for English Words (ANEW) [69],  Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner 

(VADER) [70], Hedonometer [71], and  National Research Council Canada Emotion Lexicon 

(NRC Emolex) [72] were used among the nine studies that employed the unsupervised approach.  

As for the analysis of non-sentiment content (e.g., UG-based activities or benefits of UGs 

expressed in the tweets), five different methods were used in the literature. Four studies 

examined word frequency [24, 49, 55, 57] and two studies looked at hashtag frequency to 

identify the most popular keywords in the given text [49, 55]. While four studies applied 

thematic analysis to manually identify the themes that merged among the tweet text content [10, 

16, 24, 38], two studies employed unsupervised topic modeling techniques to detect topics [51, 

55]. Additionally, one study used text content analysis to categorize tweets based on the 

keywords of the research interest [16].   

To estimate if Twitter data can be an indicator of UG visitation, four studies used Twitter 

data to explore the variation in use across UGs in urban areas. They tallied the number of tweets 

posted within UGs and analyzed how nature, built and social environmental conditions might be 

associated with the variation [36, 37, 39, 59].   

To investigate how messages related to use of UGs were disseminated through Twitter 

networks, network analysis techniques were used in two studies [49, 55]. Kim et al. [55] used the 

mention network to identify the most active and influential users in the tweets about a UG. The 

co-hashtag network was used to discover the popular keywords that were mentioned together 

among tweets [49, 55]. Using community detection algorithm, Kim et al. [55] further analyzed 

the co-hashtag network to identify the tightly connected topics and keywords in the network, 

which demonstrated the heterogeneity of the topics or keywords related to a UG.  
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One study used the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) clustering algorithm [73] to 

extract clusters of UGs based on the information extracted from tweets and user profiles, 

including spatial behavior of the visitors (i.e., the distance the visitors travel to a UG), sentiments 

of the tweets in a given park, and the temporal patterns (e.g., daily and seasonal) [56].   

Based on the results from the above-mentioned analyses and the information gathered via 

tweets (e.g., timestamp and geolocation of a tweet), half of the studies further examined the 

popularity across places and over time. Three studies estimated the daily, hourly, or seasonal 

patterns of visitations estimated based on number of geo-tagged tweets in UGs [50, 56, 59].  Six 

studies explored the temporal patterns of sentiments expressed in tweets [38, 39, 49, 53, 54, 57]. 

Two studies used spatial analysis to investigate spatial clusters of positive or negative tweets 

across UG areas [50, 55]. 

Table 2.4 Frequency of methods used to analyze Twitter data in the review studies. 

Category Sub-category Publications 

Sentiment analysis 

(11) 

Manual annotation  [38, 58] 

 Semi-supervised annotation [49, 54, 58] 

 Unsupervised annotation [24, 48, 50-53, 56-58] 

Non-sentiment content 

analysis (8) 

Word frequency analysis [24, 49, 55, 57] 

Hashtag frequency analysis [49, 55] 

 Content analysis [39] 

 Thematic analysis [10, 16, 24, 38] 

 Topic modeling [51, 55] 

Visitation estimation 

(4) 

Modeling use of UGs [36, 37, 39, 59] 

Network analysis (2) Mention network analysis [55] 

 Co-hashtag network analysis [49, 55] 

 Community  [55] 

UG profiling (1) Clustering methods [56] 

Spatial analysis (3) A density map of geotagged tweets [54] 

 Spatial cluster analysis of sentiments [50, 55] 

Temporal analysis (9) Temporal patterns of estimated visitation 

Temporal patterns of sentiments across 

various time periods 

[50, 56, 59] 

 

[38, 39, 49, 53, 54, 57] 
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3.6 Applications of using Twitter data to understand urban greenspace usage 

To design and manage UGs that meet the needs of citizens, it is essential for policy 

makers, planners, and the management teams to explore the experiences of UG users and involve 

users in the UG planning and management process [74]. However, investigation on how UGs are 

used and the public’s attitude and opinions about UGs can be challenging because it is time-

consuming and labor intensive. Taking advantage of social media big data, powerful computing 

techniques, and big data analytics, UG studies using Twitter data have advanced the approaches 

to explore users’ experiences and attitudes. Three major themes are identified among the 

research reviewed: (1) monitoring activities in UGs, (2) examining attitudes and perceptions 

toward UGs, and (3) investigating networks that disseminate the concept and ideas about UGs. 

3.6.1 Monitoring urban greenspace visitation 

Researchers proposed to predict and validate the UG spatial and temporal visitation 

patterns using the near-real-time Twitter data. Visitation rates across the UGs in an urban area 

were estimated based on the number of geotagged tweets that were posted in UGs and modeled 

with the environmental characteristics of the UGs.  Geotagged tweets were used to examine the 

spatial variation in use of UGs across areas in metropolitans, such as New York City [37, 54], 

Minneapolis–Saint Paul [36] in the US, and London [59] in UK.  

Studies were also able to identify the drivers of the spatial variation in visitation 

estimated by geotagged tweets. These drivers fell into three classes: (1) UG characteristics (e.g., 

the presence of nearby water features, number of total amenities within a park, length of trails, 

and athletic facilities) [36, 37], (2) neighborhood environment characteristics (e.g., access to 

public transportations or the presence of bike features) [37], and (3) neighborhood social 

environment characteristics (e.g., racial/ethnic composition and population density) [37] [36].  
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The timestamps of geotagged tweets were collected during wide time ranges. This 

allowed researchers to estimate temporal variation in UG usage at hourly, daily, or seasonal 

intervals [50, 56, 59]. The number of tweets posted in UGs was used to project when visitation 

peaks occur: the afternoon of a day, weekend of a week, summer among the seasons and when 

there are events in UGs. The daily and hourly patterns of tweets posted in UGs were explained 

by weather conditions in the area where UGs are located, including precipitation, cloud 

coverage, and wind speed [59]. 

3.6.2 Examining experiences, perceived values, and attitudes toward urban greenspaces 

One primary use of Twitter data has been to learn about the activities that take place in 

UGs and to gain insights about emotional responses to UGs, landscape preferences for UGs, and 

perceived cultural ecosystem services in UGs. Content and thematic analysis on the text content 

allowed researchers to explore users’ experiences in UGs, such as activities, times to visit, 

popular places/features [55]. For example, Roberts et al. [39] used Twitter data to investigate 

physical activity (PA) engagement in UGs. Although Twitter data did not record the actual PA 

(e.g., activity levels or bouts), tweeting about PA represented social norms and cultural practices 

associated with PA. Tweets were also sufficient to obtain information about organized events in 

UGs [16]. In particular, Twitter data revealed the role UGs play in the society through events, 

such as developing sense of community and social ties, providing a place of engagement with 

political, social, and religious activities, interaction between human and nature, social inclusion, 

and economic activities [16].  

Johnson et al. [10] leveraged qualitative components of Twitter data to understand the 

cultural ecosystem services users perceived in UGs and discovered that certain types of CES 

could be elicited through tweets, including aesthetics, social relations, sense of place, recreations. 
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Aligned with Roberts [16], Johnson et al. [10] found tweets related to an event or a program 

demonstrated the cultural diversity and cultural heritage users experienced in a UG setting. 

The sentiments of tweets that were geotagged in UGs demonstrated how people felt while 

being in UGs across places and over time. In general, studies found there were more positive 

tweets than negative tweets in UGs [24, 38]. The spatial variation in sentiments of the tweets in 

UGs revealed the popular sites in a UG [55]. Compared with being in other urban areas, Twitter 

users had more positive and less negative emotions in UGs [54, 56, 57, 75].  Sentiment analysis 

of Twitter data across UGs in a city revealed that there might be UGs with more negative 

sentiments than other UGs [56]. Variations in sentiments across parks were found to be 

associated with park types (e.g. regional parks, community parks, and plaza) and vegetative 

cover rates [57]. The spatial variation also examined the UGs in different geographical regions. 

While assessing sentiments in UGs across the boroughs in New York City, Plunz et al. [54] 

found in Manhattan there were less positive Tweets in UGs compared to outside of UGs. This 

was different from the general patterns that Twitter users generated more positive tweets in UGs. 

This uncovered that the experiences in UGs might not only differ across types of UGs but also 

may vary throughout geographical regions.   

The near-real-time big data from Twitter enabled the exploration of temporal variation in 

sentiments. Exploring sentiments of tweets in UGs across seasons, Roberts et al. [38] found 

winter especially differed the most from other seasons, with more negative tweets and fewer 

positive tweets. Lim et al. [75] discovered Tweets in UGs showed higher level of polarity than 

urban areas across the four seasons (e.g., being more positive in warm seasons and less negative 

in cold seasons). Likewise, the hourly and daily patterns of sentiments in UGs were assessed 
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through the data. For example, sentiments appeared to be more positive on weekend than 

weekdays, and after work through evening during a day [75]. 

In-depth content analysis to identify the cause of emotional responses informed evidence-

based management. Roberts et al. [38] identified positive tweets about the beauty of nature, 

which showed the potential of using twitter data to investigate one key value of CES (i.e., 

aesthetic appreciation). While the positive tweets evidenced the benefit of UGs, studies also 

discovered the negative tweets in UGs helps understand barriers to use of UGs [38, 57]. For 

example, "fear tweets" were found to be generated in the evening or in the morning, which may 

reveal safety problems [56]. Negative tweets about littering in UGs might reveal issues for 

improvement on maintenance [38].    

Sentiments of the text content of tweets was also used to identify attitudinal aspects 

toward UGs. Investigating sentiments of tweets posted in a UG in Seoul, Korea, Sim and Miller 

[24] found the users had more positive experiences than the negative ones. Wang et al. [51] 

identified tweets geotagged in UGs that expressed positive sentiments about activities (e.g., 

workout, socializing, relaxation) to establish a system that recommend UGs for users’ preferred 

activities.  Rai et al. [52] proposed a computational method that adopted data annotation and 

sentiment analysis on Twitter data to recognize preferences about landscape settings of green 

infrastructures.   

3.6.3 Investigating networks that disseminate the concept and ideas about urban 

greenspaces 

Among the research reviewed in this study, only two investigated how messages were 

related to UGs were communicated through the networks of Twitter users. For these studies, 

Twitter was not only the data source but also played a role in promoting UGs because positive 
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experiences in UGs or attitudes toward UGs could be shared with friends and followers in the 

networks.  The nature of the social media platform was for the users to share experiences and 

opinions with their friends and followers. The main goal of this approach was to assess how to 

better disseminate the concept and ideas about UGs through the Twitter platform and who played 

a dominant role in the communication. Hashtags in the tweets related to UGs were investigated 

to identify the major trends in the communications because hashtags were assigned by the users 

to associate the tweets with certain topics [55]. For example, Palomino et al. [49] analyzed the 

sentiments of the tweets that contained hashtags regarding “Nature-Deficit Disorder“ to 

understand if the public health messages that promoted the connections between nature and 

health were properly delivered in the Twittersphere. Kim et al. [55] analyzed the relationships 

between the hashtags related to the High Line to detect the most tightly connected clusters of 

topics in the network. This approach examined the current images of the UG related concepts in 

the Twittersphere, which helped develop strategies for dissemination or promotion (e.g., 

identifying hashtags that works better in disseminating the messages or promote use of UGs). 

Moreover, to explore who was influential in the network of the tweets related to UGs, studies 

looked at the generators of the tweets as well as the accounts that were mentioned in the tweets. 

Palomino et al. [49] examined the originators of the tweets related to the topic of their interests to 

reveal the influencers in the network. In tweets from the NYC High Line, Kim et al. [55] 

examined the networks between an user who mentioned another user in their tweets and the users 

who were mentioned. They found the leading non-profit organizations of the High Line project, 

art-related groups/individuals, individual bloggers, and businesses played a key role in the 

communications about High Line Park. 
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3.7 Challenges of using Twitter data in investigating urban greenspaces 

Regardless of the advantages of using Twitter data in understanding UGs, there are 

limitations due to the nature of the “found” data source and the unstructured data format. The 

biases originating from the nature of the data source, data collection, and data analysis are 

acknowledged as key barriers to the implementation of social media data analytics.   

3.7.1 Biases/limitations from the nature of data source 

The posts on Twitter are organic, not generated for research purposes, which makes it 

important to consider the limitations when interpreting study results. The issue with Twitter data 

that was mentioned the most, in the papers we reviewed, was population bias. There have been 

debates about whether Twitter data represents the study population (i.e., in this case, the potential 

UG users) because not everyone used the platform [43]. When a study draws a sample from 

Twitter data to investigate behavior of a population, people who do not use Twitter are excluded 

from the sampling frame [76]. Further, the UG users that do tweet in UGs might not share their 

location. This would also result in their tweets being excluded from studies that only consider 

geotagged tweets [50, 55]. Twitter data might not reflect the diversity of the community in study 

regions as it could be biased toward younger, predominantly female, more educated and tech-

savvy, urban populations [36-38, 48, 57]. This may lead to misleading conclusions drawn from 

the data that do not represent the study population [77, 78].  

Another type of bias comes from the distortions in user behavior or the technological 

limitation of mobile devices and internet services. Twitter users might not tweet every time they 

are in an UG, which results in a low number of UG-related tweets per user [36, 48, 56]. In UGs 

having low visitation rate, very low or no tweets posted make the extrapolation of UG user 

behavior and preferences impossible. Hamstead et al. [37] discovered visitation estimates in UGs 
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with relatively low visitation were overestimated by the number of Twitter posts while UGs with 

relatively high visitation were underestimated by the number of Twitter posts. Although the 

estimated variation in visitation based on Twitter data was found to capture visitations with some 

degree of certainty, Twitter data might not be applicable to estimate visitations for all types of 

UGs. In addition, the GPS accuracy in mobile devices in urban areas can make the precision of 

the user geotagged location questionable. For example, due to the 2D data structure, some tweets 

geotagged in the underground subway might be mistakenly identified as tweets posted in a UG 

[54, 57]. Additionally, Twitter data can be highly skewed toward certain times when there were 

events in UGs [48, 49]. Also, the text content of the tweets posted in UGs might not be 

necessarily related to UGs [56]. Exploring UG user behavior based on tweets that are posted in 

UGs, without considering the content, could bias the results by mistakenly taking non-UG-

related tweets into consideration.  

Another limitation of Twitter data is the amount of information that can be extracted from 

Twitter data. The utility of the tweet text content is questionable given the 280-character limits. 

For instance, when detecting emotional responses to UGs, the causality could be unclear given 

the very limited context [38]. As Twitter users tended to be more civically and politically active, 

their messages might be generated intentionally to affect others and may not represent the 

opinions of general UG users [55]. Furthermore, tweet content generated by scam or fake 

accounts can also skew the assessment [38]. Last, but not least, user demographic information is 

not available in Twitter data, which is a burden for social studies, given that how people interact 

with UGs is highly associated with individual background, characteristics, and experiences [16, 

38, 39, 55-57]. 
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3.7.2 Biases occurring during data collection 

Additional bias occurs during the sampling process due to the techniques used to access 

Twitter API to download Twitter data. Two different methods (Twitter Streaming API and 

Search API) were used in the reviewed studies.  

The studies did not indicate whether they used freemium or paid versions of these APIs 

for more comprehensive access. However, since paid APIs may be too expensive for many 

researchers, our discussion focuses on the free standard levels of the Streaming and Search APIs. 

Choosing between these two APIs for retrieving Twitter data introduces tradeoffs. The Twitter 

Streaming API allows researchers to collect large amount of real-time data that are 

approximately a 1% simple random sample of all the tweets generated for a given time period. 

However, it requires a stable Internet connection and data storage system [79]. When retrieving 

tweets with the Streaming API using a search query, researchers are able to obtain a higher 

coverage of real-time tweets, but the volume depends on the criteria and the current traffic [80].  

The Search API, which was used by seven of the studies we reviewed, retrieves historical 

data that was published in approximately the 7 days prior to the search query to filter the tweets 

of research interests [81]. The major limitation of the Search API is the rate limits. These vary 

based on account payment level, but the free account grants 100 tweets per request and 450 

requests per 15-minute window per developer application [82]. Furthermore, when employing 

Twitter APIs to obtain the data, the full sampling mechanism is not available, nor transparent to 

the public (i.e., the researchers) [38].  

Another challenge comes from the process of data filtering and selection. To have a 

sufficient sample of relevant tweets for the analysis, a search query (e.g., keywords or hashtags) 

was used to gather a “topic-specific” Twitter dataset (e.g., tweets related to UGs). In the case 
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where a study gathers tweets that were related to a certain topic using designated keywords, how 

the keyword lists were originally developed by the researchers determined if the selected data 

represented the topic of interests (i.e., validity). When the hashtag/keyword search filter is not 

valid or comprehensive, the representativeness of the returned data might be questionable [49, 

83]. For example, Palomino et al. [49] found some tweets that contained the keywords or 

hashtags of their interests were not related to the research topic. 

3.7.3 Biases occurring during data processing 

As Twitter user background information is not available, studies often had to extract the 

information through analyzing available metadata, such as usernames, profile description, 

geolocation of the tweets, and timestamps. There might be discrepancies between the estimated 

results and who the users really were. For example, to investigate residents’ park use behavior 

through Twitter data, whether a user was a resident or visitor was detected based on the location 

and timestamp of a user’s most recent tweets [50, 56].  Given the likelihood of misclassifying 

visitors as residents, there is a need to verify the effectiveness and reliability of the resident 

identification process to ensure the validity of the data processing procedure [56, 84].   

3.7.4 Biases occurring during data analysis 

Biases occurring during data analysis referred to methodological pitfalls when analyzing 

the data. Some potential pitfalls might come from the natural language processing methods 

applied in the analytical process that handled and analyzed the large amount of noise in the text 

content of Twitter data. Although the big data analytical approach using computational 

techniques is sufficient in finding the major trends in the data, some informative details may be 

missed in the generalization process. Qualitative analysis has been proposed as a complementary 

method to broaden the understanding of the meaning of UGs to people [49, 55]. Though the 
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manual approach may achieve higher reliability, this is time-consuming. In addition, employing 

human judgement to explore and interpret the data in the content analysis process may introduce 

another issue – violating the objectivity of the research [55].  

As many studies assessed emotional responses to UGs, the drawbacks of various 

sentiment analysis methods were discussed intensively in the papers we reviewed. While most of 

the studies performed sentiment analysis using the unsupervised annotation approach, they 

identified eight limitations: (1) this method tends to assume one tweet contains one emotion, 

which is not aligned with the reality that a post can be expressing multiple emotions [58]; (2) the 

majority of tweets may be classified as neutral or have no identifiable emotion [56]; (3) there is 

low inter-method reliability [58]; (4) the lexicon methods for sentiment analysis considers words 

individually and does not take the context into consideration, which can lead to sentiment scores 

being biased by words that have relatively high/low polarity [55, 56]; (5) variations in language 

usage due to geographic origin are not captured [58]; (6) emojis are usually not included [58]; (7) 

some APIs for sentiment analysis are not transparent about the dictionary and the assignment, 

such as the Alchemy API by IBM [49]; (8) some lexicon methods are only for analyzing English 

text, such as Python – TextBlob [50].   

Roberts et al. [58] compared the unsupervised annotation approach with manual 

annotation and semi-supervised annotation approaches. They found the manual annotation to be 

time-consuming and affected by subjective opinions from the human annotators, though the 

manual annotation had higher validity. The semi-supervised annotation required less time and 

labor than the manual annotation but had a few shortcomings: (1) the training dataset of 

categorized tweet content developed by human annotators can be subjective; (2) the algorithm 

can only identify character-wise emojis and does not interpret unicode emojis; (3) the complexity 
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of the algorithm requires expert knowledge, such as selecting parameters and performing 

permutation. 

4. Discussion 

The results of this systematic review demonstrate the potential applications of Twitter 

data in the UG studies. However, the biases originating from the nature of data source, data 

collection, and data analysis are acknowledged as key barriers to the implementation of social 

media data analytics. The capability to handle the biases coming from the large and unstructured 

social media data determines the quality of the studies. Therefore, in this section we build on the 

insights provided by the reviewed studies to outline potential research questions and 

methodological considerations for future research.    

4.1 Potential research questions  

Twitter data is noted for its advantage for “social sensing” where each individual is 

considered as a sensor that captures human activities and opinions. This is viewed as a 

complement of the conventional remote sensing data that reveals physical features in the 

environment [85]. It is promising to learn that Twitter data has the potential to broaden our 

understanding of the interaction between human and UGs. However, researchers must keep in 

mind that Twitter data may contain systematic biases for any application, as the “found” data is 

already existing, not collected for a specific reason [86]. Understanding the challenges of using 

Twitter data, helps to generate the research questions that can be addressed with the data. Based 

on the results of this review, twitter data can be used to answer questions about: where, when, 

what, how, who, and network characteristics.  

Where and when refers to the spatiotemporal patterns of the Twitter users in UGs.  

Twitter data can be an indicator of the variation in visitations over time across UGs in large cities 
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where the urban park systems are developed and well used and the access to internet is ensured. 

Since Twitter data do not represent the general population, data validation can confirm if 

estimates from social media data can be a proxy for estimated visitation from other data source. 

Donahue et al. [36] found a positive relationship between the annual average visitation from 

survey data and social media visitation estimates for available park features in their study, which 

supports the use of Twitter data as a proxy for UG visitation. With a similar approach, Hamstead 

et al. [37] and Cheliotis [59] found the estimates from Twitter were significantly correlated with 

counts of observed visitors in their study areas. That said, to eliminate the effect of data source 

biases, combing data from multiple social media platform to estimate visitations in UGs would 

be a better approach [36, 87].    

What and how identifies the sentiments of user-generated content to understand 

experiences, attitudes, and perceptions in/about UGs and what people are doing in UGs. The text 

content of tweets was found to enable detection of emotional responses to UGs, preferred 

activities or features in UGs, and perceived CES in UGs. The understanding of sentiments in 

UGs and the causes of the sentiments could serve the UG planning and management purposes. 

However, it may be limited to gaining a deeper understanding of opinions, causality or the 

degree of agreement to a statement, given the short length of text [55]. For instance, the content 

may be inadequate in revealing the extent to which activities, features or the CESs matter to the 

users or how satisfied the users are [10, 24]. Additionally, the types of activities that can be 

investigated through Twitter data can be different from survey data. Twitter data may contain 

more about extraordinary experiences or events with others (i.e., the social aspects of life) and 

less about ordinary activities, such as walking and relaxing. Given the qualitative aspects of 

Twitter data, it permits an inductive approach to reveal new activities in UGs and negative 
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sentiments about less common and potentially threatening things, such as disease and health 

issues.  

Who refers the users visiting in UGs or the users tweeting about UGs. Given the location 

information from Twitter data, it is possible to assess the spatial characteristics of the Twitter 

users, such as how far the users traveled to visit a UG that can be estimated based on the spatial 

patterns of their tweets [56], and whether the users are residents or tourists [37, 50, 54, 56]. 

Although demographic information of the users is not available in Twitter data, it is possible to 

infer demographics, such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, and occupation, with certain level of 

confidence based on user profiles [84, 88]. Though only one of the studies included in this 

review has done so, gender and organization type may also be inferred from the Twitter accounts 

[16]. Furthermore, if demographic variables are available, they could be used to weight 

observations to align the sample with the demographic characteristics of the intended population 

[89, 90].  

Network characteristics identify the virtual communities that are connected through UG-

related tweets. Nevertheless, this type of question has not been broadly researched in UG design 

and management. Twitter serves as one of the essential virtual channels for the administration to 

promote use of UGs and for citizens to receive related information, sharing experiences, staying 

tuned for the popular activities. For example, social media was found to enhance inclusivity in 

outdoor activities through the postings about experiences shared by the users of diverse 

sociodemographic backgrounds [91]. Since tweets are generated and shared through the 

networks of friends and followers, Twitter data is especially suitable for exploring how efficient 

the leading policy makers and NGOs contribute to disseminating the benefits of UGs in the 

Twitter networks. For example, who are the influencers of the networks? Which hashtags are 
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influential/effective in the network? And what are the trending topics that promote the use of 

UGs? 

4.2 Methodological considerations 

In addition to identifying appropriate research questions that minimize the potential bias 

issues, future studies should acknowledge and seek solutions to tackle the biases and limitations 

that may occur at the Twitter data source and during data analysis. For example, the tweets could 

be posted from a sample of users biased toward certain populations, and the data may be only 

available for UGs that have higher visitations. There are some approaches to address the biases 

from the nature of data source. In study design, a possible way to minimize the sample gap 

between Twitter users and UG users is to select a study site where the users are more likely to be 

active Twitter users. For instance, Sim and Miller [24] specifically selected an urban park near a 

college where many younger adults tended to visit, assuming these users are also likely to share 

experiences in the UG through Twitter due to their age group.  

As of August 2019, Twitter no longer provides the option for the users to tag the precise 

location (i.e., GPS coordinates) in tweets, except for using the Twitter photo application or 

posting through a third-party platform (e.g., an Instagram post cross-posted to Twitter) [92]. 

Although this change in the Twitter policy protects the location privacy of the users, it might 

influence the feasibility of using Twitter data to understand UGs. Hu and Wang [93] found this 

change in Twitter might only have a minor impact in tweet volume because less than 25% of the 

tweets were directly posted from Twitter (i.e., approximately 20-25% of tweets were from third-

party applications based on a sample of tweets posted from January to March 2019). Yet, the 

overall volume of geotagged tweets, especially the ones having text content, has decreased. The 

potential solution to the issue is to search for tweets that contained the names of UGs instead of 
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tweets geotagged in UGs. In fact, previous studies have already employed this approach to obtain 

sufficient data to support their analysis [16, 24, 38, 39, 49, 52, 55, 58].  

After data collection, researchers can examine potential biases by validating the data with 

another data source. For example, Cheliotis [59], Donahue et al. [36] and Hamstead et al. [37] 

examined if there was correlation between the number of tweets posted in UGs and the counts of 

UG visitors collected by observations or by survey estimates to validate if Twitter data could be 

a good proxy for estimating actual visitation in UGs. Brindley et al. [48] compared number of 

tweets posted in a UG with the overall UG quality as evaluated by surveys to examine if Twitter 

data can be a proxy for estimating UG quality. Sim and Miller [24] compared activities and 

experiences extracted from tweet text content with survey data to reveal the strengths and 

weaknesses of social media data. To investigate if the sample is biased toward a certain 

population, research can infer demographic attributes of the users based on the user information 

or the content of posts using machine learning algorithm. The gender and race of a user can be 

predicted based on username and profiles [88, 89] while age, occupation, social class can be 

estimated based on the text content and user location [84, 94]. To identify the population bias in 

geotagged social media data, spatial models (e.g., autocorrelation analysis, geographically 

weighted regression) and census data could be used to identify the factors (e.g., income, 

race/ethnicity, gender) that are associated with the non-random distribution of the data [95-97].  

There are also ways to deal with the limitations coming from the content of Twitter data 

due to the platform design and user tweeting behavior. To overcome the limitations on the 

validity of extracted content introduced by the 280-character tweet length limits, researchers 

could use additional information provided in text (e.g., linked photos, Foursquare/Instagram 

check-in links). This would provide more context for interpreting tweet’s text content [10]. To 
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address highly skewed data resulting from behavioral biases, researchers could exclude the 

outliers or conduct sensitivity analysis. For example, Kovacs-Györi et al. [56] excluded inactive 

Twitter users (i.e., who had very few posts) based on a threshold for the proportion of tweets 

geotagged in UGs per user. As Brindley et al. [48] found 75% of the UGs in their study had no 

geotagged tweets, they performed a sensitivity analysis that compared the analysis for all the 

UGs in their study area with the analysis for only those UGs that contained Twitter data to 

examine the robustness of the findings. Identifying the sources of the highest tweet frequencies 

and manually removing tweets from bots (e.g., 511 New York) or spam tweets can avoid the 

influence of tweet content generated by non-human users [54, 57].  

For biases occurring during data collection, future studies could address biases from both 

the sampling process using Twitter API and from the data filtering process (i.e., using hashtags 

or keywords). As Twitter Search APIs have a rate limit for retrieving data, researchers can set up 

a search query with a relatively small geographical area (e.g., a city) to minimize the rate 

limiting error [54, 57]. While the Twitter Search API allows user to collect approximately 7 days 

of data, a data collection trail can be performed to test the efficiency of using different time 

scales. For instance, Roberts et al. [58] obtained data every 3, 5, 7, or 10 days to collect tweets 

and found the 10-day time scale scraped the most tweets and contained the least duplicative 

tweets. However, these limits could be obsolete if all historical data are released by Twitter. As 

of January 26th, 2021, Twitter launched the new Academic Research product track that allows 

qualified researchers to access the full history of public conversation [98]. 

To address the problems coming from the data filtering process, researchers could use 

hashtags suggested by experts to obtain the tweets relevant to the topic of their study interest 

[49]. In the case where a study aims to explore certain UGs, it is applicable to use names of the 
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study parks as the search query to get all tweets related to each park. This can avoid biases 

toward or against certain activities or events in the dataset [16]. Additionally, future studies 

could adopt the framework by Kim et al. [99], which consists of three major steps developed and 

validated search filters to ensure data quality: develop search filter, apply search filter, and assess 

search filter to exclude non-relevant ones in the retrieved messages (i.e., false positive) and 

include relevant ones in the unretrieved messages (i.e., false negative). 

As most of the challenges during data analysis are related to sentiment analysis, our 

discussion focuses on the methodological considerations specifically for this method. The 

limitations of analytic methods on the text content of tweets are inevitable since each method has 

its strength as well as weakness. The manual annotation approach appears to be the ideal method, 

given the highest accuracy of the results according to Roberts et al. [58]. However, it may be 

impractical to use these methods, given the high volume of Twitter data, barring the use of tools 

like Amazon Mechanical Turk, which may impact quality. The semi-supervised approach is 

preferred, as it has higher validity than the unsupervised approach but requires less time and 

labor than manual annotation [58]. Researchers will have to cooperate with natural language 

processing experts to overcome the difficulties of performing the analysis, such as handling the 

complexity of the algorithms, developing algorithms that can not only identify character-wise 

emojis, but also interpret the unicode emojis, generating a training dataset of categorized tweet 

content that has higher accuracy.  

In fact, we found most of the studies still employed the unsupervised lexicon-based 

annotation methods as it did not require a training data set as did the supervised method. There 

are some methodological considerations to tackle the disadvantages of the unsupervised 

approach. First, adjusting the study design to have a larger sample of text for the analysis could 
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reduce the error rates that results from not being able to take the content into consideration in the 

lexicon-based methods. For example, because the 140-character limit leads to only a few words 

per tweet text, Schwartz et al. [57] analyzed the sentiment of tweet text on the “time-bin” level 

instead of the tweet level. There pooled tweets generated by each user into hourly time bins to 

create a large sample size of words from tweets for every hour.  

Second, studies should be critical about lexicon selections and applications. Roberts et al. 

[58] used a larger lexicon of words to improve the robustness of the analysis. To avoid biases 

introduced by one lexicon-based score system, Rai et al. [52] leveraged 3 public lexicons to 

conduct the lexicon-based sentiment analysis and calculated one adjusted score per post based on 

the three scores. Third, the methods could be adapted to sufficiently analyze “context specific” 

text. For example, Rai et al. [52] adjusted the lexicons to improve the quality of sentiment 

prediction on green infrastructure-related tweets by creating a domain-specific lexicon since the 

public available lexicons were not specifically used in analyzing the text related to the domain of 

landscape preference regarding green infrastructure. Roberts et al. [58] adapted their sentiment 

analysis instruments to capture spatial variation in language by using the spatial similarity 

computation in the semi-supervised annotation and by recruiting local annotators for the manual 

annotation method.  

Lastly, it is highly recommended to perform a quality assessment on the instruments to 

ensure the validity of the analysis. For instance, a reliability analysis examines the tweet 

sentiments annotated by different annotators to identify the potential biases that may be caused 

by different methods. Other examples include using the "emoji characters" to evaluate sentiments 

for quality control [39], using multiple datasets to test the sentiment system adopted [54], and 
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validating the sentiment scores predicted using the sentiment analysis with human annotated 

scores by Amazon Mechanical Turk [52].   

5. Conclusion 

To our knowledge, this study is the first literature review to systematically summarize the 

current state of the research that have used Twitter data to explore UGs. Through a rigorous 

filtering process, we identified 19 studies that assessed UGs using Twitter data since 2016, 

though Twitter data has been used extensively in urban studies, in general, since the instantiation 

of Twitter in 2006. We have seen growing interest in using Twitter data to investigate the use of 

UGs across various research disciplines. Most studies were conducted in metropolitan areas in 

Western countries, with easy access to internet services and large Twitter user populations. With 

proper computing techniques and analytic methods, scholars have been able to obtain abundant 

data related to UG usage from the Twitter API and extract information about user attitudes and 

behavior in/about UGs from the accompanying metadata.  

Twitter provides a valid data source to investigate the spatiotemporal patterns of the 

Twitter users in UGs, to identify the sentiments of user-generated content to understand 

experiences, attitudes towards and perceptions of UGs, and to detect the spatial characteristics of 

the users. Moreover, Twitter data is suitable for examining social marketing efforts by park 

management authorities and NGOs in the Twitter networks to promote the use of UGs. However, 

researchers must be aware of the limitations of using Twitter data in studies and key differences 

between this and other data sources. Our results indicate that Twitter can be a useful tool to 

deepen our understanding of UGs when the study is carefully designed to tackle the potential 

biases and limitations that may occur at the Twitter data source and during data analysis.   
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CHAPTER 3 

Identifying public values associated with urban greenspaces through Twitter® messages:  

A topic mining approach 

1. Introduction 

Planning and management of urban greenspaces (UGs) is considered as part of the health 

promotion policy for urban populations [1, 2]. Understanding how the public view UGs could 

inform policy making, planning, and management through gathering information about what and 

how to engage with users, addresses their concerns, and provides for the needs of citizens [3, 4]. 

As park and recreation departments face fiscal challenges, such as severe budget cuts, substantial 

reduction in staff and services, and threats of closure, time and labor effective methods for UG 

evaluation would help develop responsible plans that better serve the public [5, 6].  

Understanding public values and attitudes toward UGs helps address the question about 

how to deliver quality spaces and services that suit the needs of urban population [7]. Values 

perceived by the public stand for what people consider important regarding UGs and how the 

importance is assigned to the UGs, which presents the general patterns of behavior and opinions 

across time among citizens [8]. The values of UGs perceived by the public can be understood 

broadly as ecosystem functions that benefit people through multiple ways, including economy, 

environmental regulations and life support (e.g., better air quality, shaded and cooling areas 

provided by trees), culture and society (e.g., UGs facilitating social interactions by providing 

meeting spaces), nature and ecology (e.g., biodiversity and natural beauty), psychology (e.g., 

comfort, escape), and health (e.g., physical health). Understanding perceived values of UGs can 

help identity how the public assign importance to UGs, which could help determine what to 

prioritize through ecosystem management in UGs. On the other hand, attitudes are an expression 
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of psychological tendency based on evaluating an object with certain degree of favor or disfavor 

[9]. Attitudes toward UGs could be expressed as opinions about behavior (e.g., participating in 

UG planning and management) and usefulness/functionality of UGs (e.g., use UGs for relax, 

increasing property value) [10]. Understanding public attitudes can help create strategies for 

planning and management of UGs that incorporate citizens’ perceptions and preference to better 

deliver the services and obtain public support for certain features or the programs offered in UGs 

[10].  

Traditional methods, such as surveys and interviews, have been used in measuring values 

and attitudes about UGs [3, 11]. In addition to the limitations most traditional methods share – 

time-consuming and labor-intensive, survey and structural interviews are prone to response and 

evaluator bias. To enhance efficiency of the evaluation process for UGs, there is a need to seek 

novel techniques that could potentially complement and extend traditional methods.  Social 

media data has been used to mine opinions on places through text and images shared voluntarily 

by users with digital communities [12]. Given the characteristics of social media data -- large 

volume and high velocity (i.e., the speed at which the data is generated, collected, and analyzed), 

social media big data could potentially complement traditional user evaluation methods by 

providing qualitative text content that reflects the users’ UG experiences with longitudinal and 

geospatial perspectives. Twitter, a microblogging and social network platform, has served as a 

data source for investigating human activity and mining opinions especially in an urban setting 

[13]. Previous studies in UGs have used the text content of Twitter data to investigate UG 

experiences, such as preferred activities or events [14-16], popular features [16], emotions while 

being in UGs [17-21], feelings or satisfaction about certain activities/features [22, 23], preferred 

time to visit [16]. To our knowledge, only one study used social media data to examine value-
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related concepts about UGs. The study employed a manual annotation approach to detect 

perceived cultural ecosystem services of Prospect Park in NYC, including social interactions, 

recreation, sense of place, aesthetic values, cultural diversity, economic opportunities, and 

community identity [24]. There is a lack of comprehensive understanding about the underlying 

dimensions of public value and social attitudes toward UGs that social media data can inform. 

On the other hand, the issue comes from the challenges of analyzing the big qualitative 

data. Examining the abstract topics described by a collection of words in a document (e.g., a 

tweet) help better understand the messages delivered through social media posts. The 

conventional content analysis that manually derives coding categories from text data has been 

employed to gain a higher level of detailedness and interpretation of the information in the text 

content of social media data. Yet, the challenges in these studies were that analyzing large 

amount of tweet text content was time-consuming, labor-intensive, and affected by subjective 

opinions from the human annotators [25].  

Given the volume, velocity and variety in the text content of social media data, it is 

crucial to apply natural language processing (NLP), a part of artificial intelligence (AI), to 

perform topic mining. A few studies employed the NLP technique - topic modeling algorithms to 

automate the process of extracting topics from text content of social media [16, 20]. Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a commonly used unsupervised topic modeling method, which is 

designed to identify multiple topics in a document (i.e., a tweet) based on the probability 

distribution of topics in a document (i.e., how often a topic occurs in the document). In theory, 

LDA assumes one document could consist of a mixture of topics and each topic is composed of a 

collection of words based on the probability that each word is associated with the topic. Kim et 

al. [16] used LDA to identify topics from tweets that hash-tagged the Highline Park in NYC. The 
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researchers gained a general understanding of the preferred activities and features about Highline 

Park, such as walking during evening/daytime, new section opening, a wall mural, landscape, 

and stargazing. The LDA was also applied in Lim et al. [20] to discover specific activities or 

events associated with nine popular parks in Melbourne, Australia, based on the text content of 

geotagged, in-park tweets.  

Traditional topic modeling techniques, such as the LDA, are questioned for their 

suitability and efficacy in identifying topics from open space-related Twitter data due to the 

length and content of the text. Twitter data is very short because of the 280-character limit. In 

addition, tweet content related to a place can be associated with various unrelated subjects, such 

as human activity, nature, built environment, social environment, social interactions, and culture. 

Thus, open space-related tweet content tends to lack contextual information and have sparse 

word co-occurrence (i.e., the probability that two words occur in one text) [26, 27], which makes 

it problematic to calculate statistical information for LDA topic inference based on words that 

are semantically related but rarely co-occur in one document (i.e., one tweet).  

This study aims to develop a methodological framework for mining topics in tweet text 

content that addresses the potential issues arising from the text structure of Twitter data, such as 

short length of text and highly sparse word co-occurrence. The methodology consists of a 

detailed data preprocessing and a topic modeling technique tailored to the characteristics of tweet 

text content related to UGs. The objectives of this study were to: (1) showcase data 

preprocessing and topic modeling that is tailored to the structure of the Twitter datasets related to 

use of UGs; (2) examine the topics in park-related Twitter messages, validate whether the topics 

are associated with activities and events provided in UGs, and associate the topics with public 

values associated with UGs defined by previous research; (3) use sentiment analysis to assign 
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attitudinal tone (i.e., positive, neutral, or negative) to the tweets and examine public attitude 

toward each topic; (4) use temporal analysis to further understand how these topics change over 

time. We envision this framework applied to research using subsets of place-related social media 

data whose text structure highly relies on the specific context.   

2. Methods  

2.1 Case study location 

This case study selected UGs in one of the top tweeting cities in the US - New York City 

(NYC). As tweet volume posted or related to UGs tend to be highly skewed toward certain UGs 

where there are more activities/events occurring [28], we targeted popular UGs to ensure 

obtaining sufficient number of tweets for the analysis. To validate if the topic modeling methods 

used in this study could identify topics that describe the traits of UG use behavior, we selected 

UGs that have distinct characteristics in terms of functionality and environment. Two flagship 

parks in NYC were selected as study sites: Prospect Park in Brooklyn and Flushing Meadows-

Corona Park in Queens. Prospect Park is a 526-acre urban park, the 12th largest park in NYC, 

located in a neighborhood setting adjacent to attractions, such as Brooklyn Museum, Grand 

Army Plaza, and Brooklyn Botanic Garden. With the abundant greenspace and various 

recreational facilities, including a zoo, ice rink, bandshell, the Audubon Center, sports fields, and 

playgrounds, Prospect Park has served as an important recreational destination for residents as 

well as tourists in NYC. The 897-acre Flushing Meadows-Corona Park (Flushing Meadows) is 

the fourth-largest public park in NYC, surrounded by I-678, Grand Central Parkway, and Union 

Turnpike. Flushing Meadows is famous for its cultural sites as it was the location of the two New 

York World’s Fairs, and venues for well-known events (e.g., Hello Panda Festival). The 

attractions in the park encompass Citi Field – the home field of the New York Mets Major 
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League Baseball team, the USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center – venue for the US 

Open tennis tournament, the New York Hall of Science, Queens Museum of Art, Queens 

Theater, and Queens Zoo. 

2.2 Data collection 

To have a holistic view of tweets related to UG experiences, two approaches were 

applied: 1) Tweets obtained through keyword search (i.e., tweets containing a park name), and 2) 

Tweets geotags in the parks. Twitter data were download through Brandwatch® - a social media 

ad analytic platform that tracks daily conversation online. The platform provides access to public 

social media data and allows users to download historical social media data (e.g., Twitter®, 

Instagram®, and Facebook®). Brandwatch® offers a more comprehensive way to gather Twitter 

data because it has added access to the full Twitter data stream via the Twitter Firehose data 

feed, which guarantees delivery of 100% of tweets since 2010 from Twitter API to its analysis 

platform. The metadata downloaded through Brandwatch® are already preprocessed and saved 

in .csv file for analysis.  

Two queries were set up to retrieve English-language tweets posted between March 2019 

and February 2020 on Brandwatch®. One query that contained names of NYC parks was 

assigned to download tweets that mentioned or hash-tagged NYC parks. To ensure an inclusive 

list of park names, we also included different names of parks (i.e., the different names used when 

people refer to a park) if applicable (Sim & Miller, 2019). For example, Flushing Meadows 

Corona Park could be referred as Flushing Meadows Park or Flushing Meadows, which were 

inferred by examining word frequency of tweets geotagged in a park or mentioning the original 

park name. In addition, we included tweets that mentioned the Prospect Park Alliance handler 
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(@prospect_park) and Alliance for Flushing Meadows Corona Park handler 

(@AllianceforFMCP). 

A second query included a bounding box that captured areas of the two parks to 

download tweets precisely geotagged in Prospect Park and Flushing Meadows (See Table 3.1). 

The boundary of each park was defined by a GIS shapefile that identifies park properties 

managed by NYC Department of Parks and Recreation [29]. Using a spatial query in ArcGIS, 

the tweets geotagged in the parks were identified by selecting those located within a 50-foot 

buffer of the park boundaries. The 50-foot buffer was used to account for error of the tweet geo-

location that could possibly be caused by smartphone GPS noise [21]. The auto-exclusion 

function provided by the Brandwatch® Customer Research platform was added to the queries to 

exclude irrelevant tweets, including tweets about sales, giveaways, pornographic content, 

advertisements, job adverts, profanities, automated reports, and automated app announcements 

(Brandwatch, 2021).  

The above-mentioned Brandwatch-Customer Search queries were set to search for tweets 

in a specific location (i.e., NYC or a bounding box capturing the areas of the parks in NYC), 

which resulted in collecting tweets generated from users whose profile locations were identified 

as the NYC area. That is, tweets generated by the tourists from outside of the NYC area were 

excluded. Each tweet retrieved from the platform included detailed information about the tweet 

and the user profile, such as ID, time stamp, URL, text content, author handle, name of the user, 

type of user account (i.e., individual or organization), country, region/state, city/urban area, 

estimated gender, number of posts by the user, number of followers, and number of accounts this 

user was following. The type of user account was categorized by machine learning technology 

based on the information provided in the user profile (Brandwatch, 2021). Gender was estimated 
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based on the first name indicated by the user in the Twitter profile using a dictionary of more 

than 40,000 names associated with gender (Brandwatch, 2021). In this study, we only included 

original tweets generated by individual accounts to capture park use experiences shared by the 

users. Table 3.1 shows number of tweets posted from March 2019 to February 2020 through the 

initial data retrieval. 

Table 3.1 Overview of the Twitter data set downloaded for this study. 

Park name Data set Query Count 

Prospect Park, 

Brooklyn 

Park-related tweets 
Keywords: park name 

Location: NYC 
25389 tweets (8239 users) 

Geotagged tweets 

in the area 

Bounding box:  

[-73.983045,40.648679, 

-73.957124,40.675047] 

14097 tweets (4058 users) 

Geotagged tweets 

in the park 

The boundary of the park 

with a 50-foot buffer 
2865 tweets (1363 users) 

Flushing 

Meadows- 

corona Park, 

Queen  

Park-related tweets 
Keywords: park name 

Location: NYC 
2010 tweets (1223 users) 

Geotagged tweets 

in the area  

Bounding box:  

[-73.858848,40.715329, 

-73.824516,40.767094] 

38713 tweets (7429 users) 

Geotagged tweets 

in the park 

The boundary of the park 

with a 50-foot buffer 
13369 tweets (5655 users) 

 

2.3 Data preprocessing 

The text content of Twitter data tends to be noisy and inconsistent. To obtain valid and 

representative topics, it is imperative to remove superfluous parts in each message to precisely 

satisfy our needs of information from text mining. Data cleaning process reduces search space 

and storage space [30]. Data pre-processing using Natural Language processing techniques 

through Python programming language encompasses the following two steps.   

2.3.1 Step 1: Cleaning tweets 

Invalid tweets for topic detection were removed in this step as Figure 3.1 shows. First, 

retweets were excluded. Second, we removed tweets generated from non-individual accounts, 

which included accounts estimated as organizational accounts and accounts whose types (i.e., 
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organization or individual) could not be identified by the Brandwatch algorithm. Third, tweets 

posted from verified accounts (i.e., the authentic, notable, and active accounts verified by 

Twitter, such as government, companies, news, entertainment, sports, and influential individuals) 

were also excluded. Fourth, we removed tweets having fewer than three words. Fifth, tweets 

from users who have posted more than two identical messages were excluded as these users are 

likely to be spam or bots. Sixth, we removed tweets from users with unusually large volume of 

tweets to avoid results dominated by some users (i.e., top 1% Twitter users who tweet most 

frequently). 6,056 tweets remained in the Prospect Park data set and 5,871 tweets remained in the 

Flushing Meadows data set after step 1.   

 
Figure 3.1 Data preprocessing - step 1. 
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2.3.2 Step 2: Cleaning text content of tweets 

First, we removed text content of each tweet that could reduce the efficacy of topic 

detection, including hyperlinks, hashtags, username mentions, emojis, numbers, and 

punctuations. N-grams were implemented to Identify two words (i.e., bi-gram), such as 

“Prospect Park” and three words (i.e., tri-gram), such as “Grand Army Plaza”, that frequently 

occur in text of the tweets as integrating multi-word term could improve topic models [31]. We 

divided text into a list of words (i.e., tokens) for natural language processing. Lemmatization was 

used to transform the words to the base or dictionary form of each word (i.e., lemmas) by 

removing inflectional endings [32]. Then, unmeaningful words were removed, including words 

that consisted of less than 3 characters and stop words (i.e., words that are frequently used but do 

not have much meaning, such as “the”, “and”, “an”, “in” … etc.). Words consisting of more than 

15 characters were also removed considering the long text would not be suitable for short text 

topic modeling [33]. We filtered words for nouns and verbs to have a collection of more 

interpretable documents for topic models, which was conducted by checking word type with the 

part-of-speech-tagging tool in Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK). Lastly, extremely infrequent 

words (i.e., a word that occurs less than 2 time in all documents) and short tweets (i.e., 

documents with less than 2 words) were excluded.  5,497 tweets remained in the Prospect Park 

data set and 4,988 tweets remained in the Flushing Meadows data set after step 2 (Figure 3.2).   
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Figure 3.2 Data preprocessing - step 2. 

 

2.4 Data exploratory analysis 

Before performing topic modeling, data exploratory analysis was conducted to have a 

general idea about the data we were analyzing. First, because hashtags are the symbolic 

meanings assigned by the users (e.g., feelings at the moment or experiences associated with a 

park feature or an event), we used hashtag frequency to examine the major trending themes in 

text content of the tweets. This approach was used as quality control to confirm if the data would 

reveal information associated with experiences or features associated with the study parks [34]. 

Figure 3.3 is a word cloud of the hashtags in the Prospect Park-related tweets. The most common 

hashtags include #prospectpark, #brooklyn, #nyc, #newyork, #nature, and #parkslope (i.e., a 

neighborhood adjacent to Prospect Park); all good examples of Prospect Park-related themes.   
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Figure 3.3 A word cloud of the hashtags in the Prospect Park-related tweets. 

 

Figure 3.4 is a word cloud of the hashtags in the Flushing Meadows-related tweets. The 

most frequent hashtags include #usopen, #lgm (Let’s Go Mets), #mets, #nyc, #lfgm (Let’s 

F***ing Go Mets), #tennis, #usopen2019, #queens, #citifield, #newyork, #newyorkcity, 

#baseball, #nymets, #letsgomets, #mlb, #serenawilliams, #arthurashestadium, #rollingloudnyc, 

and #flushingmeadows, which indicates most of the tweets were related to sports event hosted in 

the athletic fields in Flushing meadows. 

Second, word frequency was also used to examine if the text content of the collected 

tweets in general was related to park experiences. Most importantly, word frequency disclosed if 

there were large amount of uninformative text content that would skew the result of topic 

modeling and should be excluded. As table 3.2 shows, the words used more than 100 times in the 

Prospect Park-related tweets can be categorized into several theme groups that are related to park 
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use behavior, such as places in or near the park, activities in parks, social connections, and 

nature.  We found some words ranking highest in word frequency, such as “prospect park”, 

“day”, “park”, “today”, “time”, and “year” could have high impact on topic models but little 

contribution to topic detection. Therefore, we included these terms in the stop word list and 

reperformed data preprocessing. 

 

Figure 3.4 A word cloud of the hashtags in the Flushing-Meadows-related tweets. 

 

Aligned with findings in hashtag frequency analysis, the most commonly used words in 

the tweets related to Flushing Meadows were mainly about four themes: sports events, sports 

venues in the park, the park name, and a concert (see Table 3.3). As the high frequency terms 

that were used to refer to Flushing Meadows may skew topic modeling results and could not 

provide useful information about park use, we removed those from the collection of words for 

topic modeling as well.   
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Table 3.2 Word frequency: the Prospect Park-related tweets. 

Theme Word (frequency) 

Place Prospect Park (3916), park (486), zoo (135), Prospect Park West (111), city 

(107), New York (100) 

Activity Run (360), walk (258), come (253), see (200), look (172), find (136), work 

(131), take (128) 

Time Day (421), today (349), time (341), morning (199), year (195), summer (130), 

night (119), tonight (117), weekend (112), week (105)  

Social connections Come (253), love (218), thank (195), people (180), friend (122), life (105) 

Build Environment Way (128), train (126) 

Nature/Animal Dog (140), tree (131) 

Opinion Think (166), know (159), feel (106) 

 

Table 3.3 Word frequency: the Flushing Meadows-related tweets. 

Theme Word (frequency) 

Sports events US Open (544), US Open Tennis (351) 

Sports venues 

Citi Field (888), Arthur Ashe (293), Arthur Ashe Stadium (276), Mets Citi Field 

Stadium (235), Tennis Center (163), National Tennis Center (156), Billie Jean King 

(284) 

Place 

Flushing (576), Flushing Meadows (437), Corona Park (344), New York (228), 

Meadows-Corona Park (101), Flushing Meadows-Corona Park (100), Flushing 

Meadows-Corona (100) 

Concert Rolling Loud (106) 

 

2.5 Short Text Topic modeling 

As we found text content of tweets related to parks or geotagged in parks tend to be short 

(e.g., the average length of the tweets is around 5-6 words after data preprocessing as Table 3.4 

shows), we considered a topic modeling method for short text to be more suitable for mining 

topics from these tweets. A short text topic modeling method - Gibbs Sampling Dirichlet 

Multinomial Mixture algorithm (GSDMM) by Yin and Wang [33] was chosen to identify topics. 

Different from LDA where one document is considered to be a mixture of topics, GSDMM 

assumes one document is associated with one topic. GSDMM works like a modified LDA 

because the result also displays the representative words of each topic. 
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Table 3.4 Word and vocabulary length for each data set. 

 Word length 
Vocabulary size1 

Mean Min Max 

The Prospect Park data set 6.329 2.00 22.00 4267 

The Flushing Meadows data set 5.171 2.00 23.00 2936 
1 Vocabulary size means total number of unique words in the data sets 

 

The principle of GSDMM can be understood through an analogy called “Movie Group 

Process”, where the documents are students in a movie discussion course and the words in a 

document are the movies each student has watched. First, the students are randomly assigned to a 

number of tables. Then, each student is asked to choose a table that meets the following criteria: 

(1) a table with more students, and (2) a table having students that share similar movie lists with 

the student. By repeating this process many times, the students will be clustered in a way that 

students at the same table share similar movie interests. In terms of the operation of this 

algorithm, there are four parameters to be configurated, including number of topics (K), α, β, and 

number of iterations. α stands for the probability of a student choosing a table (i.e., the 

probability that a document would be grouped in a cluster). A lower α could prevent emptied 

clusters (i.e., tables) from filling again during the iteration.  β is the probability of a student 

choosing a table where the students share similar interests (i.e., the similarity of the words in a 

document to the words in other documents). A lower β encourages lower degree of diversity (i.e., 

high purity) in the clustering. The default values, α =0.1, β=0.1, iterations=30, were tested using 

Twitter data in Yin and Wang [33]. Decreasing the values of α and β could improve 

completeness (i.e., encourage all documents related to the same topic to be grouped together) and 

homogeneity (i.e., avoid mixing of documents related to different topics in one cluster) in the 

clustering results. We set α=0.05, β=0.03 and iteration =100, to get clusters where the documents 

are less likely to be associated with a mixing of subjects. With a maximum number of topics 
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identified by the researcher, the algorithm can automatically determine the clusters that maintain 

a good balance between completeness and homogeneity. To examine the suitable maximum 

number of topics in the data set, a fit procedure using different values of K identified the set of 

parameters that best described the data. The result showed the number of clusters found by 

GSDMM became stable when K was experimentally increased. Approximately 110 topics were 

identified when K was set to 400 for or the Prospect Park dataset, and roughly 80 topics were 

identified when K was set to 300 for the Flushing Meadows dataset.  

For each topic, the results indicated the top 20 most relevant terms, the associated tweets, 

and the probability of each document (i.e., cleaned text content of a tweet) appearing in a 

particular group. We excluded the tweets that had smaller than 0.3 probability to be in the topic 

group that it was assigned to. Then, a manual annotation was implemented to relate each topic to 

a subject (i.e., value of UGs) after the short text topic modeling method detected distinctive 

groups of tweets based on the text content. We identified the themes of each topic by examining 

the top 20 most relevant term lists, a word cloud of the text content of associated tweets, and 

sample tweets. The groups that could not be semantically interpreted based on the keywords or 

only consist of fewer than 15 tweets were excluded.  

Topics related to the same theme were then sorted into major themes. The classification 

of themes was based on values of UGs proposed by Ordóñez et al. [35]. Ordóñez et al. [35]’s 

conceptual model for public values associated with urban forests identified seven domains: 

economic, environmental regulations & life-support, health, natural/ecology, aesthetic, socio-

cultural, and psychological. The model indicates the value descriptors for each domain. For 

example, the health domain is associated with three value descriptors: mental health, physical 

activity, and better sleep. Here, for better interpretation, we classified topics identified in our 
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model with the value descriptors in Ordóñez et al. [35]’s model, instead of the main value 

domain. For example, the topic related to “running and biking” was classified as the “physical 

activity” category (i.e., a value descriptor), which belongs to the “health” value domain. 

2.6 Sentiment analysis  

Sentiment analysis is utilized to determine the emotional tone behind words, which helps 

to gain understanding of opinions, attitudes, and feelings of individuals toward an object, such as 

products, services, events, and locations [36]. In this study, sentiment analysis is used to detect 

the attitudinal aspects of the tweets (i.e., the evaluative tone of a subjective expression from the 

text content) [36]. Through the natural language process, a text classifier is used to automatically 

assign text to a set of pre-defined categories based on its content, which then identifies whether 

the underlying sentiment is positive, negative or neutral [37]. Sentiment analysis enables fast, 

accurate, and replicable annotation of tweets, especially for dealing with the huge volumes of 

social media data that contains users’ attitudes and opinions about certain topics. In this study, a 

lexicon based sentiment analysis tool - Valence Aware Dictionary and sentiment Reasoner 

(VADER), which aims for analysis of sentiments expressed on social media data, was used to 

assess sentiments of tweets in each topic [38]. Literature in similar contexts have broadly 

implemented VADER because its sentiment lexicon incorporates lexical features that are 

commonly used to express sentiments in microblogs, such as Western-style emoticons (e.g., 

     ), sentiment-related acronyms and initialisms (e.g., LoL), and slang with sentiment value 

(e.g., nah, giggly) [39]. The polarity and intensity of sentiments are evaluated using the 

compound score, which normalizes the sum of the valence scores of each word in the lexicon to 

be between -1 to +1. Compound score -1 means the most extreme negative whereas +1 stands for 

most extreme positive. In this study, we used the default threshold value suggested in the 
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literature to classify the sentiments of the tweets [39], where compound score >= 0.05 is 

categorized as “positive”, compound score <= -0.05 is categorized as “negative, and the values in 

between are classified as “neutral”.  

3. Results 

After data pre-processing, in the Prospect Park dataset 5,497 tweets remained while in the 

Flushing Meadows-related dataset 4,988 tweets remained for topic modeling. Section 3.1 

presents the themes that associated with the values of UGs (i.e., main themes and subthemes) 

that emerged from the tweets related to Prospect Park and Flushing Meadows. Section 3.2 

summarizes the temporal distributions of the tweets from groups of each main theme, which help 

gain a better understanding of how the patterns of each theme shift over time. In section 3.3, the 

results of sentiment analysis on the tweet per theme indicate the social attitudes toward each 

theme (i.e., the values of UGs).  

3.1 Perceived values associated with urban greenspaces: Themes emerging from tweets 

Each topic group can be distinguished according to the unique collections of keywords. A 

complete list of topics identified by the model for each park is provided in Appendices A and B. 

Each topic was related to a subject (i.e., subtheme) of specific characteristics on Twitter. Each 

sub-theme was then classified into a higher-level main theme about values of UGs for semantical 

interpretation. The themes associated with values of UGs detected from the tweets for each park 

are summarized below.  

3.1.1 Prospect Park 

Regarding Prospect Park, 112 topics were identified based on the use of words in the 

tweets.  After removing 40 groups that included fewer than 15 tweets and the 6 groups consisting 

of non-related terms, 67 interpretable topics were identified. Note that approximately 22% of the 
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tweets (1,193 tweets) were excluded in the process because they were not grouped into 

interpretable topic groups.  The 67 topics were then grouped into the associated subthemes and 

nine main themes.  Among the tweets related to or posted in Prospect Park, the nine main themes 

that merged are physical activity, general leisure activity, transportation, nature, events, urban 

space, park features, and culture. Table 3.5 presents the main themes and subthemes in Prospect 

Park-related tweets. Figure 3.5 shows a comparison word cloud of the most frequent words per 

group. 

Table 3.5 Main themes emerging from the Prospect Park-related tweets. 

Main theme Subtheme Count % 

Physical activity Jogging, walking, biking, marathon, dog walking 1016 18.48% 

General leisure 

activity Picnicking, reading, tour, camping, spring break 968 17.61% 

Transportation 
Train, bus, shuttle, bike lane, Prospect Park West, 

street, ride, parking, sidewalk, infrastructure 665 12.10% 

Nature 
Birdwatching, lake, sunset, forest, snow, Botanic 

Garden, fall, season, zoo, animals 608 11.06% 

Events 

Concert, Celebrate Brooklyn, Marvin Gaye 

Tribute, Annual Clubhouse Jamboree, Open Air 

University, Halloween 330 6.00% 

Urban space 

Grand Army Plaza, farmers market, Nitehawk 

Cinema, Greenwood Cemetery, Prospect Park 

South, Fort Greene 257 4.68% 

Social relations 
Appreciation, community, family, bless, friend, 

Prospect Park Alliance 243 4.42% 

Park features 
Harmony Playground, bathroom, Picnic House, 

trash issue, splash pad, reconstruct, disrepair 120 2.18% 

Culture 
Video, photo, monument, Shirley Chisholm 

statue 97 1.76% 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison word cloud of the Prospect Park-related tweets. 

 

Physical activity (n=1,016) and general leisure activity (n=968) were the most common 

themes about Prospect Park. General leisure activity can be exemplified by the groups associated 

with general activities participated in parks, such as picnicking, reading, and hanging out with 

friends. Physical activity in Prospect Park was mostly about jogging and walking, which could 

be day-to-day exercise or running events (e.g., Jingle Bell Jog and 5K King Challenge Run). 

Several groups about transportation (n=665) were identified based on the distinguishable 

collection of terms related to subway, bike lane, and walkability in the area. Note that these 

tweets might be expressing opinions or experiences about the ‘Prospect Park Subway Station’ or 

the street ‘Prospect Park West’ next to the park instead of the park itself. A few groups about 

nature (n=608) show birdwatching, the changes in landscape over season and biodiversity were 

appreciated in the park. The topic groups about events in Prospect Park were identified among 
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the tweets as well (n=330). Some examples include BRIC Celebrate Brooklyn Festival, Annual 

Clubhouse Jamboree, and University Open Air. The urban space theme (n=257) presents the 

tweets that emphasized Prospect Park functioning as one of the important destinations in the 

urban area. The tweets were about the connection between Prospect Park and the neighborhoods 

or nearby attractions in the city, such as Grand Army Plaza, Greenwood Cemetery and the 

adjacent neighborhoods -- Prospect Park South and Fort Greene. Social relations that could be 

established through park activities were also expressed in the conversation (n=243), such as 

companionship of friends, family and dogs, community matters, and appreciations toward things. 

The model also generated groups for park features (n=120) that focused on maintenance issues in 

playgrounds and splash pads, and complaints about trash. Though not broadly discussed, there 

were some conversations about cultural values (n=97), including photography and architecture. 

3.1.2 Flushing Meadows 

Among 4,988 tweets related to Flushing Meadows, 78 topics were detected. 48 

meaningful topics remained after removing 25 groups containing fewer than 15 tweets and 6 

groups comprised non-related terms. The 48 topic groups were identified among 4,294 tweets. 

694 tweets were excluded because they were not grouped to these interpretable topic groups. 

About Flushing Meadows, the six main themes that emerged were sports, events, culture, social 

relations, physical activity, and nature. Table 3.6 presents the major themes and subthemes in 

Flushing Meadows-related tweets. Figure 3.6 shows a comparison word cloud of the most 

frequent words per group. 
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Table 3.6 Main themes emerging from the Flushing Meadows-related tweets. 

Main theme Subthemes (count) Count % 

Sports 
Citi Field, baseball, Arthur Ashe Stadium, US Open tennis, 

Louis Armstrong Stadium,  championship 
3346 67.08% 

Events 

Rolling Loud, hello Panda Festival, lantern, dragon, Strides 

Against Breast Cancer walk, support, International Night 

Market 

366 7.34% 

Culture 

New York Hall Of Science, World's Fair, design, rocket, 

exhibit, Queens Museum, New York State Pavilion, tower, 

restoration/reconstruction 

323 6.48% 

Social relations 
birthday, party, friend, holiday, Father’s Day, 

congratulation, award, friend, engagement 
101 2.02% 

Physical activity 
Run, mile, train, finish, bike, ride, lane, south, marathon, 

run, half, runner, loop, route 
99 1.98% 

Nature 
Queens Zoo, zoo, adventure, animal, visit, lion, Willow 

Lake 
59 1.18% 

 

 
Figure 3.6 Comparison word cloud of the Flushing Meadows-related tweets. 

 

The sports theme (n=3,346) was related to two subthemes: New York Mets baseball 

games in Citi Field (n=2,019) and US Open Tennis Championships in USTA Billie Jean King 

National Tennis Center (n=1,327). The event theme (n=366) was the second most common 
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theme in the tweets related to Flushing Meadows, which included descriptions specific to a 

concert (i.e., Rolling Loud) and some events (e.g., Hello Panda Festival, International Night 

Market, and Strides Against Breast Cancer walk). Several groups of tweets were related to the 

culture-related experiences in Flushing Meadows (n=323), including World’s Fair (i.e., iconic 

symbols of the 1964 fair in the park), New York Hall of Science, Queens Museum, and New 

York State Pavilion. The topic groups about social relations (n=101) were identified mostly 

related to social activities with friends and families, such as celebrating Father’s Day, birthday, 

and engagement. Similar to Prospect Park, most mentioned physical activity experiences (n=99) 

were about jogging and biking. Finally, two topic groups highlighted the nature aspect of the 

park, including the activity in Queens Zoo and experiences about Willow Lake in the park 

(n=59).   

3.2 Changes in topics over time   

The temporal distribution of the tweets from topic groups related to the two parks were 

examined by the hours of a day and months of a year. Figures 3.7 to 3.10 illustrate the temporal 

distributions of the park-related tweets from the main themes over the hours of a day and months 

of a year. The tweet volume from each theme has been standardized as Z-score to account for the 

variations in the volumes across groups. To better illustrate the trend, smoothed temporal 

patterns were calculated based on twitter volumes aggregated at plus and minus 1 unit of the 

given time. The topic groups of the tweets related to each park demonstrate distinctive temporal 

patterns due to their unique collection of topics.  

3.2.1 Prospect Park 

Overall, the patterns of the Prospect Park-related tweets from the 9 themes over the hours 

of a day show some peaks during daytime (Figure 3.7), which were associated with the 
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characteristics of park activities, such as events, leisure activity, nature, physical activity, and use 

of facilities and amenities in the park. The social relation group also has a peak at night, which 

may indicate that expressing thoughts not directly related to activities could occur anytime 

during the day. The transportation group peaks around 9 am in the morning and 5 pm in the 

evening, which are associated with traffic rush hours.   

 
Figure 3.7 Temporal distribution of the Prospect Park-related tweets – Hours of a day. 

 

The monthly patters of the tweet volume from the themes about Prospect Park peaked in 

summer and fall except the nature and transportation groups (Figure 3.8). It appeared that the 

tweets that belonged to the event theme, which were dominated by the cultural events (e.g., 2019 

Bric Celebrate Brooklyn from June to August and University Open Air in June) and holidays 

(e.g., Halloween), had one peak in the end of spring/beginning of summer and one peak in the 

fall. The nature group was active in fall and winter as it contained tweets about the fall 

birdwatching activities and the beauty in winter landscapes (e.g., snow). The tweets about 

transportation seemed to distribute more evenly throughout the year than the other themes, which 

was reasonable because transportation is highly associated with daily life. 
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Figure 3.8 Temporal distribution of the Prospect Park-related tweets – Monthly. 

 

3.2.2 Flushing Meadows 

The patterns of the Flushing Meadows-related tweets from the six themes over the hours 

of a day show some peaks from afternoon to 10 pm at night (Figure 3.9). The physical activity, 

nature and social relation groups show a peak in the afternoon as these tend to be general park 

activities that happen during daytime. The culture theme, mainly related to the World Fair sites 

in the park, appears to also occur in the Twitter conversations during night times, which may 

indicate nighttime activity in these sites. The sports group (i.e., New York Mets Baseball and US 

Open Tennis) peak at around 7-8 pm when there may be the highest viewership during a day. 

The event group has similar patterns to the sports event because most of the cultural events were 

held in the evening, such as Hello Panda - the Chinese lantern festival and the Queens 

International Night Market. 
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Figure 3.9 Temporal distribution of the Flushing Meadows-related tweets - Hours of a day. 

 

The monthly patterns of the Flushing Meadows-related tweets also correspond with the 

information about the activities that each theme refers to (Figure 3.10). For example, the trend in 

the sports theme culminated in August and September when US Open Tennis took place. The 

physical activity, social relations, and culture themes have peaks from summer to fall as the 

associated activities usually take place when the weather is suitable for outdoor activities. The 

nature theme had a peak in April, which corresponded with the fact that people start to 

participate in nature-related activities in spring.     

 
Figure 3.10 Temporal distribution of the Flushing Meadows-related tweets – Monthly. 
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3.3 Sentiment of the topics  

3.3.1 Prospect Park 

Most of the tweets from the 9 main themes related to Prospect Park were projected to 

demonstrate more than 74% positive sentiments, which suggests that activities or thoughts 

regarding Prospect Park are more likely to relate to positive feeling from Twitter users (Figure 

3.11). Nevertheless, higher percentages of negative sentiments can be observed in the park 

features (23%) and transportation (15%) groups. Related to park features, the negative feelings 

may result from complaints about playgrounds not being well-maintained or the sand pit being 

blocked off for too many days. Some examples of negative sentiments about transportation 

include the busy traffic being dangerous for bicyclists on the bike lane around Prospect Park or 

users being injured by bikers when walking in the park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Sentiments of the Prospect Park-related tweets from the main themes. 

 

3.3.2 Flushing Meadows 

The majority of the tweets from the 6 main themes related to Flushing Meadows were 

predicted to show either positive or neutral sentiments (Figure 3.12). Neutral sentiment 

dominates the attitudes toward the topics related to Flushing Meadows, except the sports and 
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social relation group. This indicates people felt positive about the sports events that took place in 

the athletic fields in Flushing Meadows. Social relation was generally about park experiences 

with family and friends and expressing appreciation toward things, which usually generates 

positive emotions. Less than 10 percent of the tweets from each theme were predicted to express 

negative sentiments. These negative emotions from a sports events were due to, for example, the 

host team Mets losing a baseball game. Negative expressions about cultural events could 

partially be complaints about the venue. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Sentiments of the Flushing Meadows-related tweets from the main themes. 

 

4. Discussion 

This study proposes a methodological framework to investigate perceived values and 

attitudes through topics that emerge in the Twitter data related to two urban parks in NYC, using 

natural language processing and topic modeling techniques. To effectively mine topics from the 

text content of Twitter data, it is crucial to apply customized data preprocessing and analytic 

methods that fit the structure of the textual data. As the text content of tweets collected through 

both keywords (i.e., the park names) and geotags (i.e., geolocations in the parks) have similar 

characteristics – short length and sparse content, a topic modeling for short text was applied to 

identify the topics from the Twitter datasets. This study established the feasibility of using 

tailored topic modeling techniques to identify meaningful topics from the tweets related to two 
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flagship parks in NYC. The following discusses major takeaways and methodological 

considerations from the data collection, data preprocessing, and topic modeling in this study.  

4.1 Data collection 

The search query that is used to obtain the topic-specific dataset forms the “lens” through 

which we observe what people communicate about parks on Twitter. To our knowledge, among 

previous studies that used text content of Twitter data to understand how people used UGs, 7 

used a keyword search query (i.e., park names) while only 2 obtained tweets geotagged in parks 

to investigate the interaction between people and parks. To gather as many tweets that expressed 

park experiences as possible, we used both keywords and geotags to collect tweets related to the 

study parks. Interestingly, we found for Prospect Park the search query using the park name 

extracted more tweets than the search query that captured geotagged tweets in the area. Only 11 

% of the overall Prospect Park related tweets were collected through the geotags in the park. In 

contrast, for Flushing Meadows, 90% of the tweets were captured through geotags in the park 

and most of them did not contain the park name. The difference may be due to the difference in 

park characteristics and park use. In general, there were more tweets about Prospect Park than 

Flushing Meadows as Prospect Park is one of the top-ranking city parks in the US with more 

than 10 million visitors every year for its highly functional greenspace [40, 41]. On the other 

hand, Flushing Meadows is famous for the sports events, which could also generate numerous 

Twitter conversations, especially geotagged in the sports venues and fields. In Citi Field, there 

were about 2.44 million fans attending the New York Mets home games for the season in 2019 

[42]. As for US Open tennis, there were around 74K fans coming to USTA Billie Jean King 

National Tennis Center during the games in 2019 [43]. We found majority of the tweets were 

about the experience of sport games and geotagged the locations of the venues instead of 
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Flushing Meadows. This indicates the tweeting behavior of the Twitter users in each dataset was 

distinct in terms of expressing their experiences about these parks. For some parks, gathering 

relevant Twitter messages through the query using geotags may be more efficient than the 

keyword query, and vice versa. For future studies, there is a need to explore which type of query 

would help gather more sufficient data, as functionality and user behavior may differ by parks. 

Another challenge was the keyword filter obtained tweets that were not directly related to 

our parks although the tweets contained the park name. Some tweets that contained location 

name “Prospect Park West” (a street surrounding Prospect Park), “Prospect Park Station” (the 

subway station near Prospect Park), “Prospect Park South” (a neighborhood in the south of 

Prospect Park) were included even though these tweets were not about Prospect Park. One 

possible way to address the issue is to simply remove the tweets that contained these location 

names. However, given that these locations are in the peripheral areas of Prospect Park, the 

content of the tweets could inform us of the neighborhood characteristics that might impact use 

of Prospect Park. For instance, concerns about bike lanes in and surrounding Prospect Park were 

expressed in the tweets that mention “Prospect Park West”. Some tweets were about the value of 

properties in the neighborhoods because their proximity to Prospect Park, such as good views 

from the balcony or access to the park. In the case where there is a stronger connection between 

a park and the surroundings, such as Prospect Park, it might be useful to investigate tweets 

geotagged in the areas bordering the park or tweets mentioned key locations in the 

neighborhoods.  

4.2 Data preprocessing  

As Twitter data are noisy (e.g., containing emojis, hashtags or hyperlinks) and 

inconsistent (e.g., different terms are used to describe one subject), well-developed data 
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preprocessing techniques are a key to successful topic models. Although a pipeline of data 

preprocessing in this study was created following the approach proposed by previous research 

[13, 44], we found the methods should be adjusted to effectively clean the datasets in this study. 

First, excluding the tweets from the non-individual accounts is critical as the study aims to 

understand how parks are used. We found more than 70% of tweets were generated by 

organization accounts, verified accounts, or extremely active Twitter users, which was not valid 

for understanding opinions from general users.  

In the process of cleaning the text content of tweets related to our study parks, the list of 

English stop words (i.e., useless words that could take up processing time) provided by NLTK 

was not sufficient to remove most of the frequent but insignificant words in our datasets. It was 

of necessity to apply domain-specific stop words in the datasets. For instance, in our datasets, 

words referring to the parks (e.g., “Prospect Park” or “Flushing Meadows”) were used frequently 

as these were the keywords used to search for tweets. To maximize topic modeling, these terms 

were removed because they could dominate the topic results but not inform us about use of 

parks.  

4.3 Topic modeling for short text 

Aligned with previous research [26], we found the tweet text content in our datasets were 

surprisingly short and had sparse word co-occurrence. This may be due to the fact that people 

tend to remove unnecessary “fluff” and use hashtags or emojis when tweeting due to the 

character limit (i.e., 280 characters) and that the tweet might be related to very different subjects. 

As such, the conventional topic modeling technique for long documents, such as LDA, was not 

suitable. That said, LDA could still be applied to social media data when all the messages focus 

on a specific topic (i.e., not a place), which implies the word-occurrence is not sparse, e.g., 
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COVID-19 related Twitter messages [45]. Therefore, to have better results, the selection of topic 

modeling techniques must support the structure of the dataset. 

Another methodological consideration regarding topic modeling implementation is to 

properly allocate semantic meanings to the detected topics. Even though the unsupervised topic 

modeling algorithm automatically identified topics, the results require human annotators with 

expertise in park use to define what these topics entail. In this study, the main themes 

demonstrated in Table 3.5 and 3.6 were manually annotated from over 100 topics identified in 

both the Prospect Park and Flushing Meadows tweet datasets [46].  This process is critical 

because it allows the researcher to incorporate domain-specific knowledge to topic interpretation, 

which brings the finding from data science into practice of park management and planning.  

4.4 Significant themes identified by the methodology 

The GSDMM, along with our annotation, identified significant main themes related to 

Prospect Park and Flushing Meadows from March 2019 to February 2020 from the tweet 

datasets.  This short text topic modeling discovered distinct combination of themes for Prospect 

Park and Flushing Meadows, which presents the uniqueness of park functionality to the 

communities. Common functionality and values of the parks can be observed in the themes 

across the two parks, such as physical activity, culture, events, social relations, and nature. 

Themes emerging from the Prospect Park-related tweets demonstrate trending activities and 

features, including leisure activities, physical activities, traffic condition around the park, and 

nature-related activities. Aligned with past studies, these outcomes showcase the applicability of 

using unsupervised topic modeling to detect the values of UGs perceived by the public based on 

the topics about activities, events, and park environment [16, 20]. Furthermore, our findings 

agree with the results from a previous study that assessed cultural ecosystem values of Prospect 
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Park using Twitter data, such as social interactions, leisure time activity, and a sense of place 

through nature or built features [24]. As for Flushing Meadows, the dominant themes about US 

Open Tennis Championships and New York Mets baseball games are in line with Flushing 

Meadows Park’s athletic venues. This not only evidences the method is sufficient in identifying 

topics from the tweet datasets but also indicates Flushing Meadows serve a different 

functionality than Prospect Park according to the Twitter conversations.  

Two frequently used Twitter analytical approaches – temporal variability and sentiment 

analysis were applied to gain a deeper understanding of the themes that emerged in the park-

related topics. Using the time stamps of the tweets, we were able to not only validate if the 

tweets were classified into the associated themes but also investigate the themes about the two 

parks with longitudinal depth. Overall, the themes tended to occur during daytime and peaked in 

summer and fall of the year, which was aligned with the findings from previous studies regarding 

activities in UGs [19]. As Figures 3.7-3.10 show, the differences in temporal patterns across the 

themes demonstrate the characteristics of the activities and places in the parks. However, there 

might be temporal bias, especially in the hourly pattern of a day, due to the possible time lag of 

post by the Twitter users [47]. For example, the “nature” theme in the Flushing Meadow dataset 

show the Twitter conversations occurred at nighttime, which was unlikely to be near real time 

posts. Therefore, temporal patterns might reveal general trends in the tweet datasets but could be 

too coarse-grained to investigate experiences at the individual level [48].  

Sentiment analysis has been widely applied to assess emotional responses to parks or 

feeling when in parks, which appeared to be associated with general well-being [17, 18, 21, 49] 

and emotional attitudes and satisfaction about features in parks [23, 25]. Apart from past studies 

that investigated general negative or positive sentiments about UGs, this study used sentiment 
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analysis to examine the users’ preferences or attitudes toward each park-related theme. Our 

approach is similar to Wang et al. [50] where preferred activities in UGs were identified through 

the text content and the associated sentiment of Twitter data to develop a recommendation 

system about activities in a park for the public. Our findings demonstrate that topic modeling 

along with sentiment analysis could provide a systematic overview of park characteristics that 

were significant to users’ experiences, which could be potentially applied to data-driven 

management and planning for UGs. For example, the theme about park features in Prospect Park 

highlights the importance of playgrounds to the users based on both positive and negative 

emotions expressed in the associated tweets. Specifically, the tweets showing negative 

sentiments could disclose near-real-time issues for the management team’s further investigation.   

Twitter data, a type of “found” data, is not generated for research purposes, nor is the text 

of the majority of tweets meant to reflect traditional park use surveys, such as a response to 

“What is your favorite activity in this park?”. There are a number of considerations for Twitter 

data applications in this study due to limitations listed below. First, since not everyone uses 

Twitter, it is questionable if the Twitter users of the tweets in the analysis could represent the 

study population. Future research could infer user demographic background, such as gender and 

age, based on the user profile information or the content of posts to investigate if the sample is 

biased toward a certain population [51-53]. Second, a concern regarding a potential drop in the 

volume of geotagged tweets has arisen as of June 2019 Twitter removed the precise geotagging 

feature in tweets due to protecting users’ location privacy. Twitter users do not have the option to 

tag their precise location of their tweets except for precise geotagging of the photos captured by 

Twitter’s mobile app or posts through a third-party platform (e.g., Instagram) [54]. For example, 

one may geotag their location as Citi Field or even Flushing-Meadows Park, but their exact 
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latitude/longitude is no longer available. While our Flushing meadows dataset shows there were 

still abundant geotagged tweets posted through Instagram, the number of geotagged tweets in 

Prospect Park was relatively low. One way to respond to this change is to gather place-related 

Twitter data through the place names mentioned in the tweets since more than 10% of the tweets 

mentioned place name in the content [55, 56]. For instance, our study obtained the tweets that 

contained the park names in the text content, which increased the size of the data set. Third, 

during data preprocessing, to exclude tweets that were generated by non-individual accounts, we 

used the information extracted by the Brandwatch® algorithm, which estimated whether an 

author is an individual or organization based on the words and sentence structures used in 

authors’ Twitter profiles. Further quality assessment of the classification provided by 

Brandwatch® could ensure the validity of the data [57]. Fourth, the GSDMM has its limitation 

as the assumption is that one document is only associated with one topic. GSDMM would not 

work well in the case where a document (i.e., tweet text) can be related to more than one topic. 

However, since the datasets used in this study consist of very short texts, GSDMM should be a 

suitable option to explore themes emerging in the tweets. Fifth, although our methodology 

identified significant themes related to both the study parks, the results are limited to the trending 

themes from Twitter messages, which means some park features or activities in urban 

greenspaces could not be revealed through the data if they were not broadly discussed on 

Twitter. As this method is to identify trends related to a park based on large volume of Twitter 

data in a short time with an unsupervised approach, the downside is that the accuracy rate would 

not be as high as the human annotation. In addition, gaining insights on the details about each 

theme requires further manual annotation. 
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5. Conclusion  

This study investigated perceived values and attitudes associated with UGs through the 

text content of social media data under the notion that social media, as a cultural practice, could 

potentially demonstrate opinions and values of the public. This study proposed a comprehensive 

framework to preprocess the text content of park-related tweets and mine topics from the cleaned 

datasets using a topic modeling for short text. The results established the feasibility to apply a 

short text topic modeling method to explore themes that merged in the park-related tweets. 

General themes revealing values regarding UGs were identified across the study parks, including 

physical activity, events, culture, social relations, and nature. A wider collection of themes was 

found in the tweet dataset related to Prospect Park, including physical activity, general leisure 

activity, transportation, nature, events, urban space, social relation, park features, and culture. In 

the tweets related to Flushing Meadows, the themes consist of sports, events, culture, social 

relations, physical activity, and nature. Temporal demonstrated the characteristics of the detected 

themes in each park. Sentiment analysis further discovered social attitudes toward the 

functionality and values about the parks. The results of the topic modeling could inform 

strategies for planning and management that is responsive to the users in each park. Additionally, 

as this qualitative exploratory approach may identify newly emerging themes about UGs, the 

result could be used to improve traditional evaluation tools (e.g., survey questionnaire) for more 

effective evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Exploring public values associated with urban greenspaces through Twitter® data  

collected pre- and post- COVID-19 

1. Introduction 

Since March 2020, the coronavirus pandemic has been a major threat to global health [1].  

New York City (NYC) was the epicenter of the coronavirus pandemic in the US [2] as the city 

accounted for roughly 6% of global cases by the end of March 2020 [3, 4]. During the first three 

months of the pandemic, more than 202,000 cases of laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 were 

reported in NYC. To suppress the significant spikes in COVID-19 cases across neighborhood, 

officials took urgent steps, including issuing a stay-at-home order and social distancing on March 

22, 2020, and face covering mandates in April 2020. Although outdoor recreational activities 

were not forbidden in urban greenspaces (UGs) that remained open, individuals are required to 

maintain physical distance from others, avoid crowded UGs, and wear masks when social 

distancing is difficult [5, 6].     

Use of UGs has become essential to maintain health and quality of life in urban 

communities while individuals are prevented from on-site work or school during peak 

transmission [7]. In the early days of the COVID-19 outbreak, open spaces of UGs and trails 

were a popular destination, offering spaces for daily fitness activities and an escape from the 

home environment [8-10]. During the first two weeks of school and business closures in 

response to the evolving COVID-19 outbreak, there was substantial use of UGs in the US, 

including a 200% increase on some trails [11]. Likewise, NYC parks continue to experience a 

burst of use as people seek to maintain their social distance, but not be quarantined in homes 

[12]. At the same time, the parks department and advocacy groups are altering their policies and 
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public statements almost daily in response to the change in demand during the pandemic. Some 

UGs were closed due to crowds or limited facilities (e.g., playground only or no restroom for 

washing hands). The issue park agencies have been facing is how to keep open and available 

UGs that provide adequate room for physical distancing in ways that ensure public safety [13]. 

There is need of evidence to base these decisions on, including where, why, and when UGs are 

being used and how use and restrictions are being perceived and responded to.  

Perceptions and values of UGs play a key role in motivating use of UGs [14]. Values of 

UGs perceived by the public stand for what citizens consider important regarding UGs, which 

can be understand broadly as ecosystem functions that benefit people through multiple ways, 

such as economic, health, social-cultural, environmental, psychological, and nature benefits [14]. 

Attitudes toward UGs could be expressed as opinions about functionality (i.e., values) of UGs 

(e.g., use UGs for relax, increasing property value), which reveals certain degree of favor or 

disfavor [15, 16].  Understanding the changes in public values and attitudes associated with UGs 

pre- and post- COVID-19 can inform strategies for parks and recreation emergency response and 

management to safely meet the needs and preferences of the public [17].  

Traditionally, surveys and interviews are used to measure opinions and perceived values. 

However, this data collection is challenging due to low response rate, geographic and time 

constraints, costly and labor-intensive process, and self-report bias. On top of the preexisting 

limitations, during the pandemic, employees could be laid off or furloughed and important 

income from programming and facility rental is being missed. In the time of social distancing, 

in-person surveys and direct observations are near impossible and potentially dangerous to UG 

users and evaluators.  
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Social media data can potentially complement traditional data collection during the 

COVID pandemic because it provides a promising way to assess personal experiences about use, 

value, and attitudes of UG. Opinions on social media - the qualitative content - are individual 

perceptions volunteered as text. With the ability to aggregate large amount of digital traces of 

human behavior through social media platforms, social media data has been used to investigate 

attitudes and perceptions in social science. With emerging web technology and mobile device 

techniques, social media big data could reveal how people feel about places, such as social media 

posts that reveal the exact location by geotags or mentioned a specific place name. Previous 

studies have used text content of tweets geotagged in UGs or mentioned the UG names to 

investigate UG experience, which evidenced the feasibility of understanding activities, emotions, 

and perceived values of UGs through social media data [18-20].     

This study aims to investigate the changes in public values about NYC parks pre- COVID 

(i.e., from March 2019 to February 2020) and post- COVID (i.e., from March 2020 to February 

2021) through social media data. Specifically, we used the text content of the posts from Twitter, 

a social media microblogging platform where large volume of texts are generated by the users to 

express thoughts about daily life, especially in urban areas [21]. This study explores how often 

the UGs in NYC are mentioned (i.e., volume) and what was stated (e.g., attitudinal topics 

associated with values of UGs) about the UGs on Twitter and, importantly, how topics and the 

volume have shifted following the March 11, 2020, World Health Organization designation of a 

COVID-19 pandemic. Ultimately, the results will provide compelling evidence to inform 

emergency response and management strategies of parks and recreation departments moving 

forward. 
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2. Methods 

2.1 Study area 

As social media data tend to perform better in monitoring park visitation in more visited 

parks [22], flagship parks in NYC were selected as study areas.  We targeted the largest flagship 

park in each borough in NYC, including Central Park in Manhattan, Prospect Park in Brooklyn, 

Flushing Meadows in Queens, and Bronx Park in Bronx (see Table 4.1). Staten Island was 

excluded because the number of tweets in Staten Island was comparatively small. This approach 

was to ensure obtaining sufficient number of tweets for the analysis while having data that 

represent the differences in park characteristics across regions in NYC. 

Table 4.1 Main characteristics of the selected parks. 

 Central Park Prospect Park Flushing Meadows Bronx Park 

Park acres 840 acres 526 acres 898 acres 718 acres 

Sport fields Baseball, basketball, 

soccer, tennis, 

volleyball, handball 

Baseball, tennis Baseball, 

basketball, 

volleyball, 

handball, golf, 

football, soccer, 

tennis 

Baseball, 

basketball, 

soccer, handball, 

football, bocce 

Spectator sports None None New York METs, 

US Open Tennis 

None 

Recreational 

facilities 

Playgrounds, outdoor 

pools, ice skating rinks, 

fitness equipment  

Playgrounds, ice 

skating rinks, 

fitness equipment 

Playgrounds, ice 

skating rinks, 

fitness equipment, 

indoor pools, skate 

parks,  

Playgrounds, ice 

skating rinks, 

fitness 

equipment, skate 

parks 

Greenways/trails Bicycling greenways Bicycling 

greenways, hiking 

trails 

Bicycling 

greenways, hiking 

trails 

Bicycling 

greenways, 

hiking trails 

Amenities Bathrooms, dog off-

leash area, eateries 

Bathrooms, 

eateries, 

barbecuing areas 

Bathrooms, 

barbecuing areas, 

kayak launch site 

Bathrooms, 

barbecuing areas, 

eateries, kayak 

launch site 

Dog friendly 

areas 

Dog off-leash area Dog off-leash area Dog off-leash area Dog off-leash 

area, dog run 

Cultural 

institutions 

Museum, historic 

houses 

Museum, historic 

houses 

Museum, World's 

Fair sites 

None 

Nature preserves Zoo, botanical garden, 

nature centers 

Zoo, botanical 

garden, nature 

Centers 

Zoo, botanical 

garden 

Zoo, botanical 

garden 
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2.2 Data collection 

Twitter data were download through Brandwatch® - a social media ad analytic platform 

that tracks daily conversation online, which has access to the full Twitter data stream via the 

Twitter Firehose data feed that guarantees delivery of 100% of tweets since 2010 from Twitter 

API. For each park, we obtained a dataset that consisted of the tweets containing the park name 

and the tweets geotagged in the park posted during two timeframes: (1) March 2019 – February 

2020 (standing for pre-COVID), (2) March 2020 – February 2021 (standing for post-COVID) 

(see Table 4.2).  A bounding box of each park was used to identify and collect geotagged tweets. 

Then, a map layer of the park boundary was used to identify tweets geotagged in the park. Each 

tweet retrieved from the platform included detailed information about the tweet and the user 

profile, such as ID, time stamp, URL, text content, author handle, name of the user, type of user 

account (i.e., individual or organization), country, region/state, city/urban area, estimated gender, 

number of posts by the user, number of followers, and number of accounts this user was 

following. In this study, we only included original tweets generated by individual accounts to 

capture park use experiences shared by the users. 

Table 4.2 Overview of the Twitter data set downloaded for this study. 

 

Data set Query 

Pre COVID – 

Count  

Tweets (users) 

Post COVID - 

Count 

Tweets (users) 

Central 

Park, 

Manhattan 

 

Park-related 

tweets 

 

Keywords: 

"central park" OR “centralpark*” 
167827 (56502) 194849 (66355) 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

area 

Bounding box:  

[-73.982758, 40.764112,  

-73.948683, 40.801092] 

126093 (32502) 73740 (12277) 

 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

park 

 

The boundary of the park with a 

50-foot buffer 
55531 (20023) 35429 (8326) 
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Table 4.2 (continued). 

Prospect 

Park, 

Brooklyn 

Park-related 

tweets 

Keywords: “prospect park”, 

“prospectpark*”, @prospect_park 
25389 (8239) 32277 (11829) 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

area 

Bounding box:  

[-73.983045,40.648679, 

-73.957124,40.675047] 

14097 (4058) 10463 (2491) 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

park 

The boundary of the park with a 

50-foot buffer 
2865 (1363) 2704 (1037) 

Flushing 

Meadows- 

corona 

Park, 

Queen  

Park-related 

tweets 

Keywords: 

"Flushing Meadows Corona Park", 

“FlushingMeadowsCorona*”, 

"Flushing Meadows Park", 

“FlushingMeadowspark*”, 

"Flushing Meadows-Corona Park", 

@AllianceforFMCP 

2225 (1319) 2312 (1367) 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

area  

Bounding box:  

[-73.858848,40.715329, 

-73.824516,40.767094] 

38713 (7429) 17059 (1920) 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

park 

The boundary of the park with a 

50-foot buffer 
13369 (5655) 2872 (997) 

Bronx 

Park, 

Bronx 

Park-related 

tweets 

Keywords: ”bronx park”, 

“bronxpark*”  
906 (407) 944 (516) 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

area 

Bounding box:  

[-73.884477, 40.840713, 

-73.867525, 40.87189] 

6308 (1259) 3386 (652) 

Geotagged 

tweets in the 

park 

The boundary of the park with a 

50-foot buffer 
2766 (966) 1133 (482) 

 

2.3 Data preprocessing 

Data pre-processing using Natural Language processing techniques through Python 

programming language encompasses two steps. Step 1 removed invalid tweets for topic 

detection. Tweets that met the following criteria were classified as invalid tweets for the study: 

(1) retweets, (2) non-individual accounts, (3) authentic, notable, and active accounts verified by 

Twitter, such as government, companies, news, entertainment, sports, and influential individuals, 

(4) tweets having fewer than three words, (5) tweets from users who have posted more than two 

identical messages, (6) tweets from users with unusually large volume of tweets, (7) tweets 

mentioning the street names “Prospect Park West”, “Prospect Park South East”, subway station 
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name “Prospect Park Station” and the neighborhood names “Prospect Park South” because these 

tweets were not referring to Prospect Park (see more details in Chapter 3). Step 2 cleaned text 

content of the tweets and transformed the data for analysis. Text content of each tweet that could 

reduce the efficacy of topic detection, including hyperlinks, hashtags, username mentions, 

emojis, numbers, and punctuations, were removed. N-grams were implemented to Identify two-

word terms (i.e., bi-gram), such as “Prospect Park” and three-word terms (i.e., tri-gram), such as 

“Grand Army Plaza”, that frequently occur in text of the tweets. Tokenization (i.e., dividing text 

into a list of words) and lemmatization (i.e., transforming the words to the base or dictionary 

form) transformed the texts to lists of the base or dictionary form of each word. Words that were 

unmeaningful (i.e., stop words), extremely short (i.e., less than 3 characters), long (i.e., more 

than 15 characters), and extremely infrequent (i.e., occurs less than 3 times in all documents) 

were removed. 

   After data preprocessing, in the Central Park dataset a total of 71,792 tweets remained; 

in Prospect Park 13,267 tweets remained; in Flushing Meadows 5,608 tweets remained; and in 

Bronx Park 1,420 tweets remained (see Table 4.3). To address the potential bias in the 

comparison of tweet count between pre- and post-COVID, the 6% increase in the overall number 

of users in NYC was reflected in the percentage change in tweet count between pre-COVID and 

post-COVID by a weighting in the calculation. The calculation can be described as the following 

equation: 

 

Compared to the year before the pandemic, there were more Twitter conversations posted 

by individual accounts about Central Park (+18%) and Prospect Park (+93%) the year after the 

Adjusted change in percentage

=   
Number of tweets post COVID ∗  1 − 0.06 − Number of tweets pre COVID 

Number of tweets pre COVID
 ∗ 100 
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pandemic started. In contrast, the tweet counts about Flushing Meadows (-71%) and Bronx Park 

(-32%) has decreased after the pandemic began. 

Table 4.3 Dataset sample size. 

 Total Pre-COVID Post-COVID Adjusted % change1 

Central Park 71792 31763 40029 +18% 

Prospect Park 13267 4443 8824 +87% 

Flushing Meadows 5608 4280 1328 -71% 

Bronx Park 1420 822 598 -32% 

Total 91927 41148 50779 +16% 
1Adjusted change in percentage= [[(Number of tweets during post-COVID * 0.94) - Number of tweets 

pre-COVID] / Number of tweets pre-COVID] *100 

 

2.4 Data analysis 

Topic modeling is implemented to automate the process of analyzing the text content of 

Twitter data. A topic modeling method for short text - Gibbs Sampling Dirichlet Multinomial 

Mixture algorithm (GSDMM) was used for mining topics from these tweets since text content of 

tweets related to parks or geotagged in parks tend to be short (e.g., the average length of the 

tweets is around 5-6 words after data preprocessing) [23]. GSDMM works well for extremely 

short text that has sparse word co-occurrence as it simplifies the inference process by assuming 

one document is associated with one topic. GSDMM hypothesizes each document could be 

based on a generative process, where the words or terms in the document are drawn from a 

probability distribution. A topic is represented by the probability distribution of the words/terms. 

There are four parameters to be configured, including number of topics (K), α, β, and number of 

iterations. α stands for the probability that a document would be grouped in a cluster. β is the 

probability that the words in a document were similar to the words in other documents. The 

default values, α =0.1, β=0.1 suggested by Yin and Wang [23] were used to identify topics from 

tweets in the park datasets. A fit procedure using different values of K helped find the suitable 

maximum number of topics in the data set that best described the data. With a maximum number 
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of topics identified by the researcher, the algorithm can automatically determine the clusters that 

maintain a good balance between completeness and homogeneity. Finally, a manual annotation 

was implemented to relate each topic to a subject associated with values of UGs after the short 

text topic modeling method detected distinctive groups of tweets based on the text content. We 

identified the subject of each topic by examining the top 20 most relevant term lists, a word 

cloud of the text content of associated tweets, and sample tweets. The groups that could not be 

semantically interpreted based on the keywords or only consist of fewer than 15 tweets were 

excluded.  

Topics related to the same theme were then sorted into major themes. This classification 

of themes was based on values of UGs proposed by Ordóñez et al. [24]. The conceptual model 

for public values associated with urban forests identified seven value domains: economic, 

environmental regulations & life-support, health, natural/ecology, aesthetic, socio-cultural, and 

psychological [24]. The value descriptors that were used by the public to describe each domain 

were provided in the model. For example, the health domain is associated with three value 

descriptors: mental health, physical activity, and better sleep. Here, for better interpretation, we 

classified topics identified in our model with the value descriptors in Ordóñez et al. [24]’s model, 

instead of the main value domain. For example, the topic related to “running and biking” was 

classified as the “physical activity” category (i.e., a value descriptor), which belongs to the 

“health” value domain. 

To gain understanding of attitudes and feelings of individuals toward the topics, 

sentiment analysis is utilized to determine the emotional tone of the tweets associated with each 

topic. Generally, sentiment analysis techniques use a text classifier to automatically assign text to 

a set of pre-defined categories based on its content, which then identifies whether the underlying 
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sentiment is positive, negative or neutral. In this study, a lexicon-based sentiment analysis tool - 

Valence Aware Dictionary and sentiment Reasoner (VADER), which aims for analysis of 

sentiments expressed on social media data, was used to assess sentiments of tweets in each topic 

[25]. VADER’s sentiment lexicon incorporates lexical features that are commonly used to 

express sentiments in microblogs, such as Western-style emoticon [26]. The polarity and 

intensity of sentiments are evaluated using the compound score, which normalizes the sum of the 

valence scores of each word in the lexicon to be between -1 to +1. Compound score -1 means the 

most extreme negative whereas +1 stands for most extreme positive. In this study, we used the 

default threshold value suggested in the literature to classify the sentiments of the tweets, where 

compound score >= 0.05 is categorized as “positive”, compound score <= -0.05 is categorized as 

“negative, and the values in between are classified as “neutral”. [25]. 

3. Results 

From the pre- and post- COVID tweet datasets in each park, the GSDMM topic modeling 

technique identified topics and the associated keywords. The complete list of topics and the 

related keywords for each period in park is provided in Appendices C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and J. 

Each topic was related to a subject (i.e., subtheme) of specific characteristics about park use 

behavior and the park environments. Each sub-theme was then classified into a higher-level main 

theme associated with values of UGs for semantical interpretation. The results for each park are 

summarized below. In general, the functionality of the parks revealed in the Twitter 

conversations are health benefit, socio-cultural benefit and nature. Specifically, the values these 

parks delivered can be understood through the following aspects: physical activity, general 

leisure activity, cultural events, cultural heritage, park features for recreational use, sports events, 

connecting to nature, transportation (e.g., bike lanes), urban space (e.g., the UGs and the nearby 
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attractions and neighborhoods establishes a sense of place to citizens), and social norms (e.g., 

creating/shaping community culture). 

3.1 Central Park 

From tweets related to Central Park, 20 subthemes were identified for the pre-COVID 

subset, and 27 subthemes were identified for the post-COVID subset. These subthemes were 

grouped into nine identical main themes associated with values of UGs for both the pre- and 

post-COVID dataset, including general leisure activities, social norms, neighborhood, physical 

activity, events, transportation, nature, culture, and park features (see Table 4.4). Experiences or 

opinions about physical activity (+248%), nature (+318%), and park features (286%) were on 

average 2 times more popular in the year after pandemic started than the year before. On the 

other hand, there has been a decrease in number of tweets related to general leisure activities (-

41%), culture (-63%), events (-100%), transportation (-8%), and urban space (-22%). Note that 

there were changes in content specifically in the park feature theme. The Twitter conversation 

related to park features shifted from general maintenance of park facilities and amenities to 

comments about some news, including part of the open space in Central Park made available to 

set up the Emergency Field Hospital operated by Samaritan’s Purse and that the Trump 

Organization was no longer the management of the two skating rinks in Central Park. 

Furthermore, a new theme – social norms emerged during the first few months after the COVID 

pandemic started. Tweets about social norms in the park were mainly associated with the social 

distancing intervention that kept people at least 6 feet from others and required mask wearing to 

prevent the spread of the contagious disease. 
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Table 4.4 Main themes emerging from the Central Park-related tweets. 

1 Adjusted change in percentage= [[(Number of tweets during post-COVID * 0.94) - Number of tweets pre-COVID] 

/ Number of tweets pre-COVID] *100 
2 The anti-racism conversations were triggered by the incident about the dispute between a white woman and an 

African American man in Central Park.   
3 The opinions about Samaritan’s Purse, the operator of the emergency field hospital in Central Park making 

volunteers affirm a statement opposing anti-same-sex marriage.   

 

 

 

Main theme 
Central Park    

Pre-COVID subtheme  Count Post-COVID subtheme Count ±%1 

General leisure 

activities 

Leisure time activities (e.g., 

walk, picnic, dog, read),   

Spending time with family and 

friends 

17251 

Leisure time activities (e.g., 

walk, picnic, dog, music) 

 
10762 -41% 

Social norms None 0 

COVID - Social distancing, 

anti-racism coversations2, 

the racial history of Central 

Park - Seneca Village,  

anti-LGBT conversations3 

10239 +100% 

Culture 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

Strawberry Field, 

Seneca Village, 

Women's Rights Pioneers 

Monument, 

Bethesda Terrace Fountain 

4545 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

Women's Rights Pioneers, 

Strawberry Field, 

Architect features by 

Frederick Law Olmsted 

1772 -63% 

Physical 

activity 

Run, marathon, walk 
1765 

Run, marathon, walk, bike 
6538 +248% 

Events 

Summer Stage Concerts,  

Global Citizen Festival, 

Making Strides Against Breast 

Cancer Walk 

1413 None 0 -100% 

Transportation Traffic  1334 Traffic 1299 -8% 

Urban space 
Neighborhoods, nearby 

attractions 
1151 

Neighborhoods, nearby 

attractions 
958 -22% 

Nature 

Birdwatching,  

Reservoir,  

Extreme weather events 1139 

Birdwatching,  

Central Park Reservoir,  

Extreme weather events, 

Natural landscape, 

Central Park Zoo  

5063 +318% 

Park features 

Dog on-leash rule 

Management of Wollman Rink 

and Lasker Rink 562 

Field Hospital for COVID 

patients, management of 

Wollman Rink and Lasker 

Rink, boathouse, restaurant, 

sports fields 

2305 +286% 
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Figure 4.1 demonstrates weekly trends of the nine main themes emerging from tweets 

about Central Park from March 2019 to February 2021. An increasing trend of Twitter 

conversations regarding Central Park occurred in March 2020 right after the WHO declared the 

coronavirus outbreak a pandemic and the stay-at-home order was announced in NYC. In general, 

the number of tweets about social norms, physical activity and nature increased the few months 

after the pandemic started, which was then followed by a steady decline, except for the peaks 

that occurred in March and May 2020. The initial peak in the trend appears aligned with the first 

surge of confirmed cases in NYC. One peak occurred in March that seems to associate with the 

increasing number of tweets about the park feature theme, related to the Central Park Emergency 

Field Hospital. While people had positive attitudes about Central Park providing the physical 

space for the emergency field hospital, the negative sentiments expressed in the tweet text 

content reveal Twitter users’ anxiety and concerns about the increasing number of patients and 

how the medical system was challenged by the outbreak (see Figure 4.2).  

During the pandemic, conversations about social norms in the park seemed to be tense 

due to complaints about people not practicing social distance or wearing a mask. On top of the 

mixed feeling about social distancing measures, there were 2 peaks in the social norm-related 

Tweets, due to two incidents.  Unrelated to the Covid pandemic, the peak in the end of March 

could be explained with negative sentiment related to criticism of Samaritan's Purse asking 

volunteers to affirm a statement opposing same-sex marriage. An extreme peak from tweets in 

the social norm theme occurring end of May 2020 was a dispute between a white woman and a 

Black man and a video that went viral. These tweets mostly expressed negative attitudes as 

Twitter users criticized the woman’s racial discrimination toward the birdwatching man. The 
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incident evoked Twitter posts about the racial history in Central Park including the historic 

Seneca Village, a Black American enclave ended due to eminent domain as the park was built. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Weekly trends of main themes based on tweets related to Central Park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Weekly trends of the sentiments for the Central Park topics. 
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3.2 Prospect Park 

The topic modeling identified 26 subthemes for the pre-COVID and 20 post-COVID 

subthemes from the text content of the tweets related to Prospect Park. Similar to the results for 

Central Park, these subthemes were grouped into nine main themes that described popular 

activities and common experiences about the park (Table 5). General leisure activity was the 

most popular topic in Twitter conversations about Prospect Park the year before the pandemic. 

There was a significant increase in the number of tweets on physical activity (+202%) and park 

features (+338%) during the year after the pandemic started, compared to the previous year. In 

the year of the pandemic, we also found the tweets about culture (+115%) were two times as 

popular as the year before. Prospect Park also continued to be valued for providing opportunities 

to connect to nature (+32%) during the pandemic year. The increasing number of tweets related 

to events (+17%) was mainly due to the protests – the Black Lives Matter protests and a march 

that honored Black and Indigenous activists. In contrast, the number of tweets about general 

leisure activities (-80%) in the park, urban spaces (-37%) and transportation (-86%) around the 

park area decreased during the pandemic year. Similar to our findings from Central Park, there is 

a new theme about social norms in Prospect Park during the coronavirus outbreak, with a focus 

on whether and how people kept social distance from others in a park that was always crowded 

and the necessity of wearing a mask while participating in park activities. 

Table 4.5 Main themes emerging from the Prospect Park-related tweets. 

Main theme 
Prospect Park    

Pre-COVID subtheme  Count Post-COVID subtheme Count ±%1 

General leisure 

activities 

Leisure time activities 

(e.g., walk, picnic, dog, 

read, tour, break from 

work/school)  

photography, 

spending time with family 

and friends 

1519 

Leisure time activities (e.g., 

walk, picnic, dog, read), 

Birthday celebrations 

 

 

 

 

 

319 -80% 
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Table 4.5 (continued). 

1 Adjusted change in percentage= [[(Number of tweets during post-COVID * 0.94) - Number of tweets pre-COVID] / 
Number of tweets pre-COVID] *100 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the change in the number of tweets about Prospect Park was associated 

with the first surge in confirmed cases in NYC and the announcement of the stay-at-home order. 

Social norms 

 

 

0 

COVID – wearing masks 

and social distancing,  

NYC mayor breaking the 

stay-at-home rule by 

traveling 11 miles to visit 

Prospect Park,  

cheering for Joe Biden 

winning the election, 

gun violence near the park 

3671 +100% 

Culture 
Monuments 

 
60 

The Endale Arch restoration, 

architectural features  
137 +115% 

Physical 

activity 

Run, walk, biking 

ice skating 
722 Run, walk, bike 2316 +202% 

Events 

Celebrate Brooklyn, 

concerts, 

University Open Air, 

Smorgasburg food 

festival, 

holiday events  

636 

Concerts and live shows, 

Family-friendly Black Lives 

Matter protests, 

a march to honor black and 

indigenous activists, 

 

792 +17% 

Transportation 

Subway, bus,  

bike lane, walkability, 

traffic 

559 Subway 86 -86% 

Urban space 

Neighborhoods (e.g., 

Prospect Park South, 

Forte Greene)  

nearby attractions (e.g., 

Nitehawk cinema, 

restaurants, Greenwood 

Cemetery)  

167 

Neighborhoods (e.g., Park 

Slope, Coney Island)   

 

112 -37% 

Nature 

Birdwatching,  

natural landscape,  

Botanic garden, 

Prospect Park Zoo, 

Animals and plants (e.g., 

raccoon, algae issue) 

559 

Natural landscape,   

birdwatching,  

Prospect Park Zoo  
784 +32% 

Park features 

Maintenance of 

playground facility, 

Prospect Park Alliance, 

trash issue 

105 

Prospect Park Alliance, 

Management of facilities,  

Complaints about off-

leashed dogs, maintenance 

(e.g., trash issues)   

489 +338% 
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Although the number of tweets related to Prospect Park increased right after the pandemic 

started, it is followed by a steady decline in volume. The social norm theme mainly contributed 

to the increase of tweets the few months after the pandemic started. A weekly pattern of the 

tweet sentiments for the “social norms” theme between pre- and post- COVID (Figure 3) 

demonstrates the tweet count peaked on March 22nd, May 4th, and November 9th.  On March 

22nd, the stay-at-home order aroused the broad discussion about the crowds in Prospect Park and 

the outdoor market during the weekend. The surge of Twitter conversations on May 4th was due 

to the NYC mayor’s non-essential travel to Prospect Park during the outbreak of coronavirus. 

The trending event that was broadcasted on Twitter on November 9th was the celebration of Joe 

Biden winning the presidency of the US. Although the positive sentiment dominated the 

conversations about social norms in Prospect Park, we found there was approximately 20 percent 

of tweets expressing negative emotions, especially toward the topic of social distancing during 

the COVID-19 pandemic (see Figure 4.4). The twitter users were expressing their mixed feelings 

about social distancing while being in the park. For example, some showed their appreciation for 

the health benefit of outdoor open spaces during the difficult time. Yet, some worried about the 

safety of visiting parks while there has been a burst of park use and practicing social distancing 

seemed to be questionable.   
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Figure 4.3 Weekly trends of main themes based on tweets related to Prospect Park. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Weekly trends of the sentiments for the Prospect Park topics. 

 

3.3 Flushing Meadows 

From tweets related to Flushing Meadows, 48 subthemes were identified for the pre-

COVID subset and were grouped into six main themes. For the post-COVID subset, 18 

subthemes were identified and then grouped into nine main themes. As Flushing Meadows is 

famous for sports events (i.e., New York Mets and US Open Tennis) hosted in venues in the 

park, Twitter users’ posts were mainly about these sports events (see Table 4.6 and Figure 4.5). 

During the year before the pandemic, the Tweets related to the sports events were describing the 

viewing experiences about the sports games onsite. During the pandemic year, spectators were 
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not allowed to attend the games due to social distancing.  Although there was a decrease in the 

number of the associated tweets (-88%), a number of fans were still tweeting about how much 

they missed watching the games onsite. Cultural heritage and cultural events were also 

highlighted among the tweets related to Flushing Meadows. However, during the pandemic year, 

the number of Twitter conversations about the culture topic have decreased tremendously ( -

90%) as the indoor cultural heritage sites were not open to the public and events were canceled. 

During the year of pandemic, the number of tweets about physical activity was up to almost 

double before (+81%). There was also a new theme about social norms. The experiences and 

opinions were mainly related to COVID-19, such as keeping social distance, wearing a mask, 

and condolences over the death of a Hall of Fame pitcher from complications from Lewy body 

dementia and COVID-19. In addition, there were some other newly emerging topics in the 

tweets, including general leisure activity, transportation, and park features. For example, the 

transportation theme was related to people complaining the park was becoming “a giant parking 

lot” and “highway ramp” and some advocated for a new greenway to increase access to the park 

and ensure pedestrian safety.      

Table 4.6 Main themes emerging from the Flushing Meadows-related tweets 

Main theme 
Flushing Meadows    

Pre-COVID subtheme  Count Post-COVID subtheme Count ±%1 

Sports 
New York Mets,  

US Open Tennis 
3346 

New York Mets,  

US Open Tennis 
456 -87% 

General leisure 

activity 
Family and friends 101 

Photography, 

Drive-in movie theater 

Family and friends 

249 +132% 

Social norm  None 0 
COVID – wearing masks 

and social distancing,  
19 +100% 

Culture 

World’s Fair,  

New York Hall of 

Science, 

New York State 

Pavilion 

Queens Museum 

 

323 

World’s Fair,  

Fountain of the Fairs 

Restoration 

65 -81% 
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Table 4.6 (continued). 

1 Adjusted change in percentage= [[(Number of tweets during post-COVID * 0.94) - Number of tweets pre-COVID] / 
Number of tweets pre-COVID] *100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Weekly trends of main themes based on tweets related to Flushing Meadows. 

 

3.4 Bronx Park 

From tweets related to Bronx Park, 10 subthemes were identified for the pre-COVID 

subset and were grouped into two main themes. For the post-COVID subset, 9 subthemes were 

identified and then grouped into three main themes. The topics that emerged from the tweets 

related to Bronx Park appeared to be different from the other three parks in both quantity and 

Physical activity 
Jogging, biking 

99 
Run, walk, bike, marathon, 

workout 
191 +81% 

Events 

Rolling Loud (concert), 

Hello Panda Festival, 

International Night 

Market,  

Making Strides Against 

Breast Cancer walk 

366 2020 Evening of Fine Food  38 -90% 

Transportation None 0 Traffic issue in the park 24 -- 

Nature 
Queens Zoo, 

Willow Lake 
59 

Queens Zoo 
27 -57% 

Park features 

None 

0 

A community meeting 

about how to improve the 

park  

19 -- 
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content. As Table 4.7 shows, the topics emerging from tweets about Bronx Park were mainly 

about the activities related to nature, including visiting Bronx Zoo and Botanical Garden. 

Though not broadly discussed, physical activity, such as jogging and walking, was another theme 

that emerged from the tweets related to Bronx Park. In general, while the number of tweets 

related to the nature theme has decreased 50%, there was a 48% increase in conversations about 

physical activity from pre-COVID to post-COVID. The social norm theme emerging during 

post-COVID was solely about a gun shooting incident that happened in Bronx Park. Figure 4.6 

illustrates the weekly pattern of the tweet count for the themes, which reveals the change in the 

trends between pre- and post- COVID. The year before the pandemic, there were more Twitter 

conversations about the zoo and the botanical garden with peaks when there were events (e.g., 

the Holiday Train Show in Botanical Garden and the Bronx Zoo Holiday Lights). Right after the 

pandemic began, the tweet volume dropped because the garden and zoo were closed due to 

COVID. An increasing trend in the nature theme arose after the zoo and garden were reopened in 

July 2020. While the tweet counts about daily physical activity grew gradually over the year, a 

sudden increase in Twitter conversations about social relations was due to the tragic shooting 

incident inside Bronx Park on June 15th, 2020.   

Table 4.7 Main themes emerging from the Bronx Park-related tweets. 

1 Adjusted change in percentage= [[(Number of tweets during post-COVID * 0.94) - Number of tweets 

pre-COVID] / Number of tweets pre-COVID] *100 

Main theme 
Bronx Park    

Pre-COVID subtheme  Count Post-COVID subtheme Count ±%1 

Nature  Bronx Zoo, 

Botanical Garden 

651 Bronx Zoo, 

Botanical Garden 

313 -55% 

Physical 

activity 

Jogging 33 walk 52 +48% 

Social norms None 0 Gun violence in the park 29 -- 
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Figure 4.6 Weekly trends of main themes based on tweets related to Bronx Park. 

 

4. Discussion 

Results of this study indicate the common values perceived by Twitter users about the 

study parks are offering places for outdoor physical activity, opportunities to connect to nature, 

and park features for recreational purposes. These values continue to play a key role in UG 

functionality for the public during the COVID pandemic. During the pandemic, the importance 

of some functionalities of UGs appeared to be decreasing, such as fewer cultural and educational 

events and programs, transportation-related activity, and sport events. Yet, the use of UGs still 

plays an important role in shaping social and culture norms as UGs are essentially a public space 

where community culture is created. For example, we observed a number of Twitter 

conversations in the UGs were about social distancing practices, anti-racism, and the optimism 

about the new administration in the US.  

The topics emerging from the tweets related to the NYC parks represented the public 

conversations regarding park experiences and impressions on Twitter during the year before the 

COVID pandemic (from March 2019 to February 2020) and the first year after the pandemic was 

announced (from March 2020 to February 2021). During the year before the pandemic, the set of 
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topics emerging from the tweets related to each park showcased the different functions these 

urban parks served in the city [27]. The variety of Twitter topics about Central Park and Prospect 

Park evidenced that these two urban parks were seen as important destination parks with quality 

greenspaces and facilities that offered a variety of opportunities for recreational activities, which 

generated health, environmental, social, and economic benefits [20, 28]. On the other hand, the 

topics identified from the tweets suggested Flushing Meadows was known for the sports events 

(i.e., New York Mets and US Open Tennis) and cultural heritage from the World’s Fair in 1939 

and 1964 and that the impression of Bronx Park received in Twittersphere was related to nature 

in Bronx Zoo and Botanical Garden.  

As the real-time Twitter data related to the study parks were collected throughout the 

two-year period, our study was able to investigate different temporal patterns of the tweet 

volume per topic across the four parks, which can potentially complement the studies using 

surveys that are limited to geographic and time constraints [12, 29]. In Central Park, even though 

the volume of tweets about physical activity and nature has increased between the two years, the 

increasing trend only occurred the few months after the pandemic started, followed by the steady 

decline since September 2020. This trend did not entirely result from the seasonal differences as 

we saw the volume was even fewer than the same time the year before the pandemic. Perhaps, 

the drop in Twitter conversations about Central Park were due to lock down in Manhattan [30] 

and that people being more committed to staying home and social distancing during the second 

surge of the confirmed cased in NYC starting fall of 2020.  

Different from Central Park, the Twitter data showed an overall increasing trend in the 

volume of the trending topics about Prospect Park during the year of the COVID pandemic, 

which was due to the growing number of conversations about physical activity, nature 
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appreciation, park functionality, anti-racism protests, and the new COVID related norm -- social 

distancing. Our finding shows Flushing Meadows seemed to serve different functions during the 

COVID pandemic based on the slightly increasing number of posts about general leisure 

activities, nature and physical activity, compared to the year before the pandemic when 

conversations were dominated by spectator sports events and cultural landscape. About Bronx 

Park, the decreasing trend of the Twitter conversations revolving around topics related to 

activities and events in Bronx Zoo and the Botanical Garden appeared to be related to the closure 

of the zoo and the garden from March to July 2019. The unique traits of the changes in the 

Twitter conversations about each park across the two years suggest social media data provide a 

time-effective and less labor-intensive approach to constantly monitor park activities when labor 

force and funding are limited.  

A comparison of the tweet volume per topic across the year before the pandemic and the 

year after the pandemic began also demonstrates common traits of the changes in Twitter 

conversations about these urban parks over the two years. While the NYC lockdown resulted in 

event cancellations, limited travel, and much fewer activities occurring in parks and surrounding 

neighborhoods, there were increasing trends in the topics related to physical activity (i.e., 

walking, jogging, and biking) and nature (e.g., seasonal changes in natural language, zoo, and 

gardens), especially in Central Park, Prospect Park and Flushing Meadows. This indicates urban 

parks may play an even more important role in serving recreational, health, and environmental 

benefits to the residents during the COVID pandemic when all the non-essential activities had to 

be terminated. This finding was aligned with recent studies that examined the usage and 

perceived values of urban parks during the pandemic [12, 29, 31]. For instance, through online 

surveys distributed during the early months of the COVID pandemic, Grima et al. [29] found 
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exercise and connecting to nature were the main reasons for the users’ increasing visits to the 

urban and peri-urban natural areas in Burlington, Vermont. Lopez et al. [12] discovered urban 

greenspaces in NYC were considered to be more important for mental and physical health during 

the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic in NYC. However, it should be noted that park 

maintenance is of importance when there has been a surge in usage during the COVID lockdown 

as urban parks seem to be the one of the few places where people can escape from home 

environment without violating the social distancing rule. Twitter conversations amplified 

negative comments about poorly maintained facilities and amenities, a noticeable increase in 

trash, and dog off-leash issues evolving in Prospect Park during the year of the pandemic.  

Meanwhile, concerns about people not keeping physical distance arose in urban parks 

especially in highly dense urban areas, like NYC, where frequent human interactions and 

crowding seems to cause a higher probability of the coronavirus transmission. Our finding 

indicated a sudden increase in the number of Twitter conversations about social norms associated 

with extensive opinions about practicing social distancing in the parks, especially in Central Park 

and Prospect Park. The themes identified from park-related tweets reaffirm the finding from a 

recent study that residents in NYC were concerned about crowding and lack of social distancing 

when visiting urban greenspaces [12]. The finding evidenced specific issues that should be 

addressed through the qualitative content of social media data in real-time. The Twitter 

conversations consisted of both positive and negative attitudes toward the issues of practicing 

social distancing and wearing masks in the parks. While some highlighted the health benefits 

from outdoor recreational activity in parks during the pandemic, others felt unsafe due to seeing 

crowds and people not following CDC guidelines. Negative feelings specifically peaked in the 

end of March 2020 right after the quarantine order was announced. Although practicing 
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precautionary actions could help prevent the spread of the virus, people may experience 

complexities in following the new social norm due to underestimating the risk or the perceived 

barriers to performing social distancing, such as difficulties in changing lifestyle and mental 

health challenges associated with the absence of socialization, especially in the beginning of the 

“New York State on PAUSE” order when the social distancing intervention was introduced to 

the public [32, 33]. As urban parks have experienced a surge in visitation during the pandemic 

[34], it is of necessity for park practitioners to monitor public opinions about park experiences in 

real time and propose strategies that address the issues in a timely manner, such as effective 

communication that persuade people to perform social distance, establish clear signs and 

guidelines that enable precautionary actions in parks.  

Although this study aims to investigate perceived values and opinions toward UGs that 

were to some extent associated with the pandemic, some irrelevant but informative and park-

specific themes were found due to the study design and exploratory data mining approach. For 

example, in Central Park, the peak of Twitter conversations about a dispute between a white 

woman and a Black man in May 2020, following by a trending topic about the racial history in 

Central Park including the historic Seneca Village, where a Black American enclave ended due 

to eminent domain as the park was built. About Prospect Park, a surge of Twitter conversation 

about the Black Lives Matters protest and the march that honored black and indigenous activists 

in June. These findings suggest social media data provides rich information about salient events 

that happened in UGs. The sensitivity of social media data about public spaces could serve as 

part of the surveillance system for the management of UGs.  

This study showcases how opinions and values about UGs evolved overtime through 

mining Twitter data in a cost-effective manner. However, there are limitations as Twitter data is 
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a “found” data -- not generated specifically for the study purpose. First, Twitter conversations 

could not represent opinions and experiences of the general population because the Twitter user 

sample tends to bias toward middle age (i.e., 35-65 years old), male, highly educated, and 

wealthier populations [35]. Thus, findings might not account for all park experiences of young 

children and older adults. Second, it is likely that Twitter and this method may not be suitable for 

capturing less salient topics that do not draw public’s attention, such as uneventful activities, 

more chronic issues (e.g., air pollution), and positives of park use that are expected, normed, or 

inherent in park use and experience (e.g., playgrounds). Third, our study parks were limited to 

the large flagship parks because there were very few or no tweets posted in urban parks having 

low visitation rates. Out of 2,022 parks in NYC, only 44 parks had more than 100 tweets pre-

COVID (March 2019 – February 2020), and only 22 parks had more than 100 tweets post-

COVID (March 2020 – February 2021). Fourth, there has been a decline in the number of 

geotagged tweets since June 2019 because Twitter has removed the precise geotagging feature in 

tweets [36], which could lead to a potential drop in Twitter data posted after June 2019. Fifth, the 

causality between the impact of the COVID pandemic and the change in park-related topics 

cannot be inferred because the short text of tweets is lacking contextual information. Some 

trends occurring during post-COVID may be due to confounding variables that are not irrelevant 

to use of UGs, such as a surge of Twitter conversations about anti-racism protests in Prospect 

Park. 

5. Conclusion 

As Twitter has been a popular social media platform where users express their thoughts 

and exchange ideas and experiences, tweets reveal how urban parks have been perceived by the 

public. Through the topic modeling technique for short text, a variety of topics related to the four 
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NYC parks were identified during the year before and following the pandemic. While we found 

an increasing trend in the Twitter conversations specifically about physical activity, nature, and 

park features, the topics evolving the year before and after the COVID pandemic show unique 

traits specific to the characteristics of the four flagships parks in NYC. This study demonstrates 

the qualitative content of social media data could be used to capture use of UGs and related 

experiences and opinions at the UG-specific sensitivity, which the conventional survey methods 

could hardly achieve. Additionally, findings indicate tweets about the new social norm – social 

distancing - has been influential to park use experiences during COVID. The change in the 

opinions and experiences about urban parks pre- and post- COVID could inform the emergency 

management of urban parks during the COVID pandemic when the usage has increased, and the 

needs of the public may be changing. For future direction, this longitudinal approach could be 

suitable for natural experiments or purposeful interventions that examine public opinions about 

the change in the design or management of open spaces that would have influence on urban 

populations, such as the NYC Openstreets -- a program that has expanded during COVID by 

opening streets to play, diners, and activity, and closed the streets to automobile and bus traffic. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion 

Public values associated with UGs are important drivers in strengthening or weakening 

the association between access to UGs and health outcomes. As social media platforms are 

virtual environments where communication and knowledge exchange are facilitated, social 

media data contain explicit semantics that reveal perceived values toward a subject by the public 

[1]. Past studies demonstrated how text mining of social media data can reveal use of UGs with a 

focus on selective topics, such as types of physical activities participated in, emotional responses 

to UGs, and perceived cultural ecosystem values. This data driven approach is effective in 

identifying UG-related behavior and attitudes about particular aspects of UGs at specific places 

and times through social media data [2]. Yet, there is a lack of comprehensive understanding 

about the underlying dimensions of public values associated with UGs that social media data can 

inform. Therefore, this study developed a methodological framework to uncover general patterns 

of the semantics from the text content of social media data regarding UGs. The overarching goal 

of this work was fourfold: 1) deepen our understanding of UG-related text content in social 

media; 2) benefit future research through study design and method development; 3) inform 

decision making that respond to the needs and preferences of the public. 

Twitter® was selected as the target study platform in this work as Twitter® provides a 

rich source of text with semantic content related to human activities in urban settings. The first 

study systematically reviewed the literature of UG-related research that has used Twitter® as a 

data source. Paper one reported current status of the studies and identified methodological 

considerations, challenges, and recommendations for future research. The second study proposed 

a comprehensive framework to identify public values associated with UGs through UG-related 
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tweets. This showcased how to process the text content of tweets and mine topics from the 

cleaned datasets using natural language processing and topic modeling techniques tailored to the 

characteristics of the data structure and content. The third study was a longitudinal analysis of 

the attitudinal topics emerging from the text content of social media data collected pre- and post- 

COVID, which evidenced how public values and opinions about UGs changed over time and 

highlighted the implications of the findings for emergency management in UGs. 

1. Summary of Study Findings 

1.1 Findings from project 1: A systematic literature review 

The literature review systematically summarized the current state of research using 

Twitter® data to explore UGs based on 19 studies that assessed UGs using Twitter® data since 

2016, identified through a rigorous filtering process among studies conducted from 2006 to 

2020. A growing interest was observed in using Twitter® data to investigate the use of UGs in 

western countries across various research disciplines, including public health, computing and 

information systems, landscape architecture, urban and regional planning, and geography. Three 

major themes were identified in the applications: (1) investigating the spatiotemporal patterns of 

Twitter® users in UG, (2) identifying sentiments of user-generated content to understand 

experiences, (3) attitudes towards features and activities in UGs, (4) detecting the spatial 

characteristics of the users (e.g., estimating users’ activity spaces based on the geolocation 

extracted from the geotags of their tweets), and (5) examining social marketing efforts by park 

management authorities and non-governmental organizations in Twitter® networks to promote 

the use of UGs. However, Twitter® data, not generated for research purposes, may contain 

systematic biases for any evaluation application. Paper one reported the challenges researchers 

may encounter, including biases from the data source, bias in data processing, and analysis 
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decisions. Based on the review, we suggested the types of UG research questions that may be 

best answered with Twitter® data. Methodological considerations were proposed to address the 

biases and advance analytic techniques. Results indicated Twitter® can be a useful tool to 

deepen our understanding of UGs, especially when the study is carefully designed to tackle 

potential biases and limitations.  

1.2 Findings from project 2: A methodological framework  

The methodological framework suggested in this study established the feasibility of 

applying a short text topic modeling method to explore attitudinal themes associated with public 

values of UGs from tweets related to two flagship parks in NYC, Prospect Park and Flushing 

Meadows. Steps used to clean the content of UG-related tweets were proposed to prepare data 

for topic modeling. The Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model for short text clustering 

(GSDMM) topic modeling method along with sentiment analysis identified themes associated 

with public values associated with UGs across the study parks. A wider collection of themes was 

found in the tweet dataset related to Prospect Park, including physical activity, general leisure 

activities, transportation, nature, events, urban space, park features, and culture. The themes in 

the tweets related to Flushing Meadows focused on sports, events, culture, general leisure 

activities, physical activity, and nature. Temporal analysis investigated the changes over a day, 

across seasons, as well as associated with seasonal, annual, and special events. With the 

attitudinal tone of each tweet assigned by sentiment analysis (i.e., positive, negative, or neutral), 

the percentage composition of positive and negative tweets per theme indicated the attitudes of 

the Twitter users toward each theme. Results of this qualitative exploratory approach highlighted 

trending features and identify how Twitter users view attributes in UGs at specific times. Twitter 

may lead to more effective evaluations that focus on specific attributes and features in UGs. The 
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attitudinal topics about UGs in Twittersphere could inform digital marketing strategies to 

encourage specific uses of UGs.  

1.3 Findings from project 3: A case study 

Responding to emergency management during the COVID-19 pandemic, this study 

investigated through Twitter® data the changes in attitudinal themes associated with values of 

UGs in four NYC flagship parks pre- and post- COVID. The topic modeling technique for short 

text identified a variety of themes related to the four NYC parks during the year before and 

following the pandemic onset. Results showed an increasing trend in Twitter conversations about 

physical activity, nature, and park features across the four parks. Some unique traits specific to 

the characteristics of the four parks were identified. For example, Flushing Meadows seemed to 

serve different functions during the COVID pandemic based on the slightly increasing number of 

posts about general leisure activities, nature and physical activity, compared to the year before 

the pandemic when conversations were dominated by spectator sports events and cultural 

landscape. The feasibility of assessing how the values of parks were perceived differently 

demonstrates the park-specific sensitivity captured by social media data. The newly emerging 

topic of a social distancing norm was also emphasized in Twitter conversations during the 

pandemic year. The change in attitudinal topics pre- and post- COVID could inform the 

emergency management of UGs during the COVID pandemic when the usage has increased, and 

the needs of the public may be changing.    

2. Methodological contribution 

The methodological framework contributes to the methods for mining text content of 

UG-related social media data in three ways. First, this study suggests good practice for collecting 

UG-related data. I found that for some parks, a search query using the park name extracted more 
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tweets than a search query that captured geotagged tweets in the area, and vice versa for other 

parks. This is perhaps due to the distinct tweeting behavior of the users in terms of expressing 

their experiences about different parks. This finding indicates simply employing one of the data 

search approaches may not be sufficient in collecting data for every UG, as functionality and 

user behavior differ by UGs. Second, this study showcases how to develop a data cleaning 

process that tailored to the structure of Twitter datasets by reducing the noise in the UG-related 

Twitter data, such as high frequency words that would not inform topic modeling and the high 

percentage of tweets posted by verified accounts or non-individual accounts. Third, this study 

proposes using an unsupervised topic modeling technique to analyze the large amount of social 

media data, which could overcome the difficulties in using the manual annotation approach, a 

labor intensive option. This study adopted GSDMM topic modeling to analyze the UG-related 

datasets, which has never been used in UG studies before. The meaningful topics identified by 

the GSDMM approach overcome the challenges in topic modeling short text with sparse word-

co-occurrence.   

3. Theoretical contribution 

The UG-related value topics identified in Twitter data confirms the notion by Stokols [3] 

that the virtual environment and real environment are highly interrelated. The topics emerging 

from Twitter data correspond to the characteristics of the study parks (e.g., NY Mets, Bronx 

Zoo). In addition, the attitudinal aspects of the topics demonstrate the relationship between users 

and UGs can be supportive, neutral, or in conflict. An example of a conflicting relationship is 

that a number of users expressed negative sentiments about park features through geotagged 

tweets, which in turn added to the negative impression of the UG in Twittersphere. Results also 

suggest the potential dimensions of the perceived values and attitudes of UGs that can be 
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observed through Twitter data, such as attitudes toward park features (i.e., social-cultural values 

- recreation) and transportation (i.e., social-cultural values - transit). It appears values associated 

UGs, including health, nature, economic, recreational, and cultural benefits were considered 

important among the services delivered by UGs. Social norms were found in the UG-related 

topics, such as the social distancing norm, opposition to gun violence, and opinions against racial 

discrimination in public spaces. Overall, results suggest the values associated with UGs co-

constructed on Twitter have several characteristics: (1) the values can be park-specific; (2) the 

values could shift over time; (3) the values may have attitudinal aspects; (4) socio-cultural values 

may be overrepresented (e.g., leisure activity, park features for recreational purposes, UG 

serving as an urban space, transportation, and cultural heritage). This implies the potential for 

creating a conceptual framework that defines social media data to understanding UGs. 

4. Practical Implications 

The practical implications in this study are twofold. First, this study proposes a method 

using social media data as a data source to evaluate public perceptions and attitudes toward UGs. 

Parks and recreation agencies can use this approach to measure how UGs and the services they 

deliver are perceived by the public, whether UG functionality and experiences satisfy the needs 

of the users in general, and which values delivered by UGs are most important to the public [4, 

5]. Most importantly, due to the volume and velocity of social media data, this approach enables 

the tracking of public values and attitudes in near real time, across areas in UGs and with the 

assistance of computational techniques, which could complement the traditional data that are 

limited by geographic and time constraints as well as intensive labor work. The present approach 

could also provide evidence to inform emergency management, natural experiments, and 

interventions, for example, during the time of the COVID crisis. Park and recreation agencies 
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could use the information to quickly respond to the concerns brought up by Twitter users, which 

would help better deliver services that meet the needs of the public.  

Furthermore, measuring text content of social media data mentioning UGs helps parks 

and recreation agencies to improve the effectiveness of their digital marketing efforts. As 

research shows raising awareness and improving perceptions is the key to encouraging use of 

UGs, this approach could help establish baseline marketing reach. For example, the results of our 

study demonstrate that providing opportunities for being close to nature is the most important 

value the park offered based on the abundance of conversations about Bronx Zoo and Botanical 

Garden in the Twittersphere. This indicated that promoting events and programs related to Bronx 

Zoo and Botanical Garden or experiences related to nature in Bronx Park on Twitter would be 

effective as the content may resonates the audiences’ interests. On the other hand, this also 

implies more marketing efforts may needed to promote other functionality that the park serves. 

5. Study limitations and challenges 

Although this study demonstrates the strength and opportunity of evaluating perceived 

values and social attitudes toward UGs through text content of social media data, there are 

limitations to acknowledge and challenges requiring methodological considerations to overcome. 

The limitations include:  

5.1 Limitations related to the data source 

Twitter data is “found” data, meaning the collected Twitter data were not generated for 

the research purpose. Population bias arises as users were self-selected to use Twitter and the 

population could potentially bias toward middle age (i.e., 35-65 years old), more highly 

educated, wealthier population [6]. This leads to the challenge that the information gathered from 

tweets may not be generalizable to the general population who may use the study UGs and that 
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opinions from youth and older adults may be excluded. However, social media data can still be a 

valid data source as it allows real time inquiry and place-specific information which traditional 

methods struggle to offer. 

Another limitation relates to bias coming from distortions in user behavior. This type of 

bias results in certain topics being underrepresented in Twitter data. In NYC UGs, I found more 

tweets were collected in flagship parks and larger community parks in Manhattan areas 

compared to other types of UGs. Out of 2,022 UGs in NYC, only 44 UGs had more than 100 

tweets pre-COVID (March 2019 – February 2020), and only 22 UGs had more than 100 tweets 

post-COVID (March 2020 – February 2021). This is aligned with the finding from previous 

research that Tweet volume tends to bias toward UGs with relatively higher visitation [7, 8]. In 

UGs having low visitation rates, very low or no tweets posted make the extrapolation of UG user 

behavior and preferences to smaller parks and UGs difficult. As a result, to have sufficient data 

for the analysis, only tweets related to the four flagship parks were included in the present 

analysis. Although this approach will have limitations for studying most small UGs, Twitter 

could serve as a solid data source for understanding perceived values and attitudes about UGs 

that tend to draw more attention from the public (e.g., destination parks, like Central Park or 

Prospect Park) and about UG systems, for example all Raleigh, NC, city parks.  

Furthermore, the text content of tweets that are associated with UGs could be biased 

toward certain topics. In this study, Twitter data associated with UGs had an adequate coverage 

for understanding health, natural, and socio-cultural benefits of UGs. Specifically, the Twitter 

conversations highlighted urban parks as a place for physical activity (e.g., jogging and biking), 

socializing with friends and families, birdwatching, and facilitating social norms (e.g., social 

distancing during the COVID pandemic and anti-racism due to a video of the confrontation 
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between a white woman and a black man), which were about the featured activities in the parks 

and salient topics at the time. However, the results from the analysis tended to underrepresent the 

values about environmental regulation (e.g., air quality, water quality, and protection of water 

basins) and economy (e.g., land value and energy savings), which were highlighted as key public 

values about UGs in the findings from a study through traditional methods [5]. This indicates 

social media, such as Twitter, might not be a suitable source for examining long-existing 

environmental issues (e.g., air pollution) or less salient topics.  

As of June 2019, Twitter announced that the geotagging option has been removed to 

improve Twitter user privacy, except for using the Twitter photo application or posting through a 

third-party platform (e.g., an Instagram post cross-posted to Twitter) [9, 10]. This change in the 

Twitter policy most likely will lead to a decrease in the overall volume of geotagged tweets in 

UGs, especially for the UGs (i.e., Flashing Meadows) where a higher proportion of geotagged 

tweets were generated, compared to other UGs. One solution to this issue is to infer whether a 

tweet is posted in or related to a UG based on park names (i.e., geoparsing). It should be noted 

that locations may still be tagged in Tweets, such as Central Park or Strawberry Fields, but an 

exact latitude and longitude within a park or city is no longer able to be geotagged.  

5.2 Challenges related to data preprocessing and analysis 

In this study, the unsupervised topic modeling approach is implemented to classify text in 

the tweets to a particular topic, which highly relies on the standardized text format and the 

patterns built on the relationship amongst the text. Therefore, data preprocessing is an important 

task that leads to an interpretable topic model as it eliminates the noise in the data and 

standardizes the data for further analysis. Although natural language process techniques can help 

address the messiness in the content (e.g., hyperlinks, stop words, punctuations, emojis), the data 
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noises from spam, commercial bots and cyborgs were difficult to tackle [11]. The information 

extracted by the Brandwatch® algorithm was used to identify tweets that were not posted from 

bot, spam and organization accounts, which was estimated based on the words and sentence 

structures used in authors’ Twitter profiles. However, limited further information was provided 

regarding how the twitter author estimation was conducted. Further quality assessment of the 

classification is needed to ensure the validity of the data, that is that individual twitter accounts 

or handles have not been excluded from the present analysis, and spam, bot tweets, and tweets 

posted from organizations have been excluded.  

One challenge regarding data analysis was to select a suitable topic modeling technique 

to best describe the patterns in the data. Many experiments were performed using various 

techniques including: 1) a topic modeling method for middle to long documents, Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) [12], the topic modeling that allows for anchoring keywords to form topics; 2) 

Correlation Explanation (CorEx) [13]; and 3) the topic modeling for short text, GSDMM [14]. 

As LDA is designed for longer documents, it could not generate good model fit for our dataset 

because of the short text data structure of tweets. CorEx could not generate interpretable models 

due to the sparse word co-occurrence in the text content of UG tweets and the anchor word 

function of CorEx was not suitable in this case because of limited a priori knowledge about 

which keywords should be used as anchor words at this exploratory stage. GSDMM was chosen 

because it produced the most interpretable results. However, the tradeoff of using GSDMM was 

that it assumes one document is only associated with one topic. As this study aims to identify 

topics emerging from the UG-related text content related to a wide range of subjects, the 

GSDMM topic modeling technique that can best address the sparse word-occurrence issue is still 

the best option despite this multi-topic limitation. Another downside of the unsupervised 
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approach is that the accuracy rate is not as high as human annotation (i.e., supervised). Further 

manual annotation is needed to gain more insights specific to each topic. 

5.3 Limitations related to the study design 

Two major limitations result from the study design. First, only four flagship parks in 

NYC were selected as study regions due to both the behavioral biases in the data source (i.e., 

insufficient volume of tweets about the smaller community parks) and limited timeline of this 

dissertation work. As the data were drawn from the small sample size of UGs in NYC, value 

topics identified from the UG-related tweets might be generalized to all UGs. Future studies 

could overcome this limitation by collecting tweets from UGs across cities in the US to identify 

generalizable patterns of public values about UGs. Second, only English tweets were included in 

the data analysis because of the limited timeframe and resources available. Performing topic 

modeling on different languages would require different preprocessing and analytical approach 

to accommodate the diverse complexities in the text structure. However, excluding non-English 

tweets could result in potential disadvantages: (1) missing the opinions from non-English 

speaking populations; (2) missing the conceptual thinking about UGs that is determined or 

influenced by other languages than English [15]. Specifically, excluding non-English tweets may 

influence the results about Bronx Park as it is located in predominantly Hispanic neighborhoods 

and more likely to have higher percentage of Spanish tweets than the other three parks. Future 

studies may consider going beyond English to gain a more comprehensive understanding of how 

people with diverse language backgrounds view UGs. 

6. Next steps 

Results of this study point to several prospects for future work. First, validity validation 

study should be carried out on the veracity of the GSDMM method on tweets. Such a study could 
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compare the results of the GSDMM topic modeling with results using different methods, such as 

the semi-supervised technique and a manual annotation. Second, future work could implement 

this methodological framework to identify generalizable patterns of attitudinal topics about UGs 

across major cities in the US, which could help better define the values and attitudes surrounding 

UGs and identify regional challenges, opportunities, and strengths. Third, this methodological 

framework can be used to study perceived values and attitudes toward other play spaces in urban 

areas on Twittersphere, such as NYC Open Streets, a program that has expanded during COVID 

by opening streets to play, diners, and activity, and closed the streets to automobile and bus 

traffic.  

The methodological framework proposed by this study demonstrates a multidisciplinary 

approach that brings together the knowledge and techniques from Parks and Recreation, 

computational science, and geospatial analytics. Even though studies using social media data has 

the limitations and challenges that come from the data source, data processing and analysis, this 

approach has its potential to advance the understanding of how UGs are viewed by the public. 

This work not only evidenced the feasibility of using the text content of social media data to 

investigate major trends in regards of attitudes and perceived values of UGs but also has the 

potential to uncover the unique characteristics of a UG perceived by the public. The data along 

with analytical techniques provides a promising way to detect the rapid change, such as the 

public health crisis, in how public spaces are perceived and valued in the society. This could 

ultimately inform evidence-based policy making that is responsive to the needs of the public at a 

timely manner. 
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Appendix A. Topics emerging from the Prospect Park dataset 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

Physical  

activity 

96 run, morning, mile, race, week, walk, feel, thank, start, Half Marathon, loop, 

ride 

283 Lefrak Center, skate, roller, love, night, thank, summer, rink, ice skating, 

skating rink 

139 run, mile, walk, life, see, think, morning, know, tree, race, end 

326 dog, friend, morning, walk, help, leash, people, see, life, know 

98 ride, bike, end, rider, ave, link, smile, entrance 

390 love, Jingle Bell Jog, run, home, photo, concert, Prospect Park South 

162 run, race, finish, marathon, support, meet, catch, friend, mile 

374 dog, walk, leash, water, meadow, walker, love, pet, see, morning, animal, 

owner 

284 game, play, video, enjoy, football, practice, ball, field, tournament 

256 5K King Challenge Run, fitness, challenge, world, welcome, warrior, join us, 

health 

General 

leisure 

activity 

211 walk, love, thank, look, run, fall, know, friend, tree, feel, see, think 

212 summer, love, think, know, see, film, night, thank, Father John Misty (concert), 

Burna Boy 

341 spring break, check, winter break, tour, think, nature, miss, family, ticket, 

camp, guy 

53 love, summer, picnic, night, bring, support, host, work, walk, dinner, break 

151 dog, run, Prospect Park West, Windsor Terrace, Terrace Bagel, Park Slope, 

location, cat 

190 weekend, life, walk, cherry blossom, fun, party, table, spring, memory, picnic, 

family 

33 dog, run, love, walk, moment, tree, watch, duck, health 

225 read, book, stage, weekend, event, check, company 

317 tour, learn, yard, holiday, book, build, history, concert, hall, market, art 

Transportation 77 train, bus, minute, shuttle, station, people, Coney Island Ave, run, wait, station 

11 bike lane, tree, bike, New York, fall, Prospect Park West, entrance, street, 

Ocean Ave, ride, parking, Coney Island Ave 

74 car, bike lane, drive, Prospect Park West, lane, think, see, light, traffic, stop, 

parking, line 

19 (train) run, problem, signal, train, Kings Highway, B train, switch, line, hour, 

minute, service, fix, northbound, Q trains 

130 bike, life, car, watch, cop, say, turnstile, man, friend, subway station, police 

189 ride, sidewalk, bike lane, Prospect Park West, people, bike, lane, riding, 

infrastructure 

337 lane, Ocean Ave, path, New York, parkway, suppose, running, dump 

Nature 95 bird, see, Varied Thrush, spot, morning, duck, walk, look, warbler, goldfinch, 

sparrow, watch, owl 

84 lake, summer, evening, night, sunset, enjoy, home, forest, snow, winter 

378 Botanic Garden, Coney Island, rock, walk, food, Queen, tour, enjoy, Brooklyn 

Bridge, zoo, Park Slope, museum 

398 warbler, center, sparrow, singe, tennis, boathouse, pool, flycatcher, path, 

singing, meadow 
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Appendix A (continued). 
 79 raccoon (issue), subway, spot, street, stop, skunk, foot, catch, sighting, custody 

387 fall, color, look, life, season, beauty, see, nature, peak, moment, autumn, foliage 

260 see, winter, photo, wren, bird, hawk, post, warbler, Varied thrush, Phoebe, 

Kinglet, tree, birding, crown, sparrow 

175 zoo, baby, animal, panda, goat, feed, bring, thank, meet, adventure, summer 

340 algae, lake, turtle, pond, bloom, need, tackle, help, camera, field 

7 zoo, watch, lion, rain, sea, monkey, baboon, shine, New York, fox, peacock 

264 zoo, animal, visit, exhibit, wildlife, love, training, conservation, turtle, 

aquarium 

294 miss, help, zoo, swan, see, fence, bird, animal, sheep, friend, grass 

219 zoo, cub, zoo, guess, pair, mansion, care 

388 duck, fish, tree, sun, run, trunk, people, wood, bass, see, survey, oak, bird, dog 

Events 42 concert, tonight, see, Celebrate Brooklyn, wait, wine, summer, event, watch, 

series, photography, Liz Phair 

23 festival, celebrate Brooklyn, Bric Celebrate Brooklyn, June, music, perform, 

love, gig, Liz Phair 

167 artist, event, weekend, ticket, week, film, project, meet, thank, screen, learn, 

screening 

251 Marvin Gaye, Marvin Gaye Tribute, performance, love, hall, tonight, support 

136 concert, see, man, dude, friend, bag, dress, meet 

315 Annual Clubhouse Jamboree, thank, make, picture, family, people, bless, love 

342 university, open air, teach, summer, immigrant, lecture, field, garden, initiative, 

course 

216 pumpkin, carve, Balley Fountain, sheep, New York, lawn, craft 

Urban space 65 Grand Army Plaza, meet, community, look, entrance, know, yoga, meeting, 

style, farmers market 

80 Nitehawk Cinema, see, movie, screen, concert, tonight, watch, march, rain, 

ticket 

313 city, people, garden, think, Greenwood Cemetery, life, enjoy, are, 

neighborhood 

247 think, place, Prospect Park South, neighborhood, ave, food 

201 grand Army Plaza, neighborhood, arch, New York, sunset, walk, Fort Greene 

64 try, Prospect Park West, lunch, breakfast, avenue, south, pork 

Social 

relations 

160 thank, fun, run, work, team, help, join, event, support, runner, volunteer, race, 

register 

300 people, see, think, feel, guy, tree, place, sit, job, city, set, community 

138 family, walk, bless, friend, join us, zoo, visit, hope, new year eve, blessing 

383 case, phone, people, city, say, end, food, know, idea 

92 people, Prospect Park Alliance, community, spouse, board, fund, dollar, 

organization, senator, vote 

Park features 8 Harmony Playground, bathroom, block, hate, bring, walk, city, see, Picnic 

House 

73 trash, path, city, drive, car, garbage, truck, pick, street 

76 splash pad, water, look, thank, run, afternoon 

274 fix, playground, feel, water, drop, condition, wire, quality, reconstruct, disrepair 

Culture 218 see, video, lake, morning, thank, look, know, boathouse, path, post, photo 

262 monument, Shirley Chisholm, artist, designer, statue, love, design 
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Appendix B. Topics emerging from the Flushing Meadows dataset 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

Sports 49 Citi Field, game, thank, Mets Citi Field Stadium, baseball, love, night, fan, win, 

watch, team, run 

133 Citi Field, game, baseball, Mets Citi Field Stadium, night, ball, win, season, 

play, New York, watch, fan, dodger 

66 Arthur Ashe Stadium, tennis, US Open, match, watch, Louis Armstrong 

Stadium, night, court, thank, play 

106 US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, win, match, tennis, watch, play, 

woman, game, Serena Williams 

159 US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, night, guy, thank, man, team, watch, 

Billie Jean King 

191 National Tennis Center, Billie Jean King, King National Tennis, US Open, 

tennis, court, practice, match, thank, Coco Gauff 

77 Citi Field, record, game, season, home run, Pete Alonso, rookie, break, history, 

hit 

43 Citi Field, seat, game, tonight, view, win, night, match, rain, wait, look 

4 Citi Field, game, Mets Citi field Stadium, man, catch, first pitch, ticket, throw 

147 drink, Citi Field, drinking, beer, coffee, ale, love, session, stand, tap, parking lot 

113 Citi field, thank, pic, game, season, team, win, last night, seat 

169 drink, Citi Field, hop, cherry, coca cola, walk, love, Porsche Grille, game, 

dinner 

187 US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, watch, luck, night, play, match, 

court, player 

181 Arthur Ashe Stadium, tennis, US Open, drink, love, thank, experience, Emirate 

VIP Suite, wine, game 

5 Arthur Ashe Stadium, win, court, tonight, match, ball, video 

91 Citi Field, game, Mets Citi field Stadium, sandwich, tonight, throw, first pitch, 

chicken, ice cream, watch, baseball, team 

173 see, citi field, season, movie, break, pay, week, event, feel, family, game 

192 ball, hit, Citi Field, bat, Mets Citi Field, Stadium, game, pitch, field, Pete 

Alonso, inning, homer, strike 

22 tennis, play, match, look, watch, US Open, talk, see, player, sport, event, fan 

83 win, tournament, week, Grand Slam, Serena Williams, tennis, US Open, 

woman, match, champion, player, practice 

73 tennis, crowd, drink, court, Althea Gibson sculpture, statue, think, unveil 

53 Arthur Ashe Stadium, perspective, set, thank, life, love, people, spirit 

37 US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, honey deuce, love, win, search, 

photo, Althea Gibson 

164 hit, base, run, catch, home run, fan, Shea Stadium, win, see 

Events 120 Rolling Loud, Citi Field, New York, weekend, stage, miss, thank, love, post, 

believe 

171 hello Panda Festival, Citi Field, lantern, night, photo, winter, family, dragon 

59 food, join, night market, beer, vendor, dance, event, place, festival, friend, drink 

145 (Making Strides Against Breast Cancer) walk, breast cancer, support Citi Field, 

join, cause, community, awareness, member 
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Appendix B (continued) 
 15 Queens International Night, International Night Market, Cifi Field, north, 

check, photo, post, vendor 

71 Fire on the Mountain, Citi Field, parking, sound, voice, post, 

96 producer, "chicken & biscuit", cast, march, ticket, crew, night, play, Broadway 

Culture 185 New York, Citi Field, fun, stadium, see, work, line, experience, game, drive, 

thank, live, New York Hall of Science 

161 New York Hall Of Science, art, place, World's Fair, design, rocket, exhibit 

188 New York, Queens Museum, world, morning, spend, family, tour, care, city 

75 New York State Pavilion, tower, observation, place, world’s fair, site, begin, 

restoration, reconstruction 

18 World’s Fair, pavilion, world, peace, home, discover, visit, tour, capsule, 

traveler, music 

36 science, museum, love, check, hall, trip, globe, zoo, Queens Museum 

103 World’s Fair, site, kayak, lake, catch, marina, launch, New York, circuit 

69 art, artist, Queens Museum, exhibit, collaboration, piece, sculpture, launch, 

series, create 

Social 

relations 

2 thank, Citi Field, birthday, hope, party, friend, holiday, father’s day 

160 Terrace On The Park, congratulation, power, tonight, award, community friend, 

engagement, event, gala, honoree, recipient 

194 thank, team, student, night, make, event, experience, production, program 

Physical 

activity 

21 run, color, mile, Citi Field, fall, train, afternoon, finish 

42 bike, ride, Mikkeller Brewing, avenue, lane, south, highway, block, beer 

151 marathon, run, half, New York, set, runner, loop, ride, route, ride, event 

Nature 80 Queens Zoo, zoo, picture, eat, summer, meal, adventure, animal, visit, lion 

55 Willow lake, moment, think, remember, laugh, comeback, people, touch, hear 
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Appendix C. Topics emerging from the Central Park dataset - Pre-COVID 

 

 

 

 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

General leisure 

activity 

237 Love, walk, city, look, morning, friend, see, photo, people, place, enjoy 

299 Life, thank, love, people, friend, walk, look, meet, talk, woman, feel 

201 Love, friend, photo, music, video, birthday, weekend, meet, family 

83 House, game, chess, skate, checker, holiday, ceremony, love, winter 

Culture 157 Art, metropolitan, meet, camp, fashion, love, exhibit, museum, exhibition, 

play it loud (an exhibition in Metropolitan Museum) 

40 Walk, museum, place, city, visit, meet, tour, food, street, ride, pizza 

74 Strawberry Field, imagine, John Lennon, people, world, live, life, peace, 

dreamer, memorial, hope 

286 Woman, statue, monument, Sojourner Truth, Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton, design, city, commission, history, sculpture, pioneer, 

Women’s Suffrage 

269 Seneca Village, history, community, land, build, monument, city, tour, black 

community, village, African American 

144 Fountain, Bethesda Terrace, angel, terrace, love, Bethesda Fountain, tile, 

ceiling, arcade, John Wick 

Physical 

activity 

103 Run, mile, morning, marathon, race, finish, runner, training, finish line, half 

marathon 

Transportation 273 Street, car, ride, horse, bike, cyclist, city, pedestrian, drive, bus, carriage, 

driver, traffic 

Urban space 101 View, building, street, apartment, tower, build, look, floor, city, block, live, 

space 

Events 142 Concert, ticket, summer, tonight, perform, rock, Global Citizen Festival, 

Summer Stage, Taylor swift 

254 Walk, support, join, cancer, thank, team, help, donate, health, cause, family, 

breast cancer, awareness, society 

Nature  241 Bird, see, squirrel, duck, look, pond, Central Park Zoo, hawk, snow, 

warbler, ramble, spot, reservoir, pigeon 

298 Reservoir, Onassis Reservoir, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, morning, spring, 

duck, hunt, sunrise, view 

279 Record, break, temperature, temp, hit, number, weather, tonight, wind, 

station, breaking, winter, thermometer 

Park features 186 Dog, coyote, sighting, plastic, rat, spot, leash, feed, squirrel, bench, need, 

prospect  

31 Trump, remove, ice, ice rink, skate, skating rink, Trump Organization, 

Wollman Rink, business, ice skating, company, city, fix 
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Appendix D. Topics emerging from the Central Park dataset - Post-COVID 

 

 

 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

Physical 

activity 
259 walk, run, mile, ride 

General leisure 

activity 

74 Love, photo, walk, thank, look, life, feel, city, friend 

292 Thank, see, watch, love, concert 

271 Picnic, drink, wine, eat, cake, chocolate, cup, food, recipe, pizza, cheese 

125 Happy Valentine’s Day 

Social norm 

287 
Dog, woman, police, Amy Cooper, man, black man, video, Central Park 

Karen, leash, racism 

49 Mask, wear, social distancing, crowd 

249 Seneca Village, community, history, land 

83 
Volunteer, hospital, field hospital, support, tent hospital, statement, faith, 

agenda, Franklin Graham, worker 

142 Franklin Templeton, racism, tolerate 

Nature  

187 Bird, owl, snowy owl, squirrel, rat, duck, barred owl, hawk, tree, coyote 

240 

Bird, warbler, sparrow, reservoir, ramble, goose, lake, great blue heron, 

duck, pond, north woods 

265 

Fall, tree, color, spring, autumn, leaf, flower, bloom, season, foliage, garden, 

winter 

176 

Snow, inch, fall, record, storm, winter, temperature, snowfall, wind, 

weather, rain, snowstorm, forecast, blizzard 

274 Central Park Zoo, zoo, penguin, animal, lion, aquarium 

272 Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, reservoir, sunset, run, walk 

Park features 

109 

hospital, field hospital, tent, bed, Javits Center, patient, emergency, covid, 

Javitz Center, nursing home, comfort 

191 

trump, Central Park Carousel, Ice rink, ice skating rink, organization, 

contract, city, rink, course, golf, skating rink, Wollman Rink 

174 boathouse, restaurant 

134 Central Park Tennis, court, tennis center, center, tennis court, basketball 

Transportation 
203 

horse, ride, bike, carriage, street, run, car, Central Park Loop, cyclist, 

pedestrian, lane, path, drive 

Culture 

155 art, Metropolitan Museum, museum 

62 

statue, woman, Susan B. Anthony, monument, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 

unveil, pioneer, Sojourner Truth, sculpture, honor, bronze, Christopher 

Columbus, Meredith Bergmann, history, suffragist 

11 John Lennon, imagine, Strawberry Field, peace 

70 

Frederick Law Olmsted, landscape, Calvert Vaux, architect, statue, 

architecture, design 

47 celebrate, anniversary, pictorialist, century 

Urban space 
120 

street, view, upper east side, Central Park East, west, apartment, tower, 

upper west side, building, block, Empire State Building 
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Appendix E. Topics emerging from the Prospect Park dataset- Pre-COVID 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

General leisure 

activity 

86 
walk, love, run, friend, thank, dog, people, fall, morning, know, look, life, 

see, yesterday, weekend, feel, work, summer, live, tree 

217 
thank, family, night, love, session, play, tonight, bring, boathouse, picnic, 

walk, photo, life, say, share, tree, yoga, party 

267 
dog, owner, home, wear, run, hunt, lover, work, ice, cream, leash, cut, 

version, load, save, steal, pay, tax, morning, tell 

Physical 

activity 

358 
run, morning, race, mile, walk, start, game, week, tonight, marathon, think, 

break, loop, look, end, half marathon, snow, tomorrow, finish 

246 
lakeside, Lefrak Center, roller, skate, love, rink, photo, set, event, look, ice, 

summer, concert, party, photography, tonight, dreamland 

239 
ride, horse, bike, jog, end, case, photo, style, buy, remember, location, say, 

hawk, limit, jingle, bell, town 

291 
fitness, run, level, challenge, king, health, man, warrior, welcome, age, 

brother, exceed, wealth, making, think 

Nature  

273 
see, lake, spot, bird, think, morning, Varied Thrush, look, sparrow, walk, 

duck, winter, tree, know, watch, lot, warbler, life, enjoy, rain 

278 
warbler, singe, path, pool, place, Flycatcher, oak, drive, singing, quaker, 

cemetery, ball, cycle, fly, Throated, meadow, mourning 

97 
zoo, animal, work, help, visit, fish, exhibit, goat, miss, meet, otter, stop, 

member, touch, bird, daughter, squirrel, wildlife, summer 

318 
zoo, panda, baby, cub, fountain, debut, monkey, bailey, thank, era, blast, 

guy, display, loop, rain, moment, baboon, pair, song 

128 
algae, dog, bloom, pond, turtle, kill, water, lake, think, grow, tackle, pet, 

hand, meadow, neighborhood, owner, discover, technology 

262 
zoo, watch, buy, lion, sea, baboon, sleep, tonight, convert, fox, vigil, bear, 

food, soho, prayer, turtle, release 

Transportation 

199 
Bike lane, tree, car, drive, people, parking, think, street, path, stop, lot, lane, 

bike, see, use, ocean, entrance, block, ave, city 

16 
train, run, bus, minute, ave, bind, tell, station, wait, shuttle, Coney Island, 

leave, platform, B train, switch, stop, signal, problem, service 

Urban space 120 
garden, tour, food, walk, area, Park Slope, neighborhood, sunset, rock, 

Coney Island, view, zoo, sun, museum, bridge 

Park features 

314 
people, city, family, Prospect Park Alliance, group, community, dollar, 

board, fund, need, member, mayor, engage, organization 

15 
Splash pad, try, earth, spring, tomorrow, event, join, mother, sign, vale, 

product, bring, clothe, celebration, change, circle, love, beauty 

46 
playground, harmony, fix, bathroom, potty, picnic house, sand, break, use, 

crew, wire, porta, deal, road, glass, water fountain 

Events 

141 
see, concert, summer, tonight, night, film, love, movie, watch, screen, know, 

people, work, thank, week, get, ticket, feel 

349 
read, event, tonight, world, summer, wine, concert, join us, check, book, 

look, video, wait, woman, tomorrow, stage, team, series 

72 

festival, Celebrate Brooklyn Festival, Bric Celebrate Brooklyn, Liz Phair, 

music, pop, June, perform, night, love, ted, dragon, season 
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Appendix E (continued)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

268 
teach, university, Open Air, immigrant, summer, class, learn, thank, 

afternoon, field, yoga, professor, initiative, lecture 

334 
lemonade, food, lobster, chicken, cheese, rice, bear, jerk, butter, scallion, 

pancake, dish, plate, honey, roll, vodka, Smorgasburg 

129 
walk, bless, friend, join us, family, blessing, support, information, visit, row, 

raise, purpose, fund, scavenger, awareness 

Culture  175 
monument, Shirley Chisholm, artist, Chisholm Monument, designer, look, 

know, think, statue, love, community, build, design, woman 
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Appendix F. Topics emerging from the Prospect Park dataset- Post-COVID 

 

 

 

 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

Social norms 

44 
people, mask, walk, wear, see, run, think, street, bike, look, know, social 

distancing, city, need, ride, lot, crowd 

209 
walk, mayor, drive, people, stroll, travel, De Blasio, need, wife, city, Gracie 

Mansion, Park Slope, mile, Bill De Blasio, look, rule 

68 
shoot, man, rink, know, photo, fall, head, violence, crew, neighbor, school, 

blast, lakeside, people, candle 

Physical 

activity 

290 
walk, see, people, run, dog, love, morning, friend, look, think, feel, know, 

tree, sit, guy, zoo, summer, spot, watch, picnic 

88 
run, mile, ride, bike, loop, morning, race, thank, guy, week, see, work, hill, 

lap, trail, set, finish, think, meet, route 

256 
head, balance, guy, bike, ball, soccer, ride, yell, basketball, dude, shout, 

balancing, scream, stick, silver, snow, cash, sense, dress, wear 

Nature  

49 
see, bird, morning, lake, warbler, duck, look, spot, hawk, tree, think, walk, 

wood, lot, cooper, fly, thank, people, watch, love 

270 
lake, eel, man, dump, thank, life, mystery, gull, survive, turtle, think, say, 

hole, view, bag, bingo, card, pile, morning 

109 
zoo, animal, know, queen, aquarium, work, visit, member, bear, meadow, 

staff, reserve, ink, bring, peacock, provide, care 

Events 

181 

concert, summer, friend, Prospect Park Bandshell, party, photo, thank, 

Celebrate Brooklyn, boathouse, music, link, see, walk, jazz 

156 

protest, march, helicopter, police, video, family, gather, matter, justice, 

news, happen, black lives, use, cop, rave, request, protester 

221 

march, honor, rally, join us, meet, indigenous activist, meditation, July 4th, 

class, ave, speaker, performer, Fort Greene Park 

13 

register, location, bring, brunch, family, friend, welcome, mask, basket, 

social distancing, class, august, course, happen, use, join us 

Park features 

25 

thank, people, Parade Ground, support, need, trash, know, sign, love, 

budget, community, check, look, run, see, help, volunteer 

277 

Parade Ground, field, tree, ball, game, soccer, grow, south, touch, owl, 

people, photo, playground, costume 

107 

Lefrak Center, shop, lakeside, sit, pick, holiday, set, pickup, kitchen, buy, 

line, king, chicken, customer, grill, rental 

General leisure 

activity 210 

dog, live, see, walk, think, place, friend, catch, squirrel, know, life, leash, 

feel, firework, love, try, ride, work, people, night 

Culture 54 

Endale Arch, Flatbush Ave, design, work, entrance, restoration, return, 

Frederick Law Olmsted, detail, landscape, house, walk, leave, architect, 

monument, history, tour 

Urban space 114 
block, avenue, floor, Park Slope, room, building, space, home, rent, area, 

apartment, Coney Island, include, kitchen, bedroom, build 

Transportation 128 
Q train, train, run, track, photo, see, NYC subway, Kings Hwy, stop, 

franklin, northbound, picture, door, southbound, try, avenue, shuttle 
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Appendix G. Topics emerging from the Flushing Meadows dataset - Pre-COVID  

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

Spectator 

sports 

49 
Citi Field, game, thank, Mets Citi Field Stadium, baseball, love, night, fan, 

win, watch, team, run 

133 
Citi Field, game, baseball, Mets Citi Field Stadium, night, ball, win, season, 

play, New York, watch, fan, dodger 

66 
Arthur Ashe Stadium, tennis, US Open, match, watch, Louis Armstrong 

Stadium, night, court, thank, play 

106 
US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, win, match, tennis, watch, play, 

woman, game, Serena Williams 

159 
US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, night, guy, thank, man, team, 

watch, Billie Jean King 

191 
National Tennis Center, Billie Jean King, King National Tennis, US Open, 

tennis, court, practice, match, thank, Coco Gauff 

77 
Citi Field, record, game, season, home run, Pete Alonso, rookie, break, 

history, hit 

43 Citi Field, seat, game, tonight, view, win, night, match, rain, wait, look 

4 
Citi Field, game, Mets Citi field Stadium, man, catch, first pitch, ticket, 

throw 

147 
drink, Citi Field, drinking, beer, coffee, ale, love, session, stand, tap, parking 

lot 

113 Citi Field, thank, pic, game, season, team, win, last night, seat 

169 
drink, Citi Field, hop, cherry, coca cola, walk, love, Porsche Grille, game, 

dinner 

187 
US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, watch, luck, night, play, match, 

court, player 

181 
Arthur Ashe Stadium, tennis, US Open, drink, love, thank, experience, 

Emirate VIP Suite, wine, game 

5 Arthur Ashe Stadium, win, court, tonight, match, ball, video 

91 
Citi Field, game, Mets Citi field Stadium, sandwich, tonight, throw, first 

pitch, chicken, ice cream, watch, baseball, team 

173 see, Citi Field, season, movie, break, pay, week, event, feel, family, game 

192 
ball, hit, Citi Field, bat, Mets Citi Field, Stadium, game, pitch, field, Pete 

Alonso, inning, homer, strike 

22 tennis, play, match, look, watch, US Open, talk, see, player, sport, event, fan 

83 
win, tournament, week, Grand Slam, Serena Williams, tennis, US Open, 

woman, match, champion, player, practice 

73 tennis, crowd, drink, court, Althea Gibson sculpture, statue, think, unveil 

53 Arthur Ashe Stadium, perspective, set, thank, life, love, people, spirit 

37 
US Open, championship, US Open Tennis, honey deuce, love, win, search, 

photo, Althea Gibson 

164 hit, base, run, catch, home run, fan, Shea Stadium, win, see 

Events  

120 
Rolling Loud, Citi Field, New York, weekend, stage, miss, thank, love, post, 

believe 

171 Hello Panda Festival, Citi Field, lantern, night, photo, winter, family, dragon 

59 
food, join, night market, beer, vendor, dance, event, place, festival, friend, 

drink 
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Appendix G (continued) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

145 
(MakingStrides Against Breast Cancer) walk, breast cancer, support Citi 

Field, join, cause, community, awareness, member 

15 
Queens International Night, International Night Market, Citi Field, north, 

check, photo, post, vendor 

71 Fire on the Mountain, Citi Field, parking, sound, voice, post 

96 
producer, "chicken & biscuit" show, cast, march, ticket, crew, night, play, 

Broadway 

General leisure 

activity 

2 thank, Citi Field, birthday, hope, party, friend, holiday, Father’s Day 

160 
Terrace On the Park, congratulation, power, tonight, award, community 

friend, engagement, event, gala, honoree, recipient 

194 thank, team, student, night, make, event, experience, production, program 

Physical 

activity 

21 run, color, mile, Citi Field, fall, train, afternoon, finish 

42 bike, ride, Mikkeller Brewing, avenue, lane, south, highway, block, beer 

151 marathon, run, half, New York, set, runner, loop, ride, route, ride, event 

Culture  

185 
New York, Citi Field, fun, stadium, see, work, line, experience, game, drive, 

thank, live, New York Hall of Science 

161 New York Hall Of Science, art, place, World's Fair, design, rocket, exhibit 

188 New York, Queens Museum, world, morning, spend, family, tour, care, city 

75 
New York State Pavilion, tower, observation, place, World’s Fair, site, 

begin, restoration, reconstruction 

18 
World’s Fair, pavilion, world, peace, home, discover, visit, tour, capsule, 

traveler, music 

36 science, museum, love, check, hall, trip, globe, zoo, Queens Museum 

103 World’s Fair, site, kayak, lake, catch, marina, launch, New York, circuit 

69 
art, artist, Queens Museum, exhibit, collaboration, piece, sculpture, launch, 

series, create 

Nature 

80 
Queens Zoo, World Fair, food, zoo, picture, eat, summer, meal, adventure, 

animal, visit, lion 

55 
Willow lake, moment, think, remember, laugh, comeback, people, touch, 

hear 
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Appendix H. Topics emerging from the Flushing Meadows dataset - Post-COVID 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

Spectator 

sports 

418 
Citi Field, opening day, game, baseball, miss, season, fan, watch, wait, 

summer, night, see, love, photo, home, team 

416 
US Open, win, Arthur Ashe Stadium, match, world, set, game, player, 

tomorrow, tennis, watch, city, grand slam, champion 

401 
Championship, US Open Tennis, night, tennis, last year, watch, win, ticket, 

miss, friend, champion 

475 
Billie Jean King, National Tennis Center, King National Tennis, tennis, US 

Open, hospital, court, champion, legend, shine, collection 

27 
Citi Field, COVID, Shea Stadium, mural, rest, rip, victim, peace, leave, 

honor, hero, franchise, ground 

General leisure 

activity 

136 
Post, walk, photo, Citi Field, look, love, thank, Queens Museum, video, 

weekend, music 

210 
Citi Field, love, life, thank, place, birthday, wish, hope, miss, family, 

support, friend 

203 
Night, film, drive, festival, thank, borough, opening, month, screen, 

president, road, love 

Physical 

activity  

59 
Run, Citi Field, mile, walk, miss, friend, morning, appointment, weekend, 

people, marathon, race, finish 

251 
Ride, bike, lake, drive, ave, social distancing, globe, join, space, people, 

wonder, car, shore, lane, place 

351 Work, body, workout, sculpture, photo, community 

Culture 

352 
Heritage, fountain, Central Park, restoration, unveil, start, city, explore, 

water, World’s Fair 

50 
World’s Fair, tour, talk, noon, Zoom, ground, site, thank, visit, lead, 

nostalgia, history 

Events 113 
Event, help, week, people, talk, team, friend, need, mask, face, terrace, 

music, business, food 

Nature 22 
Weather, Queens Zoo, happen, run, walk, fun, animal, photography, cow, 

fall 

Transportation  81 
City, hill, car, plan, station, street, mile, bike, build, access, forest, broad 

way, Open Street 

Park features 365 
Idea, share, improve, host, bay, promenade, meeting, mile, alley, thank, 

discuss, invite, session 

Social norm 355 
Mask, wear, run, protect, people, play, see, social distancing, walk, group, 

picnic, family 
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Appendix I. Topics emerging from the Bronx Park dataset - Pre-COVID  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Themes Topic # Keywords 

Nature  

65 

Botanical Garden, Holiday Train Show, rock garden, orchid show, 

orchid, flower, spring, color, night, Peggy, NYBG, Rockefeller Rose 

Garden, nature, beauty 

43 

Zoo, holiday lights, fun, trip, see, thank, family, Dinosaur Safari, happy 

birthday, adventure, sea lion, dinosaur, animal 

176 

Botanical Garden, family, love, world, fun, memory, walk, place, 

summer, thank, trip, spend, zoo, expedition, holiday 

240 

Botanical Garden, Roberto Burle Mar, NYBG, exhibition, landscape, 

exhibit, love, conservation, garden, design, flower, plant, visit, the Living 

Art (of Roberto Burle Mar at NYBG) 

144 

Bronx Zoo, lion, zoo, boy, see, baby, gorilla, animal, shoot, sea, forest, 

video, sloth 

249 Bronx Zoo, post, tiger, zoo, Botanical Garden, photo, video, event 

113 

Love, animal, world, life, Bronx Zoo, friend, father, family, place, 

person, people, bird, zoo, hope, joy 

84 

Botanical Garden, people, tree, garden, song, enjoy, winter, eat, Bronx 

Zoo, photo, nature, city, fall, video 

146 Check, weekend, trip, Botanical Garden, Mother’s Day, Holiday Train 

Physical activity 67 Botanical Garden, thank, support, run, love, supporter, cause 
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Appendix J. Topics emerging from the Bronx Park dataset - Post-COVID  

 

 

Themes 
Topic 

# 
Keywords 

Nature 

249 

Bronx Zoo, zoo, animal, holiday light, visit, tiger, trip, family, test, fun, 

beauty, light 

106 

Bronx Zoo, post, love, birthday, photo, giraffe, flamingo, peacock, lion, 

trip, city 

234 

Botanical Garden, Orchid Show, light, NYBG, place, see, air, people, 

miss, glow, nature, weekend, garden, pic, company 

165 

Botanical Garden, nature, breath, peace, lot, beauty, start, Bronx River, 

exhibit, build, eye, thank, squash, bridge, moment, morning 

181 

Bronx Zoo, class, heart, baby, love, blast, fall, honor, glass, resiliency, 

mind, happy birthday, lot, fun, girl, zoo, work, photo 

61 

spot, enjoy, dad, Botanical Garden, love, afternoon, plant, add, learn, 

garden, father, bandit, hope, weekend, saw, eagle 

268 

conservatory, water, lily, check, summer, morning, spend, courtyard, pool, 

exhibit, break, place, pop, Bronx Zoo, mask, koi 

Physical activity 
39 

walk, love, man, rise, fall, flower, help, morning, bloom, end, pic, color, 

autumn, family, song, hit 

Social norms 41 
shoot, work, friend, party, man, night, injure, witch, spend, welcome, 

train, fire, gun, people, graduation, video, girl 


